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identity, the family as the site of potential corruption and violence, and the past’s 

influence on the present.  The narrativization of the Gein event functions to 

negotiate the relationship between the pleasurable expression of taboo wishes and 

the censorship of those wishes.  This analysis contributes to an understanding of 

the function of narrative repetition, particularly in relation to the horror genre, and 

the relationship between a real event and fictional re-tellings of that event. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Aside, perhaps, from Vlad the Impaler, no other person has inspired as 

many horror movies as Edward R. Gein.1 

According to Andrew Collins, “The slasher movie was born on the night 

of November 17, 1957, in Plainfield, Wisconsin, when Sheriff Arthur Schley 

entered the farmhouse of Ed Gein, a quiet local man with a funny eye who never 

got over the death of his mother.”2  The disappearance of Plainfield resident 

Bernice Worden, led local police to Gein's farmhouse where they found her 

decapitated and butchered body hanging by its heels in the shed.  Gein was taken 

into custody and police entered his farmhouse having little idea what they would 

find.  Inside were the remains of approximately fifteen female bodies.  Detectives 

found ten heads, four noses that did not come from those heads, skin-upholstered 

furniture, a drum made from human skin, and a box of vulvas some of which had 

been painted silver.  They also found various body parts that had been fashioned 

into items of clothing, including several pairs of “leggings” and the upper front 

torso of a female body with strings attached to the sides so that it could be worn.  

News reports expressed horror at what was believed to be the site of multiple 

murders, a “human abattoir,” and were no less horrified when Gein began to insist 

                                                 
1 Tom Dewe Mathews, “Murderer, necrophiliac, cannibal—role model,” The Guardian, 31 July 
1998, sec. Features: 6. 
2 Andrew Collins, “Slash and Grab,” The Observer, 14 March 1999, sec. Screen: 2. 
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that the majority of the body parts had come from graveyards.  Gein only 

confessed to two murders, and although police suspected that he was responsible 

for several disappearances in the surrounding area, they could never prove this.  

Gein was not brought to trial by reason of insanity and spent the rest of his life in 

institutions. 

The discovery of the bodies and subsequent investigation received a great 

deal of attention from the media.  Rachael Bell and Marilyn Bardsley write, 

“when investigators revealed the facts about what was found on Eddie Gein’s 

farm . . . reporters from all over the world flocked to the small town of Plainfield, 

Wisconsin.” 3  Psychologists were fascinated by the case and, they say, “children 

who knew the exploits of Eddie began to sing songs about him and make jokes.”4  

When the contents of Ed Gein’s farm were auctioned, curious visitors descended 

on the town to bid and watch.  His car was purchased by a carnival sideshow 

operator and apparently, over a two-day period at a county fair, 2000 people paid 

25 cents each to view the inside of the “ghoul car.”  The sign outside the tent that 

housed the car read: “See the car that hauled the dead from their graves!  Ed 

Gein’s crime car!  $1000 reward if it’s not true!”5   

The story of Gein’s “house of horror” did not end with media reports and 

curiosity seekers.  Robert Bloch says the murders inspired him to write his novel 

                                                 
3 Rachael Bell and Marilyn Bardsley, “Eddie Gein,” The Crime Library, 2001,  
www.crimelibrary.com/gein/geinmeida.htm (21 Sept. 2002), Media Frenzy. 
4 Bell and Bardsley. 
5 Troy Taylor, “Wisconsin’s ‘Psycho’: Ed Gein,” Weird Wisconsin, 29 June 2000, <www.weird-
wi.com/ghouls/wispsycho.htm> (21 Sept. 2002). 
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Psycho, which, when adapted by Alfred Hitchcock for the screen, sparked 

renewed interest in the original event.  Similarly, the media resurrected the details 

of the Gein case in the wake of Tobe Hooper's The Texas Chain Saw Massacre 

and Jonathan Demme's The Silence of the Lambs.  True crime books are still 

being written about “the original psycho” and Gein's story can be found all over 

the web.  From original media reports to Gus Van Sant's 1998 remake of 

Hitchcock's Psycho, the Ed Gein murders set in motion a narrative that refuses to 

“end,” producing a supertext that points to the continued persistence of certain 

anxieties and fantasies across time. 

In this dissertation, I examine the various re-tellings of the Gein story, 

focusing on accounts of the original event and those fictional narratives that seem 

to be most closely associated with it both in content and in public and critical 

discourse: the Psycho and The Texas Chain Saw Massacre series and The Silence 

of the Lambs.  Although these are not the only films associated with the Gein 

murders, they are the texts most frequently identified in popular discourse as 

based on the original events.  So, for example, all the websites I visited that 

contain information about the Gein event refer to these films.  Bloch and Hooper 

both mention the Gein case as a source for their stories, and in The Silence of the 

Lambs, the figure of Buffalo Bill resembles Gein in several ways.6  Although 

none of these texts are particularly close to the Gein case in terms of narrative 

details, my concern here is more with their association in popular discourse with 
                                                 
6 For example, he also fashions a “woman suit” for himself and his ambiguous sexuality and 
desire to become a woman recall Gein’s fascination with the idea of sex-change operations, in the 
headlines in the 1950s due to Christine Jorgenson. 
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the murders, and the fantasies they imagine which reports of the event suggest.  

That the Gein story has continued to circulate so consistently over the past fifty 

years implies that it is a site of some significance, and here I work toward an 

understanding of the pleasures it provides and the anxieties it produces.  I do not 

claim here to talk about all the possible pleasures to be gained from these texts, or 

that the pleasures I discuss are pleasurable for all people, but rather I explore the 

pleasures and anxieties that can be identified in relation to a psychoanalytic 

understanding of fantasy.  The Gein incident provided material around which 

various discourses were constructed, including fictional narratives.  These 

discourses are the topic of this dissertation and my analyses seek to explore the 

patterns of repetition and variation that occur across these films.   

Both Psycho and The Texas Chain Saw Massacre generated three sequels.  

In 1991 The Silence of the Lambs was released to much critical acclaim, and in 

1998 Gus Van Sant directed a remake of Hitchcock’s Psycho.  Several of these 

films have received a great deal of academic attention, but the connections 

between these films and the Gein event have not been explored to any great 

extent.  This dissertation contributes to several different discussions, intervening 

from an alternative perspective and providing fresh insights into texts and 

methods that have been subjected to a great deal of attention.  Looking at horror 

films such as Psycho, The Texas Chain Saw Massacre and The Silence of the 

Lambs in relation to the Gein incident and in relation to one another allows for 

comparisons between that texts, revealing narrative patterns and outcomes that are 

not visible when these films are examined in isolation.  Thus my analyses 
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contribute to understandings of these texts on a narrative and ideological level.  In 

addition, this work provides insight into generic categories and characteristics that 

do not necessarily surface in studies that take the horror genre as their point of 

departure.  The transformation into narrative form of an incident such as the Gein 

murders produces pleasure and serves an ideological purpose, allowing for a 

“working through” of the issues and anxieties raised by the figure of the serial 

killer.  An examination of the films that looks at their similarities and differences 

reveals that certain fantasies and anxieties are central to the series as a whole, but 

that these are articulated and narrativized differently as the series progress.   

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Although little academic attention has been paid to the connection 

between the Gein case and the narratives of these films, various bodies of 

literature have addressed issues of central importance to this project.7  Primarily, 

the scholarship dealing with the representation of serial killers (and in certain 

cases with the representation more generally of murder) provides a relevant 

framework within which this dissertation might be situated.  Analyses of 

representations of murder from the end of the nineteenth century on provide 

insight into the roots of contemporary representations of the serial killer and go 

some way toward explaining the reoccurrence of certain anxieties and fantasies in 

the serial killer narrative.  In relation to specific films I draw on discussions of the 

                                                 
7 K. E. Sullivan’s article, “Ed Gein and the Figure of the Transgendered Serial Killer,” Jump Cut 
n. 43 (2000): 38-47, does explore the relationship between the Gein case, Psycho and The Silence 
of the Lambs, but focuses exclusively on representations of gender and sexuality. 
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horror film and the slasher genre.  Here, however, I look at discussions of the 

serial killer and representations of him.8   As the central figure in the Gein 

narratives, the serial killer is the focal point around which the fantasies and 

anxieties of the texts coalesce.   

The literature on serial killers deals with several broad issues.  As a focal 

point, the figure of the serial killer throws into high relief concerns with borders 

and binaries, particularly in relation to issues of identity.  Often seriously 

troubling the boundaries between normal and pathological, sanity and madness, 

masculine and feminine, good and evil, public and private, representations of the 

serial killer provide a means to explore these binaries and point to the 

impossibility of maintaining them as discrete categories.  In relation to this, but on 

a more specific level, much of the literature examines the way in which the 

domestic and the familial figure in these representations as sites where pathology, 

evil and fear are both least expected and most likely to occur.  Particularly 

pronounced in the slasher movie, this tendency is also related to the privileging of 

gender as the central site of anxiety around which representations of monstrosity 

are gathered.  Given this tendency, much of the literature in this area focuses on 

the monstrous sex and gender of the serial killer.   

Throughout the Gein series as a whole, four anxieties figure repeatedly 

and are “worked through” in various ways.  These are the random and unexpected 
                                                 
8 My choice of gendered language for the serial killer here is intentional.  For the most part, serial 
killers are assumed to be male.  Although female serial killers have received some attention more 
recently, the discourse used to discuss them differs significantly from that used in more general 
discussions of the male serial killer.  As the killers I discuss are all male, I focus here on literature 
that describes the characteristics of the male serial killer.  
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eruption of violence; the instability of identity; the family as the site of potential 

corruption and violence; and the past’s influence on the present.  These anxieties 

are also central to popular understandings and representations of the serial killer, 

and the literature written about how we represent serial killers to ourselves 

therefore provides important insight into the Gein metanarrative. 

Eruption of violence 

A Life article written shortly after the discovery of the bodies on Gein’s 

farm draws attention to the fear generated by an incident of violence that comes 

from within a community and for which the community is entirely unprepared: 

“Now Plainfield knew that for years it had been living with horror that seemed the 

worse for having been unsuspected.  The revelation . . . gave Americans 

everywhere a grim awareness that what had happened in an obscure Wisconsin 

town might have happened anywhere.”9  This unexpected eruption of extreme 

violence figures in each of the Gein narratives, as it does in all slasher movies.10  

The victims initially feel secure and are for the most part unaware that they are in 

danger.  The killer’s attack comes as a shock, and often they are unable to believe 

that this is happening to them.  This shock of the unexpected figures prominently 

                                                 
9 “House of Horrors Stuns the Nation,” Life 43, n. 23 (Dec. 1957): 24-5. 
10 In the slasher subgenre, the narrative revolves around a “monstrous” killer who stalks and 
murders a series of victims, often teenagers.  As a subgeneric category within the horror genre, the 
horror it generates comes from the repetition of a stalk and kill cycle and its representation of 
often graphic, brutal murders.  As Carol Clover points out, the slasher evokes disgust and laughter 
as well as fear in its audience due to its “intentionally outrageous excess.” (“Her Body Himself: 
Gender in the Slasher Film,” in Dread of Difference: Gender in the Horror Film, ed. Barry Keith 
Grant (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1996), 87. 
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in serial killer narratives in general, where the killer’s attacks are presented as 

random and inexplicable.  As Richard Tithecott points out in his discussion of the 

representation of serial killers in contemporary popular culture, “our serial killer 

is he who de-scribes, defies the logic of explanation, frustrates the desire for 

narrative by just happening, by entering randomly the stories of our lives, 

breaking their flow, bringing premature closure.”11  

Kathleen Halttunen's account of the significant shift that took place in 

narrative responses to murder at the turn of the century provides valuable insight 

into the roots of the serial killer narrative.12  The shift in attitude that occurred to 

an Enlightenment view of human nature as essentially “good” goes some way 

toward explaining how the unexpected and incomprehensible eruption of violence 

became a central component of the murder narrative.  Prior to the weakening of 

the doctrine of innate depravity, Halttunen argues, society viewed the murderer as 

a common sinner.  The purpose of murder narratives, most often taking the form 

of execution sermons, was to establish a strong moral identification between the 

murderer and the congregation, emphasizing that the smallest indiscretion could 

lead to murder because of the existence of original sin.  In this respect, people 

were “strung out along a moral continuum, on which all were equally vulnerable 

to slippage in the direction of major transgressions such as murder.”13  However, 

                                                 
11 Richard Tithecott, Of Men and Monsters: Jeffrey Dahmer and the Construction of the Serial 
Killer (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1997), 173. 
12 Kathleen Halttunen, Murder Most Foul: The Killer and the American Gothic Imagination 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1998). 
13 Halttunen, 32. 
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with the decline in the influence of the clergy, murder narratives began to focus 

on attempting to explain, in rational terms, what went wrong.14   

According to Halttunen, this increased focus on motive led both to an 

excessive attention to detail, particularly the details of the murderer's private life, 

and also to an ultimate lack of ability to explain the act of murder due to the 

dominance of an Enlightenment view that conceived of human nature as 

“essentially free, reasonable, and inclined to virtue.”15  As a consequence of this 

inability to rationalize the act of murder, the murderer was often cast as non-

human, a monster, an aberration from human nature.  This historical shift in the 

construction of the murderer provides the basis for the fear of unexpected 

eruptions of violence that permeate serial killer narratives.  The Enlightenment 

understanding of human nature would amplify the shock experienced in response 

to the murderer’s acts.  If such violence is no longer understandable, then it is also 

unpredictable and uncontrollable, and rather than being positioned at the end of a 

moral continuum along which everyone is strung, the killer is pictured as 

belonging to an entirely different moral universe.  Halttunen aligns the emerging 

conventions of the murder narrative with the contemporaneous emergence of 

Gothic literature.  Drawing on the Gothic conventions of horror and mystery, the 

new murder narratives used excessive language and graphic violence to evoke 

fear and disgust in readers so that their own normalcy would be confirmed.16  The 

                                                 
14 Halttunen, 45. 
15 Halttunen, 43. 
16 Halttunen, 57. 
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Gothic narrative, says Halttunen, tried and failed to come to terms with the fact 

that murder had been committed, and Gothic conventions contributed to the 

widening of the gap between the killer and the rest of the community, making his 

acts all the more shocking.  

In the case of the serial killer, the incomprehensible nature of the crimes is 

heightened and the “motiveless” nature of the acts emphasized.  The urgency and 

ultimate impossibility of assigning meaning to the serial killer's acts lead often to 

a figuring of the killer as somehow beyond the limits of our understanding.  The 

serial killer, according to Steffan Hantke, is “often larger than life,” and, in some 

cases, “the rhetoric of the narrative inflates him to mythic proportions.”17  The 

serial killer’s acts cannot be explained by science either.  Although psychology, 

psychoanalysis, and sociology attempt to provide reasons for the serial killer’s 

behavior, as Tithecott says, he is most often figured as a “sane and evil monster.” 

18  The concept of “evil,” unlike the concept of psychosis, allows for 

condemnation without substantiation.  As a causal agent, Tithecott claims, evil is 

“inexplicable, beyond scientific investigation” and can reside within a “sane” 

person.  Judith Halberstam, in her discussion of Gothic horror, asserts that the 

figure of the monster may even seem comforting because it confirms that “evil 

resides only in specific bodies.  Monstrosity as the bodily manifestation of evil 

makes evil into a local effect, not generalizable across a society or culture” 

                                                 
17 Steffan Hantke, “'The Kingdom of the Unimaginable': The Construction of Social Space and the 
Fantasy of Privacy in the Serial Killer Narrative,” Literature-Film Quarterly 26, no. 3 (1998): 180. 
18 Tithecott, 21. 
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allowing ultimately for the convention of “speechlessness” that is central to 

Gothic horror. 19  Reaffirming the gulf separating the reader from the murderer, 

the convention of speechlessness, Halttunen asserts, indicates the “essential 

meaninglessness of evil within an Enlightenment world view committed to the 

basic goodness of humankind.”20   

For Tithecott, the construction of the killer’s crimes as “motiveless” serves 

an important ideological function in that it obscures the relationship between 

serial killing and misogyny.  To use the term motiveless, says Tithecott, “is to 

deny the possibility of nonpersonal connections between individuals that are 

formed by cultural expectations, connections which guide our behavior toward 

people whom we do not know.”21  To create and maintain a division between the 

serial killer and the rest of society is to deny that his behavior is in any way 

related to a patriarchal social and cultural context.  If his crimes are motiveless, 

they can have nothing to do with social formations and power structures, and to 

place the serial killer’s crimes beyond comprehension is to protect our 

understanding of normality and contemporaneous social organization.    

  

 

                                                 
19 Judith Halberstam, Skin Shows: Gothic Horror and the Technology of Monsters (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 1995), 162. 
20 Halttunen, 56. 
21 Tithecott, 57. 
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Identity 

 One of the consequences of representing the killer’s behavior as 

unfathomable is a contradictory but logically increased focus on aspects of his 

identity that might go some way toward explaining his actions and differentiating 

him from the “normal” person.  Halberstam suggests that Gothic fiction is “a 

technology of subjectivity, one which produces the deviant subjectivities opposite 

which the normal, the healthy, and the pure can be known.”22  Similarly, one of 

the functions of the serial killer narrative is to insist, through the use of binaries 

that position the serial killer as a form of pollution, that the killer is decidedly 

“Other” in relation to the reader and the author.   

Several oppositions at work in these narratives are significant in terms of 

constructing a particular identity for the killer.  These include the opposition 

between masculine and feminine, the opposition between deviancy and normalcy, 

and the boundary between what is accepted and what is taboo.  Although these 

oppositions seem to function as a means by which to maintain difference and 

separation, as a poststructuralist reading of these narratives would insist, and, as 

much of the literature points out, these binaries tend ultimately to collapse on 

themselves.  For Halberstam, in fact, “Gothic…marks a peculiarly modern 

preoccupation with boundaries and their collapse.”23 

In her study of the popular discourse surrounding several serial killers in 

the 1920s, Maria Tatar points to the way in which descriptions of the serial killer 

                                                 
22 Halberstam, 2. 
23 Halberstam, 23. 
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and his crimes in the press cast him as a source of contagion that might infect 

whole cities if he is not eliminated.  Both the public hysteria that accompanies the 

murders prior to the killer's capture and the killer's psychosis are seen as 

dangerous, anti-social elements that need to be eradicated completely.  In this 

respect, Tatar argues, “Discourse about serial murderers was very much of one 

piece with discourse about any group of aliens, be they the mentally ill, the Jews, 

homosexuals, or 'others' of any kind.  The terror lies not so much in the real and 

imagined individual deeds of these misfits, but in their ability to pollute…in such 

a way that no one and nothing is spared.”24   

However, this also suggests a recognition in these discourses that the 

oppositions put in place to separate the “normal” reader from the “deviant” killer 

are not at all secure.  Much of the serial killer literature focuses on the collapse of 

these othering devices complicating what might otherwise be potential ideological 

containments by the narratives and allowing for a more complex understanding of 

the ways in which they function to open up cultural problems rather than solve 

them.  According to Tithecott, “the roles played for us by the serial killer, and 

those that we play, the roles we play for him, are unstable, get confused (and not 

necessarily by accident)” so that “in certain instances our representation of the 

serial killer makes redundant the opposition of self and other.”25   

                                                 
24 Maria Tatar, “Crime, Contagion, and Containment: Serial Murders and Their Representation in 
the Weimar Republic,” in Disease and Medicine in Modern German Cultures, ed. Rudolf Kaser 
and Vera Poland (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1990), 102. 
25 Tithecott, 7. 
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Research suggests that representations of the serial killer tend to oscillate 

between the two poles of normal/not normal.  Tithecott asserts that because 

America's moral structure might be in part continuous with, rather than opposed 

to, the phenomenon of serial killing, authors and their readers are ultimately 

extremely invested in emphasizing the serial killer's difference.  This might take 

the form of either “distancing ourselves from the killer by exaggerating the 

macabre nature of his acts” or “silence, of figuring him as inhabiting a world of 

the ineffable, beyond language, beyond culture.”26  In both forms, the serial killer 

narrative tends to embody various startling contradictions that are ultimately 

unresolvable and that can be traced through their attempted installation of binaries 

that ultimately fall apart.  In the Gein narratives, this anxiety regarding 

“contagion” and the collapse of boundaries between self and other are readily 

apparent and in both the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw series the central fantasy is 

one of incorporation.  As the series progress, the construction and collapse of 

boundaries between characters surfaces repeatedly in the texts as a source of both 

pleasure and anxiety. 

Tithecott also claims that the serial killer's behavior is most commonly 

represented as a consequence of anxieties about gender and sexuality.  The serial 

killer's motivation is often explained as “the need to expel: to expel the feminine, 

to expel the homosexual.  The idea that serial killers kill repeatedly in order to 

demonstrate their manhood (and its associate, heterosexuality) is expressed in the 

                                                 
26 Tithecott, 5. 
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negative; that is they are represented as attempting to destroy manhood's 

'opposites.'“27  The act of serial killing, according to Hantke, “signifies in itself 

masculine power so that the victim, though biologically male, is always 

functionally and symbolically feminine.”28  Both Tithecott and Patrice Fleck 

agree that serial killing is “a form of terror that constructs and maintains male 

supremacy,” and in that respect it is the ultimate expression of a culturally 

constructed sexuality.29  For Tithecott, the serial killer is a figure who “makes 

explicit the connection between the isolated and individual misogynistic act and 

the misogyny which permeates society as a whole.”30  Although it would seem 

that serial murders are highly “masculinized,” the serial killer narrative 

contradicts this assumption in two ways.  Both the murders themselves and the 

serial killer are represented as extreme aberrations from the norm, and the serial 

killer is often feminized, thereby complicating the gendered nature of the crimes.  

If the serial killer is attempting to assert his masculinity in order to counter his 

inability to inhabit properly a masculine position, then gender categories 

themselves are thrown into question.  If masculinity can be “invaded” by 

femininity then it is by no means secure, especially if this femininity can “cause” 

the killer to commit a crime that seems to be so closely aligned with 

characteristics commonly associated with masculinity.  Drawing on the work of 

                                                 
27 Tithecott, 57. 
28 Hantke, 179. 
29 Patrice Fleck, “Looking in the Wrong Direction: Displacement and Literacy in the Hollywood 
Serial Killer Drama,” Post Script: Essays in Film and the Humanities 16, no. 2 (Winter/Spring 
1997): 37 
30 Tithecott, 58. 
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Judith Butler, both Halberstam and Tithecott argue that the killer's failure to 

conform properly to the gendering process makes that process visible.31  For 

Halberstam, for example, The Silence of the Lambs' Buffalo Bill, because he 

believes that gender identity can be constructed at a surface level, at the level of 

the skin, “challenges the heterosexist and misogynist constructions of the 

humanness, the naturalness, the interiority of gender” and “rips gender apart and 

remakes it as a suit or costume.”32  In this way his character draws attention to the 

social construction and naturalization of gender because of his inability to adopt 

an authentic masculine subject position and his belief that he can construct for 

himself a feminine one.  Although the serial killer's gender and sexuality are 

represented as troubled and abnormal, the figure of the serial killer simultaneously 

troubles our understanding and naturalization of gender categories since he clearly 

deviates from the norm.  An analysis of the fantasies of the Gein texts also 

demonstrates that these confusions of gender and sexuality produce both pleasure 

and anxiety, and although serial killer narratives seem explicitly to work to 

construct and maintain boundaries and divisions, instability surfaces constantly. 

Closely related to issues of gender and sexuality in the serial killer 

narrative is the pathologization of the killer.  Working on one level to draw 

definite distinctions between the killer and the “normal” person, recourse to 

medical science in representations of the serial killer functions to provide what 

                                                 
31 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York: Routledge, 
1990) and Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of Sex (New York: Routledge, 1993). 
32 Halberstam, 177. 
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Halttunen calls a kind of “moral quarantine.”33  The emergence of the concept of 

“deviance,” argues Halttunen, “constructed a separate category of human nature 

for the criminal transgressor as a monstrous aberration from the human norm.”34  

Relegating the murderer to the status of “alien,” the new construction of the 

criminal offender provided protection for an Enlightenment understanding of 

human nature as rational, establishing the figure of the murderer as madman, a 

figure that proved central to the Gothic imagination.  In the face of actual serial 

murder, however, the pathologization of the killer, as Stephen Giannangelo points 

out, leads to a paradoxical response.  On the one hand, the killer's actions are 

presented as “insane.”  We assume that no sane person would commit serial 

murder.  On the other hand, if the killer is insane, then he cannot be held 

accountable for his actions.  The prosecution's job is to insist on the ability of a 

“sane” person to commit serial murder in order to secure a conviction.35   

Constructed most commonly as a result of sex-role and gender 

dysfunction, the serial killer's pathology tends to be reduced to issues of sexuality.  

According to Halberstam, a shift in the representation of Gothic monster from 

racial other in the nineteenth century to sexual other in the twentieth century 

occurred largely as a result of the dominance of psychoanalysis as an explanatory 

framework for identity and behavior, positioning “subjectivity as sexual 

subjectivity and identity as sexual identity and monstrosity as sexual 

                                                 
33 Halttunen, 227. 
34 Halttuenen, 210. 
35 Stephen J. Giannangelo, The Psychopathology of Serial Murder: A Theory of Violence 
(Westport, Connecticut: Praeger, 1996), 17. 
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pathology.”36  Given that serial killers tend not to be figured as racial outsiders, 

this emphasis on the killer's sexual otherness becomes central as an explanatory 

device in the serial killer narrative, and in each of the Gein narratives, sexual 

dysfunction figures prominently. 

The serial killer narrative, then, works constantly to construct and 

maintain boundaries and divisions that are also of necessity highly unstable and in 

constant need of negotiation.  The instability of these categories makes for stories 

that are often ambivalent and contradictory, and that have as much potential to 

expose the arbitrary and fragile nature of binary constructions as to shore them up.  

As the Gein narratives show, however, the instability of these categories is a 

primary source of pleasure and is also a necessary component of the texts’ 

fantasies. 

Family 

Closely related to an examination of the killer’s identity is an exploration 

of his family history.  As a consequence of a desire for rational motivation and a 

predisposition to use social scientific theory to explain individual identity, the 

killer’s identity is represented as resulting from his familial relationships and the 

conditions of his upbringing.  The serial killer narrative attempts to construct what 

Mark Seltzer calls a “case history” following from “the modern belief that 

childhood experience forms the adult.”  In this respect, the normal/pathological 

divide works to construct an explanation for the serial killer's actions based on 
                                                 
36 Halberstam, 24. 
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“scenes of an endangered, or dangerous, domesticity or privacy, and not least to 

the scenes of childhood trauma.”37  According to Seltzer, in fact, “child abuse--

wounded as a child, wounding as an adult--is one of the foundational scripts in 

accounting for the serial killer.”  

In the serial killer narrative, according to Tithecott, a focus on the killer's 

family history functions to provide further separation between the individual killer 

and society at large.  As the “'core of the private sphere'“ the family provides an 

identifiable origin for the serial killer's pathology, thereby “leaving the rest of us 

untainted.”38  In the Gein texts, the family figures prominently and in true crime 

accounts of the event, the attribution of blame to Gein’s mother provides a causal 

explanation for his pathology.  With the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw films, 

however, the representation of the family becomes more complex.  Although in 

Psycho, it seems that Mother is the cause of Norman’s psychosis, the film 

suggests that the controlling, nagging Mrs. Bates of the narrative might be a 

convenient figure of Norman’s invention.  In the Texas Chain Saw series the 

Sawyers are all male, and the patriarchal family thus becomes the source of the 

pathology.  In both cases, however, there is a sense in which the members of the 

family are too close to one another.  They live together and work together, and are 

isolated from the outside world.  For Halttunen, the increasing separation of 

public and private allowed for a representation of the family as “a place of dark 

                                                 
37 Mark Seltzer, Serial Killers: Death and Life in America's Wound Culture (New York: 
Routledge, 1998), 4. 
38 Tithecott, 40. 
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secrets and endemic violence.” 39  Retreating from the surveillance of communally 

shared spaces and a high degree of community interaction, the increasingly 

isolated family became hidden from view, the place where violence should be 

least expected but where it was in fact most likely to originate.  Revealing a “deep 

sense of unease with the new norms of American domesticity,” literature of 

family murder suggests that “sometimes the moral monster was not an alien 

creature of the wicked world outside, but an intimate companion at the family 

fireside.”40  The Gein texts suggest that the nuclear family is inherently 

pathological and that it breeds violence.  The family is represented in these 

narratives as the source of corruption and the characters are often controlled by a 

traumatic family history. 

The Past 

The representation of the family as the cause of the killer’s pathology 

leads also to a fear of, and inability to escape from, the past.  In his discussion of 

contemporary Gothic texts, Mark Edmundson argues that the tendency in popular 

culture to return to sites of past traumas in order to overcome those traumas in 

fact signifies a bondage to the past rather than a conquering of it.  Popular culture, 

he argues, plays out the fantasy of the clean slate that depends upon “America’s 

self-conception as being once upon a time primordially innocent” but that ensures 

that past traumas determine the present.  Repetition compulsion, for Edmundson, 

                                                 
39 Halttunen, 136. 
40 Halttunen, 135. 
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“is an ultimate dead-end Gothic state in that it represents the complete triumph of 

past traumas over future possibility.”41  The serial killer story tends to return 

repeatedly to the past as the site of explanation, often identifying a traumatic 

moment or series of traumatic incidents as the cause of the killer’s pathology.  

Apparent in the true crime accounts of the Gein murders and particularly 

prominent in the Psycho series, this anxiety about the past relates closely to issues 

of family and identity, creating narratives that repeatedly return to past events in 

order to resolve current problems.  The past is something that must, paradoxically, 

be returned to in order to be escaped, but that threatens constantly to engulf both 

the killer and his victims.  Past traumas return and are returned to, leading to a 

repetition that controls the killer rather than providing him with a means to 

overcome the past.   

The literature that examines representations of the serial killer provides 

useful insights into the anxieties that surface repeatedly in the Gein narratives.  

These anxieties generate representations that attempt to maintain definite 

divisions between the killer and the normal reader.  While they seek to provide 

explanations for his behavior, they also position him as so aberrant that no 

explanation exists for his acts, and in this respect they are highly contradictory.  

These tendencies are all present in the Gein texts and help to describe their 

attempts to contain the more disturbing aspects of the Gein event.  However, these 

                                                 
41 Mark Edmundson, Nightmare on Main Street: Angels, Sadomasochism, and the Culture of 
Gothic (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997), 144. 
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analyses do not account for the pleasures that the narratives also provide and I 

turn to psychoanalytic theory in order to explore these. 

THEORY AND METHOD 

 My exploration of the Gein texts is based on an understanding of the texts 

as fantasies constructed around particular ideological formations.  Throughout this 

dissertation I draw on psychoanalytic theory and psychoanalytical narrative 

theory to produce a symptomatic reading of these texts.  In his discussion of 

narrative and desire, Peter Brooks asserts, “if we turn to Freud, it is not in an 

attempt to psychoanalyze authors or readers or characters in narrative, but to 

suggest that by attempting to superimpose psychic functioning on textual 

functioning, we may discover something about how textual dynamics work and 

something about their psychic equivalences.”42  It is from this perspective that I 

approach these texts, drawing on psychoanalytic understandings of the 

unconscious to explore how these narratives construct fantasies around the Gein 

event.   

The adoption of a primarily psychoanalytic approach is not without 

problems, and psychoanalytic theory as a mode of textual analysis has been 

subject to criticism from various theoretical standpoints.  For Halberstam, a 

reliance on psychoanalysis for an understanding of horror is dangerous in several 

ways.  In reducing the monster's aberrance solely to sexual aberrance, issues of 

                                                 
42 Peter Brooks, Reading for the Plot: Design and Intention in Narrative (New York: A.A. Knopf, 
1984), 90. 
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class and race are overlooked, and these analyses fail to historicize properly the 

monstrous embodiments of horror.  In addition, Halberstam argues, an adherence 

to a psychoanalytic model of interpretation runs the risk of naturalizing both 

gender and psychology and a reliance on psychoanalysis for an understanding of 

horror leads to “a gendered grammar of fear and to often homophobic 

formulations of perversity and violence.”43  For Seltzer too, the dominance of 

psychoanalysis as a means by which to understand the serial killer warrants 

examination.  Although psychoanalysis seems ideally suited to the task of 

explaining the serial killer due to the fact that “the sexualized violence enacted in 

many cases of serial killing in fact looks like nothing but a psychotic literalization 

of a body of infantile fantasies,” psychoanalysis can be just as readily applied to 

the work of artists such as Cindy Sherman.44  In this respect, psychoanalysis fails 

to discriminate between levels of psychosis, positing the basic and universal 

aggressive impulses of the unconscious.  In addition, psychoanalysis is unable to 

distinguish between the fantasies of subjects who actually engage in sadistic 

violence and those who do not, and thus “the surfacing of a basic continuity 

between normal and pathological males…marks the 'intractable' limits of such 

psychological studies.”45  The criticisms leveled at psychoanalysis in relation to 

analyses of horror and the serial killer closely resemble the criticisms leveled at it 

more generally and have formed the subject of much debate for feminist theory 

                                                 
43 Halberstam, 112. 
44 Seltzer, 141. 
45 Seltzer, 142. 
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and film theory.46  In addition, specific authors such as Noel Carroll, Andrew 

Tudor, and Mark Janvovich argue that psychoanalysis is not an effective method 

of analysis for the horror film, proposing alternative approaches.47 

Psychoanalysis, however, provides a tool with which to understand the 

narrative production of pleasure and also interrogate and critique naturalizations 

of social and ideological constructions, and to this end many feminist theorists 

have used it.48  In contrast to Halberstam's assertion that psychoanalysis tends to 

                                                 

 

46 For example, in their introduction to Multiple Voices in Feminist Film Criticism, (Minneapolis, 
London: University of Minnesota Press, 1994) Linda Dittmar, Janice R. Welsch and Diane Carson 
argue that psychoanalysis has tended to “draw film discourse into a phallocentric orbit and ascribe 
to identities an aura of universality and inevitability.”(7)  This is a concern echoed by Jackie Byars 
in “Feminism, Psychoanalysis, and Female-oriented Melodramas of the 1950s,” (Multiple Voices, 
93-108) who adds that “this transcendentalism is basically incompatible with any notion of 
historical materialism” and fails to address issues of cultural difference and change.(98) 
47 See for example, Noel Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, or, Paradoxes of the Heart (New 
York: Routledge, 1990), Andrew Tudor, Monsters and Mad Scientists: A Cultural History of the 
Horror Film (Oxford, England: B. Blackwell, 1989), Mark Jancovich, Horror (London: Batsford, 
1992).  In his essay “A Fun Night Out: Horror and Other Pleasures of the Cinema” from the 
forthcoming book Freud’s Worst Nightmares, ed. Steven Jay Schneider and William Rothman 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming 2003), Michael Levine addresses the 
criticisms leveled at psychoanalytic approaches to the horror film by authors such as Carroll and 
Tudor. 
48 Jacqueline Rose, for example attempts to demonstrate the importance of psychoanalysis to a 
feminist theoretical and political project.  (Jacqueline Rose, “Introduction II” in Feminine 
Sexuality: Jacques Lacan and the Ecole Freudienne, ed. Juliet Mitchell and Jacqueline Rose, New 
York: Norton, 1985).  Central to Rose's argument is her understanding of Lacan's insistence on 
symbolization and instability that make his theory of the subject and of sexuality a potentially 
powerful tool for feminism.  For Lacan, Rose insists, “the unconscious undermines the subject 
from any position of certainty, from any relation of knowledge to his or her psychic processes and 
history, and simultaneously reveals the fictional nature of the sexual category to which every 
human subject is none the less assigned.”(29)  The acquisition of a sexually differentiated 
subjectivity is a fraught and usually partially unsuccessful process, and the assumption and 
acquisition of “normal” femininity is profoundly troubled.  Within a psychoanalytic framework 
“the description of feminine sexuality…is an exposure of the terms of its definition, the very 
opposite of a demand as to what that sexuality should be.”(44)  Lacan's exposure of the lack upon 
which sexuality is founded and the duplicity of the signifier, Rose claims, aligns his work with a 
feminist project that seeks to challenge the “observable 'givens' of women's presumed natural 
qualities and their present social position alike.” (Sexuality in the Field of Vision, London: Verso, 
1986, 86).  Judith Butler also uses psychoanalysis to deconstruct rather than reinforce 
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naturalize gender and to gender both fear and psychosis, psychoanalysis might in 

fact assist in foregrounding and interrogating the naturalization of gender and 

sexuality in serial killer narratives.  In addition, as Seltzer points out, for feminist 

theorists the continuum posited by psychoanalysis between the normal and the 

pathological makes visible the “normalization of violence as a part of the 

psychopathology of male everyday life.”49  In relation to this project, 

psychoanalysis provides a position from which to interrogate understandings of 

normality and pathology without insisting on a clear demarcation between the 

two, and here I employ it in order to explore narrative constructions of 

subjectivity and identity, as well as fantasy formations.  In addition, 

psychoanalysis offers a means by which to examine the texts’ fantasies as a 

source of pleasure and anxiety and provides a complex understanding of the 

relationship between horror narrative’s entertainment and containment functions.  

The texts of the Gein metanarrative serve both economic and ideological 

purposes, and must therefore combine pleasure in their representation of taboo 

wishes with a containment of the anxieties that these wishes generate.  The 

understanding of psychic functioning that psychoanalysis provides illuminates the 

relationship between these processes.  In turning to psychoanalysis as my primary 

theoretical tool, I hope to demonstrate its continued usefulness for film theory, 
                                                                                                                                     
naturalizations of gender, sexuality and identity.  As she points out, the persistence and 
proliferation of gender identities that fail to conform to norms of cultural intelligibility provide 
opportunities to expose the limits of those systems of understanding.  While acknowledging the 
force of the Lacanian Symbolic order, Butler works toward exposing the construction of sexual 
difference and its inherent instability. (Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, 
New York: Routledge, 1990). 
49 Seltzer, 143. 
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despite the extensive criticisms aimed at it.  My choice in employing 

psychoanalysis to explore the films I discuss in this dissertation was made with 

these criticisms in mind, and I believe the insight it provides into the pleasures 

and anxieties of these texts outweighs the problems I encountered in committing 

to a psychoanalytic approach. 

My analysis of the texts draws on a Lacanian psychoanalytic model, which 

posits the inherent instability and aggressivity of the ego, linking that instability to 

both the difficulty of taking up a gendered identity and to the ambivalence of 

language.  For Lacan, the ego comes into being through a simultaneous 

identification with and alienation from an imago.50  In his discussion of 

aggressivity, Lacan calls on his analysis of the mirror stage to explain the 

fundamental instability of the ego which is founded on an “affective dynamism” 

by which the subject identifies itself with the image of its body.  In relation to the 

child’s own lack of motor co-ordination, this image represents an “ideal unity, a 

salutary imago.”  At the same time this image is invested with “all the original 

distress resulting from the child’s intra-organic and relational discordance during 

the first six months.”51  Marked from the beginning with this structural 

ambivalence, “man’s ego can never be reduced to his experienced identity,” and 

in the mirror stage, the subject is “caught up in the lure of spatial identification, 

the succession of fantasies that extends from a fragmented body-image to a form 

of its totality . . . and lastly to the assumption of the armour of an alienating 

                                                 
50 Jaques Lacan, Ecrits: A Selection, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: W.W. Norton, 1977), 2. 
51 Lacan, 18-19. 
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identity, which will mark with its rigid structure the subject’s entire mental 

development.”52   

 As Jacqueline Rose points out, two factors emerge from this 

understanding of the original formation of the ego, “the factor of aggression, 

rivalry, the image as alienating on the one hand, and the more structurally 

oriented notion of a fundamental misrecognition as the foundation of subjectivity, 

with the image as salutary fiction, on the other.”53  Within this structure of 

primary identification, every position implies its opposite, and no means exists by 

which the ego can “center” itself.  In addition to this, the structure of 

identification is implicated in the subject’s taking up of a sexual identity.  In the 

resolution of the oedipus complex, “the structural effect of identification with the 

rival is not self-evident . . . and can only be conceived of if the way is prepared 

for it by a primary identification that structures the subject as a rival with 

himself.”54   

At this point desire also begins to take shape.  In identifying with its 

image, the child starts to understand itself as separate from other objects and 

beings, and with the acquisition of language, it is able to represent absent objects 

with signifiers that stand in for them.  Language is therefore only possible once 

absence is understood and is always associated with loss.  As the child substitutes 

language for object, it enters the register of “demand” within which the demand 

                                                 
52 Lacan, 4. 
53 Jacqueline Rose, Sexuality in the Field of Vision (London: Verso, 1986), 175. 
54 Lacan, 22. 
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directed toward the (m)other exceeds what the child requires for the satisfaction 

of its needs.  Although originally propped up on biological need, once translated 

into demand, the child’s call for satisfaction emanates from the sexual drive and 

requires not only the object demanded, but also an affirmation of love from the 

other, the imagined satisfaction of which would involve absolute union or 

identification with the other and subsequent annihilation of the self.  The child 

“demands” an absolute plenitude that it imagines it had before the advent of an 

understanding of absence, but this demand can never be satisfied.  It is, therefore, 

always returned to the child in an alienated form, unfulfilled. 

 During this phase the child is caught up in a dyadic relation with the 

(m)other that forecloses the possibility of exchange.  The child and the (m)other 

exist in a closed circuit of mutual identification whereby what is demanded is an 

impossible unity, a wholeness, an incorporation, and the intervention of a third 

term is necessary in order for the child to enter the symbolic and engage in social 

relations.  At this moment, with the intervention of the phallus, the repression of 

demand, the appearance of desire, and the child’s relinquishing of the (m)other as 

object, sexual differentiation takes place, although this moment also is fraught 

with difficulty according to both Freud and Lacan.  The difficulty of this moment 

is central to all the Gein narratives whose characters are arrested in various ways 

in a stage prior to the intervention of the third term.  Gein, Norman, and 

Leatherface, for example, have all failed to pass successfully into heterosexual 

adulthood, refusing to move fully into the Symbolic. 
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Prior to this intervention and the acquisition of a sexually differentiated 

subjectivity, the infant goes through what Freud identifies as the “oral 

cannibalistic” phase during which “sexual activity has not yet been separated 

from the ingestion of food” and “the sexual aim consists in the incorporation of 

the object.”55  In all the Gein texts, incorporation is a central source of fantasy and 

anxiety.  In the Texas Chain Saw narratives, this is represented literally as 

cannibalism.  In the Psycho narratives it figures as an issue of identity as Norman 

struggles with his inability to maintain an identity that is separate from Mother’s.  

The eater/eaten dichotomy forms the focal point, either literally or figuratively, of 

all these texts, and an understanding of Freud’s oral stage is therefore central to an 

analysis of the Gein metanarrative.  The main fantasies and anxieties of these 

films are constructed around the desire for a return to this phase and a fear of the 

consequences of such a regression.  As Maggie Kilgour describes it in her 

discussion of incorporation, the oral stage is “both a state of primal identity and 

wholeness, and the point at which the dualism between self and other, defined 

basically as eater and eaten, is discovered, introducing both desire and hostility 

toward the desired object.”56 

 Jean Laplanche describes the emergence of the sexual drive during this 

phase and the relationship between sexuality and autoerotism.  Originally 

“propped up” on a biological need, sexuality comes into being when the object 

                                                 
55 Sigmund Freud, “Three Essays on the Theory of Sexulity,” in The Freud Reader, ed. Peter Gay 
(New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1989), 273. 
56 Maggie Kilgour, From Communion to Cannibalism: An Anatomy of Metaphors of 
Incorporation (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990), 230. 
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connected with the satisfaction of that need is removed.  At this point, the child 

internalizes the feeling of satisfaction brought about by the “vital function” 

concerned and the object that brings about that satisfaction.  The object, or the 

“thing in regard to which, or through which the drive is able to achieve its aim” 

and the feeling of satisfaction brought about through the object become, at this 

point, fantasmatic.57  More specifically, in terms of orality, the function of feeding 

is linked to the breast as the object that brings about satisfaction.  For Freud, 

following the period of latency during childhood, the relation between the breast 

and satisfaction is restored and the breast as sexual object is “re-found.”58   

 During the oral phase, the original, instinctual aim of “ingestion” also 

shifts to what psychoanalysis calls “incorporation.”  As Laplanche says, “with 

incorporation, the aim has become the scenario of a fantasy, a scenario borrowing 

from the function its register and its language, but adding to ingestion the various 

implications grouped under the term ‘cannibalism’ with such meaning as: 

preserving within oneself, destroying, assimilating.”59  Aggression is thus central 

to this phase, taking the form of destruction or mastery though incorporation.  

Making a distinction between nonsexual aggressiveness and sexual sadism and 

                                                 
57 Jean Laplanche, Life and Death in Psychoanalysis, trans. Jeffrey Mehlman (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1976), 13. 
58 In fact, as Laplanche points out, it is the milk, not the breast, that brings about the satisfaction of 
feeding, and although the lips become the erotogenic zone associated with orality, the digestive 
system is in fact the source, or the part of the body, that produces the stimulus requiring 
satisfaction.  The breast and lips are connected through contiguity, however, and are related to the 
emergence of sexuality, therefore forming a central component of the autoerotic phase.  The breast 
is not actually the lost object but its substitute by displacement and the lost object therefore cannot 
be refound, pointing to the “essential ‘duplicity’ situated at the very beginning of the sexual 
quest,” (Laplanche, 20.) 
59 Laplanche, 20. 
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masochism, Laplanche describes the process whereby primary masochism comes 

to form an integral component of infantile sexuality.   

Aggressiveness is initially directed outward, with the intention of 

“mastering” an object.  At this point, the infliction of pain is not the aim of the 

action.  However, because any perturbation within the body can cause sexual 

excitation, pain has the potential to become sexual.  As Laplanche says, “any 

function, any vital process, can ‘secrete’ sexuality; any agitation may participate 

in it.”60  When aggressiveness becomes sexual and is turned back on the self, it 

becomes, of necessity, masochistic, as the attempt to master is internalized as a 

fantasy scenario.  As it is not the pain itself that is enjoyed, but the resulting 

sexual excitation, sadism is particularly well suited to deriving sexual enjoyment 

from pain as the subject can experience masochistic satisfaction from an 

identification with the suffering position.  Because autoerotism is central to the 

emergence of sexuality, masochism is of necessity the first stage of 

sadomasochistic sexual enjoyment.  However, the infliction of pain subsequently 

works just as well to produce sexual excitation through identification.  Of obvious 

importance to the Gein texts, aggression, sadism, and masochism figure as 

sources of pleasure and anxiety, and shift somewhat as the series progress.  The 

way in which violence figures in these texts is related to the fantasies they 

imagine, so, for example, while the violence in the first Texas Chain Saw is 
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primarily a non-sexual aggression, the violence in Texas Chain Saw III is sadistic 

and sexual. 

 Central also to the notion of incorporation is the process of identification, 

an integral part of the formation of identity.  The infant’s desire to incorporate the 

object during the oral phase, says Freud, is “the prototype of a process which, in 

the form of identification, is later to play such an important psychological part.”61  

Thus Kilgour writes that “for Freud, cannibalism appears to be at the very basis of 

the concept of self and other, which occurs when the symbiotic relationship 

between mother and child of eater and eaten becomes divided.”62  In fact, she 

points out, Freud himself says that “‘identification has not been unsuitably 

compared with the oral, cannibalistic incorporation of the other person.’”63  Loss 

always accompanies this moment in the formation of identity and begins with the 

awareness of absence.  As Kilgour writes, “to be aware of individual identity is to 

be aware of a loss of a greater, corporate, even grotesque, identity, the symbiosis 

with the mother, a loss that the individual never fully accepts.”  The oral stage is 

conceived of as the “Golden Age of sexual development that we desire to return 

to but that would mean an annihilation of the self,” and thus, as a fantasy, it is 

always accompanied by anxiety over a loss of subjectivity.64 

                                                 
61 Freud, “Three Essays,” 273. 
62 Kilgour, 12. 
63 Sigmund Freud, “The Dissection of the Psychical Personality,” in New Introductory Lectures on 
Psychoanalysis, trans. James Strachey (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1965), 56, quoted 
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 As Rose says, “it is the loss of the object and the relation of the subject to 

this loss—the knots which the subject gets into in its attempts to elide or re-place 

it—that Lacan terms the structure of desire,” and fantasy originates at this 

moment.65  Elizabeth Cowie summarizes the relationship between fantasy and the 

emergence of sexuality as follows: 

The feeding still nourishes the child, but the experience of satisfaction in 

feeding has been split off through the function of representation and 

moves into the field of fantasy and by this very fact starts existing as 

sexuality.  It is auto-erotic because the external object has been 

abandoned, the drive is “objectless” and satisfaction is derived from 

“organ-pleasure”—the motions of sucking, rather than the instinctual act 

of sucking and obtaining nourishment.66 

Explaining that fantasy involves the setting out of an imagined scene which 

represents the fulfillment of a wish, Cowie insists on the importance of this 

understanding of fantasy for the study of cinema.  She goes on to point out that 

“the same material, motivation and structure can be revealed in imaginary 

formations or day-dreams and in psychopathological structures as diverse as those 

described by Freud such as hysteria, delusional paranoia etc. as well as public 

forms of fantasy such as film and the novel.”67   

                                                 
65 Rose, 183. 
66 Elizabeth Cowie, Representing the Woman: Cinema and Psychoanalysis (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 132. 
67 Cowie, 129. 
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Freud himself makes this connection in his discussion of creative writers 

and day dreaming.  The writer’s imaginary world, he says, resembles the fantasies 

and day-dreams that adults engage in as a replacement for childhood “play,” 

providing pleasure in the expression and fulfillment of unfulfilled wishes, the 

“correction of an unsatisfying reality.”68  As Cowie points out, the pleasure 

derived from fantasy comes from the “setting out” of desired objects rather than 

their achievement.69  In this respect, fantasies support desire, not the objects of 

desire themselves.  Because fantasy scenarios are structures of positions, says 

Cowie, we derive pleasure from film when we “identify with the character’s 

position of desire in relation to other characters.”70  What is necessary for the 

production of pleasure in public forms of fantasy, “is not universal objects of 

desire, but a setting of desiring in which we can find our place(s).”71  In their 

construction of ongoing fantasies, the Gein narratives provide repetitions and 

variations in the “setting of desiring” and in relations among the characters that 

allow for multiple points of entry into those fantasy scenarios.   

 As scenes that represent repressed wishes, however, fantasies are subject 

to defensive psychical mechanisms that attempt to prevent these unconscious 

wishes from breaking through to consciousness.  As a result, fantasy can become 

“the site of the most primitive defensive processes, such as turning round upon the 
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subject’s own self, reversal into its opposite, projection and negation.”72  The 

fantasy may provide satisfaction not by representing the wish achieved, but by 

“enacting the failure and frustration of that wish.”  Subject to Lacan’s symbolic, 

fantasies present both the scene of the wish and its impossibility.  Although 

fantasies involve the imagining of a scene in which a taboo wish is fulfilled, as 

Cowie says, the scenario is not necessarily represented as pleasurable, and in fact 

anxiety usually accompanies it.  The taboo and unrealizable nature of fantasy 

material leads to accompanying anxieties and frustrations.  In the case of the 

Psycho and Texas Chain Saw narratives, these wishes are represented as 

simultaneously appealing and repellent, as guilt and the fear of punishment 

accompany the pleasure they generate.  In various ways, the wishes that the texts’ 

fantasies express are censored, sometimes through the explicit actions of the 

characters and sometimes through the narration, and at times, the fantasies of the 

characters come into conflict with the fantasies of the text.  The actions of 

characters might thus be used to censor the fantasy as well as to express it. 

 Freud’s understanding of trauma also provides a useful construct for the 

discussion of these texts.  For Freud, trauma involves a distinction between 

“anxiety” and “fright.”  Whereas a state of anxiety involves an expectation of 

danger and allows the subject to prepare for an event, fright occurs when danger 

is met unexpectedly.  The subject in this case is caught unawares and is unable to 

activate the necessary defensive mechanisms, resulting in a breach of the 
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“protective shield” of the ego.  Traumatic repetition works as an attempt to master 

actively such an unpleasureable experience.  A patient suffering from traumatic 

neurosis, although he or she does not remember the traumatic moment, repeatedly 

acts out the situation in an attempt to develop the anxiety whose absence allowed 

the traumatic breach to occur.  The individual believes that had she or he been 

more careful, the fright would not have occurred and fine-tuning one’s senses to 

signs of impending danger will prevent a reoccurrence of the trauma.73  Fantasy 

functions as a response to trauma, as the individual repeats the traumatic moment 

so as to master it.   

These attempts in the infant occur also during the oral phase as the child 

first experiences loss and separation.  Relating the details of the “fort/da” game 

played by his eighteen-month-old grandson, Freud surmises that the child throws 

his toys away, saying “gone” in order to gain control over his mother’s absences.  

“At the outset” says Freud, “he was in a passive situation—he was overpowered 

by the experience; but by repeating it, unpleasurable though it was, as a game, he 

took an active part.”74  In addition, “throwing away the object so that it was 

‘gone’ might satisfy an impulse of the child’s, which was suppressed in his actual 

life, to revenge himself on his mother for going away from him.”  As Cowie 

explains, “fantasy as a mise-en-scene of desire is more a setting out of lack, of 
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what is absent, than a presentation of a having, a being present.”75  Thus, as a 

means by which to explain attempts to bind uncathected energy, Freud’s 

understanding of traumatic repetition provides a useful model for the examination 

of narrative repetition in the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw series, allowing for a 

degree of insight into the function of repetition in general and, more specifically, 

the repeated representation of an event that evokes unpleasant or negative 

affective responses.  Over the course of the series, the anxieties generated by the 

Gein event are re-worked and made more ideologically manageable through 

repetition with slight variations.  If, as Seltzer suggests, trauma is a “switchpoint” 

between the bodily and psychic orders, the individual and the collective, the 

private and the public, then the horror film, focused as it is on the relationship 

between psychic and bodily injury, provides an exemplary instance of the 

centrality of trauma as a source for narrativity.76   

I draw on these psychoanalytical models to examine initial media reports 

and subsequent true crime accounts of the Gein incident, looking at the fantasies 

contained in that material and the anxieties they provoke.  The end of the fifties 

marked a transitional point in the configuration of U.S. social and cultural 

constructions and brought with it a set of anxieties that were taken up and 

explored in various cultural arenas.  The Gein narrative provides a particularly 

telling case study of the way in which a set of fantasies and anxieties have 

continued to circulate in popular culture.  These fantasies are then taken up and 
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explored more fully in subsequent fictional versions of the story as the narratives 

attempt to work through the problems, traumas, and anxieties that accompany the 

expression of taboo wishes.  In the first three films of the Psycho and Texas Chain 

Saw series, these fantasies are set out and elaborated, allowing for multiple points 

of entry.  Repetition, variation and an accumulation of textual material begin to 

produce an increasingly complex web of relations between characters in and 

across the series, thereby complicating the structure of the fantasy itself.   

With the third sequel in each series a heightening of reflexivity and humor 

and the self-conscious nature of these films produce changes in the “setting out” 

of the fantasy and its containment.  These films use humor to create an affective 

distance from the narratives and comic moments relieve the anxiety that the texts 

fantasies produce.  In his discussion of jokes, Freud looks at the techniques and 

purposes of jokes, the means by which they produce pleasure, and their relation to 

dreams, the unconscious and the comic.77  In the techniques of jokes, the constant 

factor is the economy of meaning.  Jokes function by means of some kind of 

linguistic and associative economy that might link or compress words and 

meanings or produce multiple meanings from the same material.  This can occur 

through the formation of composite words, the multiple use of the same material, 

and various forms of double-meaning.78  Throughout his description of the 

techniques of jokes, Freud points to the consistency with which jokes set up new 
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and unexpected unities and relations between apparently disparate ideas and 

reveal similarities where differences seem to exist.79  As he notes, “the interesting 

processes of condensation accompanied by the formation of a substitute, which 

we have recognized as the core technique of verbal jokes, point towards the 

formation of dreams, in the mechanism of which the same psychical processes 

have been discovered.”80  Also present in joke techniques such as faulty 

reasoning, absurdity, and representation by opposites is the process of 

displacement.  Just as dreams work to overcome the inhibitions enforced by 

censorship through the displacement of psychic energy from important to 

unimportant ideas, jokes work to circumvent “obstacles” that make a particular 

source of pleasure inaccessible by creating an unexpected relation between 

disparate elements.  

The purpose of tendentious jokes, says Freud, is either hostility or 

obscenity, and both these purposes are aggressive as their intention is to “expose” 

the object of the joke to a third person.  As sources of pleasure that are subject to 

censorship and repression, sexual hostility and other forms of aggression are 

“disguised” through joke-work, transformed into figurative or verbal exposure 

and invective, and thus made acceptable.  The joke-maker offers pleasure as a 

bribe to the hearer of the joke who laughs at the expense of the person who is the 

object of the joke.  Jokes, in this case, “make possible the satisfaction of an 

instinct (whether lustful or hostile) in the face of an obstacle that stands in its way.  
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They circumvent this obstacle and in that way draw pleasure from a source which 

the obstacle has made inaccessible.”81  

The coexistence of aggression, sexuality, and humor in the slasher genre 

suggests the close relationship between the unconscious processes associated with 

fantasy, dreams, and jokes, all of which work to provide access to unconscious 

material and express taboo wishes.  Through both its technique and its purpose, a 

joke opens up sources of pleasure that are not directly available in a 

straightforward “censored” narrative.  The yield of pleasure we experience at a 

joke corresponds to the psychical expenditure that is saved.  Since maintaining or 

erecting a psychical inhibition involves psychical expenditure and a joke avoids 

that expenditure by circumventing the obstacle, an economy occurs.  The excess 

psychical energy that has previously been used in the service of repression is then 

free to be discharged in the form of laughter.  In all jokes, a liberation of pleasure 

occurs from the release of a suppressed recognition of a relation.82 

The case is somewhat different with both the comic and humor, although 

these may draw on joke-techniques for their effect.  Comic pleasure, says Freud, 

is derived from the “expenditure economized in comparison of someone else’s 

remarks [or actions] with our own.”83  For example, a person prepares to catch 

something heavy, but the object is, in fact, light.  The amount of energy they exert 

is compared with the amount we understand to be necessary, and the difference 
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resulting from the comparison creates a comic moment.  The comic effect thus 

depends on the difference between two cathectic expenditures.  This may result 

from an undermining of expectations, the degradation of an individual through 

unmasking or parody, the discrepancy between the demands of a situation and a 

person’s behavior, etc.  The comic also draws consciously on giving free play to 

modes of thought usually rejected as faulty and comparing the faulty idea with 

one that is deemed correct or acceptable.   

Humor occurs, Freud says, when an economy of feeling takes place.  For 

the listener, that economy takes place when he or she sees another person in a 

situation that would normally produce an affect such as anger, complaint, pain, 

horror or despair, and the listener is prepared also to summon up such feelings in 

response.  Instead of experiencing one of these negative affects, however, another 

person makes a “jest” so that no expenditure of negative feeling is required.  In 

the humorist is a “triumph of narcissism, the victorious assertion of the ego’s 

invulnerability.”  The ego, says Freud, “insists that it cannot be affected by the 

traumas of the outside world; it shows, in fact, that such traumas are no more than 

occasions for it to gain pleasure.” 84  Humor’s rejections of the claims of reality 

and its fending off of suffering “places it among the great series of methods which 

the human mind has constructed in order to evade the compulsion to suffer—a 

series which begins with neurosis and culminates in madness.”  In cases where a 

person adopts a humorous attitude toward others, Freud says, he or she is 
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adopting the attitude an adult would toward a child “when he recognizes and 

smiles at the triviality of the interests and suffering which seem so great to it.”85  

When a person adopts a humorous attitude toward him or herself, however, he or 

she is playing the role of both child and superior adult.  Although apparently 

implausible, Freud points to the complex structure of the ego, and the existence of 

the super-ego within the ego, to explain how this might be possible.  Taking this 

into account, “we obtain a dynamic explanation of the humorous attitude . . . if we 

assume that it consists in the humorist’s having withdrawn the psychical accent 

from his ego and having transposed it on to his super-ego.  To the super-ego, thus 

inflated, the ego can appear tiny and all its interests trivial, and with this new 

distribution of energy, it may become an easy matter for the super-ego to suppress 

the ego’s possibilities of reacting.”86  The jest, in fact, is not of central importance 

to the purpose of humor, the main intention of which is to say “Look!  Here is the 

world which seems so dangerous!  It is nothing but a game for children—just 

worth making a jest about!”87  In this respect, says Freud, the super-ego “speaks 

kindly words of comfort to the intimidated ego,” a role that seems to contradict its 

usual function as “severe master” but which in fact accords with its origins in the 

parental agency.  Humor, then, is a defensive process that prevents a negative 

affective response to a potentially traumatic situation by rejecting external reality. 
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The difference between these processes is the source of the pleasure they 

generate: “The pleasure in jokes has seemed to us to arise from an economy in 

expenditure upon inhibition, the pleasure in the comic from an economy in 

expenditure upon ideation (upon cathexis) and the pleasure in humour from an 

economy in expenditure upon feeling.”88  The laughter or amusement that results 

is dependent in each case on an economy, but the source of the economy differs.  

All three sources of pleasure, however, are present in the Psycho and Texas Chain 

Saw films, although there is no humor in the true crime accounts of the Gein 

event.  As the story is fictionalized, moments of humor are included, and as the 

two series progress, the humor increases, suggesting that it functions to provide 

access to unconscious material and as a form of defense against the anxieties 

generated by the story.  Humor tends to occur in these text when the fantasies 

themselves become excessive, too much, and thus provoke anxiety.  Jokes, comic 

moments and humor relieve the tension of these moments and provide distance 

from the narrative and visual material. 

Freud’s various descriptions of the workings of the unconscious point to 

the continuity as well as the shifts that occur in the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw 

series.  A continuity can be seen across the various films, all of which might be 

read in relation to Freud’s various accounts of the unconscious as it appears in 

fantasies, dreams, trauma, and jokes.  With each of the various re-tellings of the 

Gein story, certain strategies can be identified that resemble Freud’s descriptions 
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of the unconscious processes that function to prevent repressed material from 

reaching conscious thought, while simultaneously allowing for pleasure to be 

attained from it.  In the case of fantasies and dreams, the unconscious wishes find 

expression after the processes of condensation, displacement, and secondary 

revision have transformed them.  In the case of trauma, the unconscious seeks to 

master the un-pleasure associated with the traumatic moment, and in the case of 

jokes, a verbal connection is made whereby the obstacle that prevents the taboo 

wish from being expressed is circumvented.  The way in which narrative and 

narrative repetition function as both a form of mastery and control over an event, 

and as a means by which to produce pleasure, are therefore central to this project, 

and narrative theory provides insight into the functioning of seriality and the 

sequel. 

Narrative structure, as Halttunen notes, “reveals much about the mental 

and emotional strategies employed within a given historical culture for responding 

to serious transgression in its midst.”89  An analysis of narrative structure and the 

work it performs is central to an understanding of the ideological responses to the 

Gein event and provides a means by which to work through a large and complex 

body of texts without oversimplifying their dynamics.  In the introduction to 

Narrative and Social Control Dennis Mumby describes narrative as “a socially 

symbolic act in the double sense that (a) it takes on meaning only in a social 

context and (b) it plays a role in the construction of that social context as a site of 
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meaning within which social actors are implicated.”  Engaging in a constant and 

ongoing social and cultural struggle over meaning, narrative attempts to construct 

“nodal points which partially fix meaning” and “arrest the flow of differences.”90  

Hence, all narratives make ideological gestures.  This attempt to fix meaning is 

never entirely successful, however, and is always open to contestation and 

change.  As the transformation of the Gein narratives demonstrates, and as Patrick 

O'Neill points out, “story” or narrative content is accessible only through 

discourse, or narrative presentation.  The story, in fact remains an inaccessible 

abstraction as “any attempt to isolate the story from its discourse . . . simply 

results in another telling of the story.”91  In this respect, all narratives, according 

to O'Neill, are also “texts” in the poststructuralist sense.  This understanding of 

narrative is particularly useful in analyzing a series of texts that restructure a story 

many times, suggesting that, as O'Neill argues, “on the level of discourse there is 

no one real or substantial story holding the entire narrative structure together, but 

only a series of events whose ultimate relevance is precisely their 

arrangeability.”92  This understanding of narratives’ attempts and ultimate 

inability to fix meaning is particularly relevant to this dissertation as the repetition 

and working through of the central anxieties of the Gein story have the effect of 

complicating rather than resolving those anxieties.  Despite the various 
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containment strategies used in these narratives, the pleasure they generate 

depends on the articulation of fantasies that are inevitably accompanied by 

anxiety.  These anxieties are not resolvable and can only be temporarily managed 

through the imposition of narrative control. 

 The pleasures of narrative for Brooks and Judith Roof are in fact in 

conflict with narrative attempts to fix meaning, and narrative allows for a space 

within which our fascination with disruption, perversion, and ambiguity might be 

satisfied.  Using psychoanalysis to discuss the circulation of desire in narrative, 

Brooks and Roof provide a framework within which to understand the complexity 

of the Gein narrative as a whole without focusing exclusively on narrative's 

containment function.  For both Brooks and Roof, Freud's writings provide insight 

into the dynamics of narrative and its engagement with human memory and 

desire.  Drawing on “Beyond the Pleasure Principle,” Brooks argues that Freud's 

model is suggestive of what the reader engages with when s/he responds to plot.  

Narrative for Brooks enacts the relationship between the pleasure principle and 

the death instinct, a drive toward the end in conjunction with a search for the 

gratification of discharge that paradoxically produces a “dilatory space in which 

pleasure can come from postponement in the knowledge that this . . . is a 

necessary approach to the true end.”93 

Although narrative ultimately tends to work toward closure, our 

engagement with a text’s fantasy also depends on the circulation of desire, 
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moments in the narrative that allow polymorphous perversity to surface 

temporarily.  Despite the fact that meaning depends on the anticipation of an 

ending, narrative's moment of closure is not able to erase “the movement, the 

slidings, the mistakes, and partial recognitions of the middle.”94  Within the model 

of narrative proposed by Brooks, desire poses a constant threat to mechanisms of 

repression, as it does in many of Freud's narratives, and our fascination with this 

illicit desire is enacted through the process of repetition that threatens narrative's 

progression toward closure.  In fact, for Roof, closure can never be complete as 

this would result in “the impossible, amplified totality of complete joinder and 

cessation of desire that are perpetually denied in the seeds of another story.”95  In 

this respect, Brooks argues, the paradox of the self becomes the paradox of 

narrative plot.  The only possibility of the total fulfillment of desire lies in the 

destruction of the self, just as the narrative diminishes as it realizes itself, and as 

the reader consumes it.  This theory of narrative is especially suited to an analysis 

of the fantasies of the Gein metanarrative in part due to the highly intertextual and 

repetitious nature of the series.  The model proposed by Brooks and Roof can be 

applied to individual narratives, and also provides a valuable means by which to 

examine the multiple re-tellings of the Gein event as a story that apparently 

refuses to end.  As a whole, the structure of the Gein metanarrative is circular 

rather than linear, with a constant return to the beginnings of the story.  So, for 
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example, Psycho IV takes us back to Norman’s childhood and relates the events 

that led to his mother’s murder.  In this respect, the metanarrative consists of an 

ongoing middle where the kind of oscillation and repetition described by Brooks 

and Roof dominates, producing a “perverse and difficult middle” rather than a 

clear beginning, middle, and end. 

In examining the relationships among these texts I do not position 

accounts of the original event as “real” against subsequent fictional retellings of 

the story.  Instead, I draw on Michel Foucault’s understanding of the event to 

explore the Gein narratives.96  Rather than attempting to trace an event to its 

origins or follow it to its conclusions, Foucault proposes that new historiography 

focus on the ways in which an event manifests itself materially.  Although the 

event is not “corporeal” for Foucault, it does have material consequences that 

resonate and cause ripples on a surface that is manifest to us and that we might 

examine.  The individual event in this approach to history is removed from its 

position of privilege as the “cause” of subsequent occurrences or the “effect” of 

previous ones, and instead becomes a locus from which to trace lines that 

converge on and diverge from it.  Such an understanding of the Gein event allows 

me to explore the discourses that generated out of it and the multiplicity of 

implications, meanings, and consequences of those discourses, without 

privileging the original incident as a site of “truth” or authenticity; instead each 

re-telling is merely one possible “setting out” of the fantasies suggested by the 
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incident.  I make a distinction between the narrative material provided by the Gein 

event—cannibalism, mutilation, mother/son relations, gender confusion—and the 

incident itself, which would consist of Gein’s actions, their discovery, and the 

consequences in terms of what actually occurred.  The “event” in the sense 

outlined by Foucault, includes the material and the incident, but also the 

discursive constructions that resulted from these and their ideological 

implications.  Because the event is neither a cause nor an effect, I do not attempt 

to link these texts to any local historical events occurring near the time of the 

films’ production although certain social and cultural conditions may contribute to 

the different articulations of the story.   

OUTLINE 

 This dissertation consists of six chapters.  In the second chapter I look at 

reports of the Gein event itself and “true crime” literature on the case in relation 

to Psycho97 and The Texas Chain Saw Massacre.98  I look at the way in which 

these texts set out the fantasy the event suggests as well as the anxiety that 

accompanies that setting out.  Whereas true-crime accounts attempt to contain the 

implications of Gein’s acts, Psycho and Texas Chain Saw begin to explore the 

fantasies of incorporation embedded in those accounts. 
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Chapter three is an examination of the second and third films in the 

Psycho and Texas Chainsaw series.99  In these films, the fantasies of the initial 

texts are taken up, repeated, and revised, resulting in an increased complexity in 

the relations between the characters and a reconfiguration of the fantasies 

themselves.  In the Psycho series, the fantasy of Norman’s desire becomes 

complicated by the intrusion into his life of women other than Mother and the 

explicit wishes he expresses come into conflict with the underlying fantasies of 

the texts.  In the Texas Chain Saw series, the fantasy becomes more explicitly 

sexual and the character of the Final Girl adds to the possible pleasures of the 

fantasy scenario by providing an alternative position from which to experience it.  

In addition, an increase in intertextuality in both series makes connections across 

films and brings characters into relation with one another in the larger 

metanarrative.  This intertextuality contributes to the circulation of desire across 

the series, proliferating the pleasures of the texts’ fantasies. 

   In chapter four I look at the consequences of a heightening of reflexivity 

for the fantasies of the series.  In Psycho IV: The Beginning100 the fantasy is 

presented self-consciously as fantasy, as Norman recounts the details of his 

childhood.  While explicitly, the fantasy of the series is “contained” in this film, 
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the gaps and contradictions of the narrative undermine this containment.  In The 

Texas Chain Saw Massacre: The Next Generation,101 reflexivity and excess 

produce a narrative that allows for a disengagement with the text’s fantasy, and 

absurdity and a shift in the attitude of the Final Girl undermine its affective 

impact, thus decreasing anxiety.  In both these films, moments of humor provide 

relief from the brutality of the narrative and a degree of distance from the fantasy 

that is not present in the previous texts. 

Chapter five examines The Silence of the Lambs102 and Van Sant’s remake 

of Hitchcock’s Psycho.103  Unlike the other films in the series which were made 

on low budgets and categorized as “B” movies, The Silence of the Lambs and Van 

Sant’s Psycho were both positioned in popular discourse as films of artistic merit 

and both were made with relatively large budgets.  Although the first films in the 

series are now valued as aesthetically innovative and sophisticated, at the time of 

their release both were criticized as sub-standard “B” movies.  In contrast to this, 

many praised Silence as a “respectable” horror movie that warranted the attention 

of the academy, and many viewed Van Sant’s Psycho as an experimental 

endeavor.  In my analysis of these texts, I explore the changes they enact on the 

central fantasies and anxieties of the series.  In contrast to the chaotic repetitions 

and proliferations of the second and third installments of the Psycho and Texas 
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Chain Saw films, these texts subject the Gein story to a greater degree of narrative 

and aesthetic control, again reducing the anxiety that accompanies the story’s 

central fantasies.  In my concluding chapter, I discuss the significance of the study 

and draw some general conclusions about the representations offered by each film 

and the relationship between these representations. 

Similar in organization and structure to Art Simon's analysis of various 

representations of the JFK assassination across time, this project traces the 

narrative representations of a single event over a period of several decades.  

Simon points to the increasing accumulation of details in the JFK case that tended 

to obscure and complicate the event itself rather than reveal the “truth” of it.104  

Similarly, in the case of the Gein narrative, an accumulation of details across time 

complicates the meanings and implications attached to the event itself.   

 In my examination of all these films, I carry out a close textual analysis of 

the materials using psychoanalytic theory and psychoanalytical narrative theory.  I 

look at the similarities, repetitions, and variations that occur in each film of the 

series and the shifts that occur across the series as a whole.  These shifts 

demonstrate the consequences of an accumulation of textual material for the 

repetition of a story that has been transformed many times over and that continues 

to circulate.  Although I draw on certain details of historical context at times, my 

primary focus is on the texts themselves and I make no causal, historical claims.  

The central fantasy of the story is not tied to a particular cultural context although 
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circulating discourses may influence the articulation of that fantasy.  I therefore 

concentrate on the similarities and differences between the films and the 

significance of this for textual meanings.  Across these films, I see shifts in 

narrative construction and representation that function to reduce the anxiety 

generated by the Gein event while simultaneously setting out fantasy scenarios 

that allow for the circulation of desire and articulate taboo wishes.  The Gein story 

is worked through by the processes that govern the articulation of unconscious 

material, revealing the complexity of the relationship between pleasure and 

containment in narrative.  
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Chapter 2 

SETTING THE SCENE: ED GEIN, PSYCHO AND THE TEXAS 
CHAIN SAW MASSACRE 

The first three texts of the Gein metanarrative that I examine here are the 

initial media reports and other “true crime” accounts of the Gein case, Psycho and 

The Texas Chain Saw Massacre.  I use these texts to discuss the central fantasies 

and anxieties around which the narratives of the series revolve.  These initial texts 

articulate in various ways the fantasies and problems that all the subsequent 

narratives of the series attempt to work through and set up the relationships 

between the narrative articulation of unconscious wishes and the tensions and 

anxieties that accompany that articulation.  Although the Psycho and Texas Chain 

Saw narratives take the story in significantly different directions, the fantasy of 

incorporation remains central to all the texts. 

Taking place at the end of the fifties, the Gein case occurred at a time 

when various heavily contradictory, but highly naturalized and thus unnoticed 

ideologies were beginning to demand attention.  By the time the Gein murders 

were discovered, the collapse of these dominant ideological constructions was 

well underway.  In the wake of the Army-McCarthy hearings in 1954, the senate 

passed a vote condemning Joseph McCarthy and his witch hunts.  In 1955 and 

1956 attempts to move toward desegregation resulted in racial unrest and conflict, 

and in September of 1957, race riots broke out in Little Rock over the attempted 

implementation of Brown v. Board of Education.  In October of that year, the 
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Russians launched Sputnik I and II, beating the U.S. in the space race.  Beginning 

around the middle of the decade, with the release of films such as Rebel Without a 

Cause, the popularity of Elvis Presley, and the emergence of an alternative youth 

culture that challenged the conservative and repressive ideologies of the postwar 

era, rising fears of “juvenile delinquency” began to surface.  In 1955 Ginsberg’s 

poem “Howl” was read for the first time and beat culture moved toward 

increasing visibility.  The general disruption of widespread conformity and the 

impossibility of any longer ignoring the presence of countercultures and 

oppressed minorities drew attention to the inequities of the social system that had 

been in operation since the war. 

The Gein case erupted into this environment and, as Jessica Horsting 

writes, the incident “crystallizes what was festering beneath the Saturday Evening 

Post image of America in the 1950s.”1  Despite the abhorrence with which Gein’s 

behavior was described, however, these accounts also contain elements of a 

fantasy that expresses a longing for a return to the closed, pre-oedipal relationship 

with the (m)other.  As a subject who refused to enter fully into the Symbolic, 

acting on his infantile impulses, Gein embodies the fantasy of a return to 

plenitude, a time before loss.   

From the initial Gein narratives, these texts construct fantasies closely 

related to the four central anxieties they generate.  On a basic level, the fantasy of 

these texts appears to be one of a return to pre-oedipal infantile aggression that 

                                                 
1 Jessie Horsting, “Ed Gein: In the Flesh,” Midnight Graffiti, 2001, 
<www.midnightgraffiti.com/edgein.html> (21 Sept. 2002). 
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accompanies an absolute identification with the (m)other.  The pleasure in these 

texts is derived from the representation of scenarios in which symptoms of this 

phase might be identified: incorporation in all its forms; the association of food 

with sexuality; the fluidity of identity, including gender identity; play in language; 

and a pre-oedipal sadism.  The fundamental trauma that drives this fantasy, 

however, is the intervention of the “third term” (the Law of the Father), resulting 

in the crisis of oedipal separation.  Any re-articulation of this taboo fantasy of 

union with the (m)other is accompanied by the threat of castration and thus 

generates anxiety.  These initial texts construct the fantasy and establish the 

scenarios upon which the subsequent narratives of the series are built, also 

expressing in various ways the accompanying anxieties.  In each text, the family 

figures as a site of potential corruption and pathology, a corruption that might lead 

to the eventual disintegration of the family unit.  Related to this in a causal sense 

is the instability of identity, including but not limited to gender identity.  The texts 

position the family, and particularly the mother, as the cause of this instability.  

The eruption of violent pathology into the everyday is also a constant source of 

anxiety.  In these films, violence takes the characters unawares, brutally 

penetrating the seemingly secure lives they have constructed for themselves.  The 

final major anxiety expressed in these texts is a fear of the past.  The past is 

figured as a force that cannot be escaped, as a site that threatens to invade and 

take over the present.   

Each of these texts creates different ideological claims about the source of 

the trauma.  Media and true crime accounts of the Gein murders emphasize the 
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family’s role in his pathology, specifically the mother’s responsibility for his 

gender dysfunction.  These accounts tend to absolve Ed Gein of responsibility for 

his actions, shifting the blame entirely to his upbringing.  Media reports from the 

time of the incident focus primarily on narrative explanation and containment.  In 

Psycho, although Mother is still explicitly blamed for Norman’s behavior, the 

film presents a more extensive exploration of the fragility of identity and 

normality, and the narrative suggests the ambiguity of identity inherent in 

accounts of the original event.  Although Mother is explicitly identified as the 

cause of Norman’s psychosis, the narrative opens up the possibility of a reversal 

whereby Mother, as Norman describes her, is a fantasy created by his psychotic 

mind.  Within this configuration, Norman, rather than Mother, controls their 

relationship.  Both the fantasy and the horror of Psycho lie in the possibility of a 

return to a complete union with the mother and the annihilation of the self.  In 

addition, the origin of the trauma becomes more complex, shifting to include the 

suggestion of parental betrayal and abandonment.  In Texas Chain Saw the 

eater/eaten binary is literalized as the saw wielding Sawyers hunt, kill and eat 

their human victims.  Entirely absent from the Sawyer family, mother here cannot 

be to blame, and in fact, the actual cause of the trauma is not specifically 

identified.  However, the fantasy of a return to a pre-oedipal orality suggests that 

the trauma is a general one of “entry into the Symbolic” that occurs due to the 

demands of a “civilized” society.  The savagery of the all-male Sawyer family 

functions to suggest a breakdown of this civilization.  
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ED GEIN: MAMMA’S BOY 

Regardless of the historical moment in which they were produced, all the 

“true crime” accounts of the Gein case tend to deviate very little from original 

media reports.2  On an explicit level, initial reports of the Gein murders attempt to 

simplify the implications of the incident through a straightforward and 

unequivocal attribution of blame.  Mother’s overbearing, clinging nature is 

entirely responsible for Ed Gein’s failure to become a fully functioning 

heterosexual adult.  Media accounts of Gein talk about his simplicity, his 

foolishness, and his inappropriate behavior and remarks, all of which point to his 

childishness. 

Running parallel to subsequent fictional accounts that reorganize the 

narrative in various ways, these true crime stories stay the same, providing a point 

of departure from which fictional versions are able to explore the fantasies 

suggested by the story.  The simplicity and straightforward causality of these texts 

leaves little room for the circulation of desire or the kind of pleasure that 

subsequent fictional versions demonstrate in the story.  These narratives, 

however, do contain the raw material from which the fantasies are generated, 

albeit in a highly controlled form.  That they are written in such a way as to 

absolve Gein of responsibility suggests that the fantasy here is for a return to a 

state of infantilism in which people are objects that can be controlled and 

                                                 
2 See for example, Robert H. Gollmar, Edward Gein: America’s most Bizarre Murderer (Delevan, 
WI: C. Hallberg, 1981), Harold Schechter, Deviant: The Shocking True Story of Ed Gein, the 
Original Psycho (New York: Pocket Books, 1989), and Paul Anthony Woods, Ed Gein—Psycho 
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1995). 
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dissected, and gender is still fluid.  The horror with which Gein’s actions are 

described, however, also suggests the extent to which this fantasy is repressed.  

The establishment of a narrative framework that positions Gein’s mother, 

Augusta, as the root cause of his pathology imposes a rigid structure on the 

incident that leaves little room for ambiguity and speculation or for pleasure in 

descriptions of Gein’s behavior. 

Focusing initially on the more sensational aspects of the case—the 

gruesome discovery of multiple body parts and suggestions of cannibalism—the 

media soon constructed a cause-and-effect chain that personalized the problem of 

Gein’s pathology and situated the blame firmly within the domestic sphere.3  Gein 

became, as Mark Seltzer puts it, a case history.  A Life article, written just two 

weeks after the event, clearly demonstrates the assignation of causality.  The 

question that “Plainfield and the nation” were asking, says the article, was “How 

had Ed Gein come to be the man he was, living amid filth behind locked doors 

and drawn shades, reading detective magazines and anatomy textbooks by 

kerosene lamps?”  The answer supplied is that “All the evidence pointed to Gein’s 

mother.”  The evidence Life provides for us is that “Mrs. Gein was a strong-

minded woman who believed that all other women were sinful.  Ed was her 

favorite and she impressed her beliefs on him.”4  A Time article entitled “Portrait 
                                                 
3 See for example The Chicago Daily Tribune (Nov. 18 1957: 1 and Nov. 19 1957: 1+); The 
Washington Post and Times Herald (Nov. 18 1957: A3 and Nov. 20 1957: A3); and The Los 
Angeles Times (Nov. 18 1957: 2:1).  Gein himself was often referred to as a “butcher” and the 
farmhouse was called an “abattoir” and a “slaughterhouse.”  The discovery of multiple body parts 
was also a focal point as conjectures circulated regarding how many of these people Gein had 
killed and how many he had taken from graves. 
4 “House of Horrors,” 26. 
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of a Killer,” also published two weeks after the discovery of the bodies, begins in 

the following way: 

On the 275-acre farm outside Plainfield, Wis. where George Gein was 

scratching out a living, the undisputed head of the family was his 

dominating wife Augusta.  To her sons, Henry and Edward, Augusta Gein 

railed ceaselessly about the vices of modern women—their short skirts, 

artificial hair waves, powder and lipstick.  During heavy rains she would 

read to the family the story of Noah and the flood, prophesied another 

flood to wash out women’s sins.  She made no secret of her favoritism for 

her younger son.  Eddie Gein…became a mamma’s boy, hating other 

women as mother had willed.  As he grew to manhood, he never went out 

on a date.5 

Such an introduction encourages readers to see everything that follows as a direct 

result of Augusta’s dominance and her unnatural violation of the patriarchal order 

of the family.  This interpretation of the event is entirely consistent with the 

conflicted and contradictory opinions about motherhood circulating in the fifties.  

As Robert Corber points out: 

On the one hand, post-war American culture experienced a proliferation of 

glorified representations of motherhood designed to lure women back into 

the home following the demobilization of American troops.  On the other 

                                                 
5 “Portrait of a Killer,” Time, 2 Dec. 1957, 38-39. 
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hand, many Americans resented the glorification of motherhood because it 

supposedly gave women too much power over the domestic space. 6 

The kinds of discourses that resulted, says Corber, were typified by Philip Wylie’s 

book, Generation of Vipers, where the term “momism” was coined.  Wylie, 

Corber says, claimed that “American society was rapidly becoming a matriarchy 

in which domineering and overly protective mothers disrupted the oedipal 

structure of the middle-class nuclear family by smothering their sons with 

‘unnatural’ affection.”7  Women like Augusta Gein, who refused to yield to the 

natural authority of the male head of the household, were raising monsters.     

 Closely related to the discourse generated by the possibility of women’s 

dominance over the domestic sphere was the rise of “expert (male) opinion”—

often given by psychiatrists—to provide the solution to domestic problems and a 

potential means of control over women’s power within the family.  A 1951 

edition of The Psychiatric Bulletin contains an article entitled “Mother Knows 

Best” which asserts that the mother will raise a neurotic child “by keeping him 

tied to her emotionally long after he should have started to establish his 

independence.”  Such “smothering,” readers are told, “interferes with the child’s 

normal psychological growth.  It sometimes prevents a child from learning to 

accept the responsibilities of adult living.”8  The Time and Life articles both call 

on the expertise of psychiatrists to explain Gein’s pathology.  Time reports that: 

                                                 
6 Robert Corber, In the Name of National Security: Hitchcock, Homophobia and the Political 
Construction of Gender in Postwar America (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1993), 197. 
7 Corber, 197. 
8 “Mother Knows Best,” The Psychiatric Bulletin 1, no. 2 (Spring 1951): 29. 
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Psychiatrists saw Gein as the victim of a common conflict: while 

consciously he loved his mother and hated other women, unconsciously he 

hated her and loved others.  She had subjected him to deep frustration.  

Also, his development had somehow been arrested so that he continued, 

childlike, to perceive people as mere objects…For Gein, say the 

psychiatrists, cutting up women (who reminded him of his mother) and 

preserving parts of them satisfied two contradictory urges: to bring her 

back to life and have her with him always, and to destroy her as the cause 

of his frustration.9 

Similarly, the Life article says that “Psychiatrists, studying his actions, believe he 

is a schizophrenic or split personality, torn between love and hate for women.”10  

As Corber points out, “Postwar Americans relied heavily on trained professionals 

to tell them how to organize and manage their everyday life.”11  Mothers who 

disregarded the advice of professionals in the area of child rearing were most at 

risk of producing “unnatural” offspring.  In seeking out a scientific explanation 

for Gein’s behavior, the media attempted to contain the horror of the event by 

imposing on it an explanatory model that situated the construction of Gein’s 

subjectivity within the confines of the family, at the same time implying that the 

correct parenting methods would inevitably produce normal children.   

                                                 
9 “Portrait of a Killer,” 40. 
10 “House of Horrors,” 27. 
11 Corber, 188. 
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Buried beneath this discourse is the suggestion that boys are not to be held 

responsible for their behavior, and also that given the chance, they will gladly fail 

to pass through the oedipus complex and remain in a pre-oedipal state.  Although 

entry into the Symbolic is demanded of the subject, it is not what the child 

desires, and any opportunity for refusal will therefore be seized.  Freud, in fact, 

writes that the simplest course for the child would be to take as sexual objects 

those caretakers whom he or she has loved from infancy, most often the mother.  

The barrier against these incestuous impulses is a cultural demand made by a 

society that must “defend itself against the danger that the interests which it needs 

for the establishment of higher social units may be swallowed up by the family.”  

Particularly in the case of adolescent boys, social mandates seek “by all means 

possible to loosen their connection with their family . . . connection which in their 

childhood is the only important one.”12  In Freud’s own work, the child’s 

“natural” disposition toward keeping the mother as the object of affection, the 

difficulty of turning away from her at the moment of the oedipal crisis, and the 

“perversion” inherent in the nuclear family are therefore acknowledged.  

Discourses such as Wylie’s suggest both the loss felt at the abandonment of the 

mother as sexual object and the anxiety and fear evoked by the fantasy of a return 

to this pre-oedipal attachment.  The construction of a cause-effect chain that 

positions Augusta Gein as the cause of Gein’s pathology both acknowledges the 

difficulty of oedipal separation and insists on its necessity. 

                                                 
12 Sigmund Freud, “Three Essays on the Theory of Sexulity,” in The Freud Reader, ed. Peter Gay 
(New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1989), 290. 
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The traumatic nature of sexuality itself, as described by Jean Laplanche, is 

present here also.  Discussing the structure of hysterical defenses, whereby a 

particular object, scene, or situation produces an apparently inexplicable anxiety, 

Laplanche explains that this “symbol” stands in for a scene that has been 

repressed and which constitutes the original trauma.  However, in the particular 

case study used by Freud to illustrate this relationship, it is clear that the original 

incident was not traumatic at the time it was experienced.  Although the first 

scene is sexual in nature, it cannot be interpreted by the child as such until 

sexuality is understood.  It is only retrospectively, when the sexual content of the 

incident is understood by the patient, that it becomes traumatic.  The scene which 

replaces it is not in itself traumatic either, but is charged with the affect of the 

original scene and so produces extreme anxiety.  In this respect, Laplanche 

argues, “trauma is situated entirely in the play of ‘deceit’ producing a kind of 

seesaw effect between the two events.  Neither of the two events is in itself 

traumatic.”13  For Laplanche, the key to understanding the trauma experienced by 

the patient lies in the “implantation of adult sexuality in the child,” occurring 

specifically in the case described by Freud when a shopkeeper grabs the girl’s 

genitals, but occurring universally as the imposition of sexuality on the child by 

the parents.  As Laplanche explains it, the mother is particularly “guilty” here as 

the erotogenic zones, in relation to which sexuality begins to take shape, are also 

the zones of maternal care.  These zones “focalize parental fantasies and above all 

                                                 
13 Laplanche, Life and Death, 41. 
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maternal fantasies, so that…they are the points through which is introduced into 

the child that alien internal entity which is, properly speaking the sexual 

excitation.”14  True crime accounts of the event both acknowledge and repress this 

fantasy of parental seduction.  Gein is “unnatural” and yet psychiatrists explain 

that his behavior is entirely understandable given his mother’s demeanor.  Gein is 

an aberration yet he is the victim of a “common conflict.” 

 The strong impulse to lay the blame for Gein’s crimes at Augusta’s feet is 

not restricted to the narratives that were written about the case in the fifties.  In 

the “true crime” books about the event, some written as recently as 1994, Augusta 

is still thoroughly vilified.  Harold Schechter’s Deviant: The Shocking True Story 

of Ed Gein, the Original Psycho, published in 1989, is typical in this respect.  

Having provided a general description of the Wisconsin countryside, Schechter 

goes on to trace Gein’s family history, beginning chapter two with a quote taken 

from Silvano Arieti’s Interpretation of Schizophrenia which asserts: 

Although it is the mother who contributes mostly in producing the 

conditions which we are going to describe, we usually find in the history 

of schizophrenics that both parents have failed the child, often for different 

reasons.  Frequently the combination is as follows: A domineering, 

nagging, hostile mother who gives the child no chance to assert himself is 

married to a dependent, weak man, too weak to help the child.15 

                                                 
14 Laplanche, Life and Death, 24. 
15 Schechter, 10. 
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Despite the implication in this quote that Gein’s father shared the blame for his 

pathology, it is still the mother who “contributes mostly” to it, and Schechter 

spends the next five chapters detailing Augusta’s dominance over the family and 

her profound influence over Ed, dispensing very rapidly with details about his 

father.  Such accounts seem satisfied with Augusta as the “first cause” of Gein’s 

pathology, failing to ask who or what made her who she was.  This question is 

never raised, and Augusta alone is positioned as at fault for Gein’s monstrosity.  

 As Judith Roof points out, in shifting the origin of perversions from the 

constitutional to the familial, the Freudian psychoanalytic narrative asserts that 

“through rigorous discipline, the family can control its sexual fortunes by not 

producing any degenerate offspring.”  The family, within this configuration, 

becomes “the reproductive matrix for either healthy heterosexuality or a short-

circuiting, degenerate homosexuality.”16  Media accounts of the Gein case drew 

heavily on psychoanalytic discourse in their attempts to contain Gein’s pathology 

within the domestic arena, foregrounding, or perhaps forging, a causal link 

between the configuration of the Gein family and Gein’s inability to proceed 

through the hazardous ground of infantile perversion and multiplicity to 

productive, normative heterosexuality. 

 However, as Roof also asserts, psychoanalysis recognizes that perversions 

play a role in the development of every “normal” individual on the path toward 

heterosexuality, an acknowledgement that effects a de-pathologization of the 

                                                 
16 Roof, 99. 
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perverse, thereby engaging “a much broader range of sexual causality in a circular 

family narrative where the family causes perversity and is the result of its cure.”17  

As Laplanche points out, where “perversion” is commonly understood to mean a 

“deviation from instinct,” sexuality is precisely the taking over or, as Laplanche 

puts it, the “displacement” of instinctual drives, and there is, therefore, no “sexual 

instinct”: the two terms are mutually exclusive.  If this is the case, then “the whole 

of sexuality, or at least the whole of infantile sexuality, ends up becoming a 

perversion.”18  Ultimately, non-reproductive sexuality must be subordinated to the 

demands of heterosexual reproduction, but in this particular Freudian story, it is 

“permitted to play in the field of pleasure that constitutes part of the narrative’s 

‘detour.’”19   

As I noted in chapter one, for Peter Brooks and Roof, this “detour” is 

crucial to an understanding of the pleasure of narrative.  Although narrative 

ultimately tends to work toward closure, our engagement with it is also dependent 

on the circulation of desire, moments that allow a polymorphous perversity to 

surface temporarily and that escape for a while the imposition of reproductive 

heterosexuality.  For Brooks, narrative enacts our fascination with, and anxieties 

around, the way in which illicit desire is constantly threatening to defeat the 

mechanisms of repression and break through to the surface. 

                                                 
17 Roof, 36. 
18 Laplanche, Life and Death, 23. 
19 Roof, 36. 
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 Within the model of narrative proposed by both Brooks and Roof, desire 

poses a constant threat to the mechanisms of repression, as it does in many of 

Freud’s narratives.  Despite his tendency to naturalize heterosexuality, Freud also 

positions normative sexuality as unnatural.  In “Sexual Morality and Modern 

Nervousness,” Freud writes, “Our civilization is, generally speaking, founded on 

the suppression of instincts,” so that “the man who in consequence of his 

unyielding nature cannot comply with the required suppression of his instincts 

becomes a criminal, an outlaw.”20  The demand made on us as individuals by 

civilization results in an extremely delicate balance between “normality” and 

“pathology.”  Beneath our apparently civilized exteriors lurk barely repressed 

desires that constantly threaten to resurface and that are made manifest in the 

form of neuroses and perversions. 

 When we take into account Freud’s claim that the moment at which the 

child’s ego turns away from the oedipus-complex is potentially the most 

precarious point in terms of the control of illicit desire, it is hardly surprising that 

the mother is so central to all the stories of Gein’s pathology.  In fact, says Freud, 

the passing of the oedipus-complex takes us to “the borderline—never a very 

sharply drawn one—between the normal and pathological.”21  As Slavoj Žižek 

points out, Freud’s theoretical starting point is “an original . . . constitutive 

                                                 
20 Sigmund Freud, Sexuality and the Psychology of Love, ed. Philip Rieff (New York: MacMillan, 
1963), 25. 
21 Freud, “The Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex,” in The Freud Reader, 664. 
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discord between the logic of the psychic apparatus and the demands of reality.” 22  

For Freud, the reality principle “is not something that the psychic apparatus could 

arrive at following the immanent, spontaneous path to ‘maturation,’ but 

something imposed, extorted by means of a series of traumatic cuts.”23 

 In contrast to this clinical and sophisticated psychoanalytical 

understanding of the psychic apparatus, media reports of the Gein event that 

relied on “expert opinion” to create a clear division between pathology and 

normality constitute the kind of positivist ego psychology which, as Žižek says, 

measures the success of the psychical apparatus by the extent to which it is able to 

accommodate itself to a pre-constituted, external reality.  Accounts of Gein’s 

behavior in the media attempt to isolate its point of origin and suggest that in his 

failure to pass successfully through the oedipus-complex, Gein was an aberration, 

a rare case.  The magnitude of his crimes and the horror expressed in response to 

them implies a clear division between Gein and the rest of the world.  His crimes 

are “incomprehensible” to a normal person, who is unable, without the help of 

expert opinion, to understand how he could have committed such atrocities. 

Despite these attempts to control the implications of the event, however, 

the contradictions buried in the narrative surface in the central anxieties that 

circulate in the story.  In its repeated insistence on the simplicity of the causal 

chain, the narrative points to the very locus of the complexity the incident 

                                                 
22 Slavoj Žižek, Enjoy Your Symptom: Jacques Lacan In Hollywood and Out (New York: 
Routledge, 1992), 47. 
23 Žižek, 47. 
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suggests.  Attributing complete responsibility to Augusta for Gein’s pathology 

reveals the anxiety that circulates around the configuration of the traditional 

nuclear family as well as the desire to resist or refuse this configuration.  In 

addition, Gein’s behavior is represented as simultaneously understandable and 

inexplicable, suggesting that while convenient explanations can be offered for his 

psychosis, we all only narrowly escape his fate and we all desire to return to a 

state prior to the knowledge of loss and absence.  These true crime accounts both 

avoid and acknowledge the implications of Freud’s insistence that normative 

heterosexuality is a social construction.  An underlying complexity belies the 

superficial simplicity of these texts and provides the material that subsequent 

fictional versions of the story are able to explore more fully.  Despite the apparent 

abhorrence with which Gein’s crimes were greeted, the repetition of the story in 

narrative form suggests that the fantasy it displays and contains is a compelling 

one, generating multiple and increasingly complex reconstructions.  

MOTHER’S NOT QUITE HERSELF TODAY 

Based on Robert Bloch’s novel, Hitchcock’s Psycho adopts Bloch’s 

narrative structure, presenting the first part the story from the perspective of 

Marion Crane (Mary in the novel) and the second part from the perspective of 

Norman Bates.  Marion is unable to be with her lover, Sam, because he does not 

have enough money to support them, and, in an attempt to solve their financial 

problems, she steals $40,000 from the real estate business where she works.  

Driving from Phoenix to Fairvale, California, where Sam lives, Marion stops at 

the Bates Motel, which Norman Bates owns and runs.  After a conversation with 
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Norman that convinces Marion to return to Phoenix and give back the money, a 

figure in women’s clothing murders her as she is showering.  Her sister Lila 

realizes that Marion is missing; she goes to Fairvale to look for her, and Lila and 

Sam trace Marion to the Bates Motel.  There they discover that Norman keeps his 

mother’s corpse in the house and assumes her identity and that he murdered 

Marion.  The police arrest Norman and in the final scene of the film he seems to 

have become Mother entirely.  The psychiatrist who questions him explains that 

Norman’s behavior is a result of his relationship with his overbearing mother who 

was “clinging and demanding.”  When his mother fell in love with another man, 

Norman killed her in jealousy.  Unable to live with what he had done, he took her 

body, preserved it and, in order to bring her back to life, began to speak in her 

voice and dress in her clothes.  He “became” mother for periods of time until, 

eventually, the mother half of his personality took over completely. 

Explicitly, the film presents Norman’s fantasy of a return to a pre-oedipal 

union with the mother, and this fantasy is played out in the film’s narrative.  

Psycho’s narration suggests that Norman’s childhood history accounts for his 

psychosis.  In the diegetic backstory, at the point when Norman should have 

turned away from his mother and passed through the oedipus complex, his father 

died, and he did become the “man of the house.”  For Norman, the intervention of 

the third term never occurred, and his entry into the Symbolic was never 

accomplished.  However, on reaching puberty, the point at which his incestuous 

wishes might have become a reality, Norman does not achieve that desire because 

his mother’s boyfriend replaces him.  The trauma for Norman then becomes one 
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of betrayal and abandonment.  He is too old to negotiate successfully the 

hazardous terrain of oedipal separation, and he kills his mother in order to both 

revenge her abandonment of him and keep her for himself.  In killing her, 

however, he also prevents her from being with him, creating an irresolvable 

dilemma that resembles Freud’s description of the fort/da game.  He wishes to 

gain control over Mother’s threatened abandonment so he kills her (fort), but he 

wants her with him so he must somehow bring her back (da).  In his murders of 

the women who come into his life, he repeats the traumatic moment in an attempt 

to master it, but the fundamental dilemma is not resolveable.  Psycho establishes 

Norman’s fantasy scenario and also demonstrates the consequences of the fantasy, 

the anxiety that accompanies it, and the repetition and work necessary to keep it 

alive. 

In narrating this middle portion of the story through Norman, both novel 

and film try to draw the reader into his fantasy.  In structure and narration, 

expectations are profoundly disrupted when Mary/Marion, the character assumed 

to be the protagonist, is killed halfway through the film and the narrative shifts its 

focal point from Mary/Marion to her killer Norman.  Although not a guarantee of 

identification, the fact that the narration focuses on Norman’s activities after 

Mary/Marion’s death to some extent forces textual concentration on him.  In the 

first portion of the film’s narrative, editing and point-of-view shots construct a 

narrational focalization through Marion’s subjectivity.  However, once Norman 

enters the story, point-of-view shots begin to present events from his perspective, 

and after Marion dies, the narration is totally immersed in his world for a time.   
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 The film offers Norman’s fantasy to its readers for their consideration, but 

indicates its own ambivalence about such an offering.  Elizabeth Cowie points out 

that fantasies are never straightforward involving as they do wishes that cannot be 

fulfilled and allowing for multiple points of identification and entry.  As she says, 

fantasies do not simply “provide the oedipal resolution which Freud wished upon 

us . . . There is a wish . . . to both have and to be the father, and to both have and 

to be the mother.”24  Norman’s fantasy does indeed involve the classic incestuous 

oedipal desire, but he also wants to be mother and destroy mother.  Necessary to 

the maintenance of Norman’s fantasy is the representation of Mother as phallic 

and controlling.  It allows Norman to disavow sexual difference and remain in the 

pre-oedipal realm, and, as in the true crime accounts of the Gein event, this 

construction of Mother absolves Norman of responsibility for his actions and 

displaces his guilt onto her.  If Mother is in control of the situation, then all 

Norman can do is “clean up” after her.   

The psychiatrist reconfirms this explanation for Norman’s pathology, 

stating that Mrs. Bates was overbearing, clinging and demanding, but, as many 

critics have pointed out, his speech remains unsatisfactory as a point of closure in 

the film.  For Corber, for example, “the psychiatrist’s reductive use of Freudian 

categories seems to multiply rather than fix the potential meanings of Norman’s 

behavior.”25  The explanation provided by Psycho’s psychiatrist in fact bears a 

striking resemblance to the true-crime explanations provided for Gein’s behavior.  

                                                 
24 Cowie, 163. 
25 Corber, 189. 
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Psychiatrists also claimed that Gein both loved and hated his mother and that he 

killed to satisfy two contradictory urges: to keep other women (as replacements 

for mother) always with him, and to destroy them as the cause of his frustration.  

Similarly, Psycho’s psychiatrist claims that Norman wanted to both destroy 

mother and keep her with him, that he killed her but was unable to live with what 

he had done so imagined she was still alive.   

However, in the case of Psycho, Norman’s central position in the narrative 

complicates the conflict and prevents the kind of containment attempted by media 

accounts of the Gein event.  The problem with the psychiatrist’s explanation for 

Norman’s behavior is its failure to engage with the pleasure offered by his 

fantasy.  Far from being unable to live with what he has done, Norman must kill 

Mother in order to play out his fantasy of incorporation.  This is a fantasy of 

control, as Norman renders Mother helpless, passive, and unable to leave him.  

Although both novel and film claim that Mother has “taken over” Norman’s 

identity, in fact, the film provides pleasure in Norman’s incorporation of Mother 

and his complete control over her.  Norman’s explicit fantasy disguises the text’s 

actual fantasy scenario in which Norman is in control of the situation and kills in 

order to punish the phallic women who refuse his control, just as he killed Mother 

when she threatened to abandon him. 

The fact that no “objective” account of Mrs. Bates is offered suggests that 

Mother here is a fantasmatic object constructed by Norman to allow for the 

articulation of his fantasy scenario.  No flashbacks are presented, and almost the 

only access to Mrs. Bates is through Norman.  As the only other characters in the 
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film to have known Mrs. Bates, the sheriff and his wife fail to provide any 

insights into her personality.  In short, nothing serves to verify or refute Norman’s 

account of her character.26   

However, Norman’s use of language in the narrative betrays his 

contradictory wishes and his knowledge that Mother does not really control him.  

His use of language reveals the text’s underlying fantasy, and the play of desire is 

apparent in the word play of the dialogue as the unconscious makes itself visible 

through linguistic slippages.  As Judith Butler says, for Lacan “the paternal law 

structures all linguistic signification . . . and so becomes a universal organizing 

principle of culture itself.” 27  A child’s entry into the Symbolic is possible only 

through the repression of libidinal drives and a repudiation of the primary 

relationship to the maternal body.  The law creates the possibility of meaningful 

language, and “this language in turn structures the world by suppressing multiple 

meanings and instating univocal and discrete meanings in their place.”  Language 

in Psycho, as Lesley Brill says, seems to escape the control of the characters who 

use it.28  Words have “a slipperiness that destabilizes their meanings and suggests 

                                                 

 

26 This is far different from the press accounts of the Gein event in which Augusta Gein is 
constructed as a character, but the fact that this is a construction is obscured.  True-crime accounts 
give concrete details concerning Augusta’s alleged behavior, presented as if they were “facts,” 
although no sources are given for this information.   
27 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York: Routledge, 
1990), 79. 
28 As Elizabeth Grosz points out, for Lacan, the subject is never “in control” of his or her words, 
but rather, is spoken through language.  Rather than being the agent of speech, the subject is “the 
effect of discourse, no longer its cause.”  (Jacques Lacan: A Feminist Introduction, London: 
Routledge, 1990, 98).  Lacan’s insistence on the importance of an understanding of language for 
an understanding of the unconscious leads to a correlation between the sliding of the signifier and 
the movement of desire.  Central to his understanding of the relationship between language and the 
unconscious are the concepts of metaphor and metonymy.  As summarized by Elizabeth Grosz, 
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an amorphous or Protean quality in reality itself.”29  According to Brill, “one sign 

that the characters are out of control of their lives is that they are often slightly out 

of control of their words.”30   

The instability of language in Psycho makes visible the movement of 

desire and the eruption of unconscious wishes into discourse.  The psychotic, 

Lacan claims, has “failed to register or represent the paternal metaphor, and has 

thus been unable to position him or herself within the general formula or 

signifying substitution . . . Consequently, the psychotic is unlocated, symbolically 

positionless, and cannot be wrenched out of its imaginary confusion with the 

(m)other.”31  That Psycho’s narration takes pleasure in this is obvious in its 

enjoyment of Norman’s subjection to this confusion, apparent both in his 

assumption of Mother’s identity and in his relationship to language throughout the 

film.  This linguistic instability becomes apparent during his conversation with 

                                                                                                                                     
“metaphor, or condensation, freezes and privileges repressed signifiers, leaving them active but 
confined to their own realm.”  Metonymy, however, “ensures, by contrast, that the repressed term 
always remains in associative relations to the rest of the subject’s language, explaining how the 
unconscious is able to intervene into or speak through consciousness at symptomatic 
moments.”(100)  As Grosz goes on to explain: 

Displacement or metonymy replaces the original (lost) object of a drive with a substitute.  
This is the same movement as the glissement of the signifier over the signified.  The loss 
of the primal object creates a lack which the child will attempt to fill using language to 
signify its demands.  The language at its disposal replaces an ontological lack (lack of 
nature, lack of identity, lack of fixed objects) with a lack at the level of constitutive 
language (the lack of anchorage between signifier and signified: the lack constitutive of 
each sign).  This lack is the most basic feature of desire and is both assumed and covered 
over by signification.  The child is propelled into its (Imaginary and Symbolic) capture 
in/by signification. (102) 

29 Lesley Brill, The Hitchcock Romance: Love and Irony in Hitchcock’s Films (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1988), 232. 
30 Brill, 233. 
31 Elizabeth Grosz, Jaques Lacan: A Feminist Introduction, (London: Routledge, 1990), 104. 
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Marion in the parlor as he repeatedly contradicts himself.  His taxidermy, he 

claims, is more than a hobby.  A hobby is supposed to pass the time, not fill it.  

However, in response to Marion’s question, “is your time so empty?” Norman 

replies in the negative.  Having explained that he was born in his “trap” and 

claiming not to mind it any more, Norman then admits to Marion that he does 

mind it, he just says that he doesn’t.  Explaining that he cannot leave his mother 

alone, Norman asserts, “if you love someone you don’t do that to them, even if 

you hate them.”  What surfaces constantly and explicitly in Norman’s speech is 

the contradictory and ambiguous nature of his wishes, an ambiguity that Marion 

seems to understand.  As the conversation progresses, both Norman and Marion 

increasingly resort to metaphorical language to explain themselves, and their 

ability to “connect” at this point is more effective than any other attempt at 

connection between characters in the film.  Their understanding of each other 

grows as their language becomes more abstract, and this conversation with 

Norman convinces Marion to head back to Phoenix to return the money.   

However, the deceptive nature of the language used by Norman 

throughout this scene is only fully revealed retrospectively.  As Norman’s 

comments appear to become increasingly metaphorical, they are actually 

becoming more literal.  “Mother,” Norman explains to Marion, “is not quite 

herself today.”  If he were to leave her, the house would be “cold and damp, like 

the grave.”  Although she may be “ill,” mother is in fact “as harmless as one of 

those stuffed birds.”  When the film reveals the truth about mother, these 

assertions become literal.  In his use of language, Norman reveals his 
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simultaneous denial and knowledge of his mother’s absence.  Indeed, this play 

with meaning becomes humorous with repeat viewings of the film as the multiple 

connotations of Norman’s words become apparent and an accompanying 

economy of meaning takes place.  For example, on first viewing we assume that 

when Norman says Mother is “not quite herself,” he means that she is not feeling 

well or that she is out of sorts.  Subsequently we come to understand that she is 

not herself both because she is a corpse and because she is Norman, condensing 

several meanings into a single phrase. 

Symptoms of the fantasy are also present in the film’s confusion of 

dominant sex and gender constructions.  In her discussion of narratives about 

cross-dressing and transsexuals, Roof argues that story conventions reconcile 

inner/outer sex and gender confusions according to certain criteria.  Despite their 

suggestions of the possible pleasures of gender confusion, such narratives 

inevitably “resolve into heterosexual difference.”32  Inner and outer are realigned, 

and sex and gender return to their proper places in relation to each other through 

heterosexual redemption.  This is not the case with Psycho’s Norman, whose sex 

and gender remain uncomfortably out of joint and who is arrested in the terrain of 

the middle where, according to Roof, “sameness…threatens to stop the narrative 

precisely because it is the same as erotic object achieved, as the end of desire, as 

death.”33  For Roof, in narratives of masquerade, “homosexuality aligns with the 

                                                 
32 Roof, 91. 
33 Roof, 17. 
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narratively inauthentic while heterosexuality aligns with the ‘true’ knowledge of 

the inner, of identity.”34   

In the case of Psycho, however, Norman’s “true” inner identity remains 

ambiguous and no normative realignment of sex and gender occurs.  Assuming 

Mother’s identity, Norman enacts a feminine gender, but his body is male.  

Norman’s somewhat effeminate body language and demeanor heightens the 

representation of his gender as not masculine.  In fact, at the end of the film, he is 

located in the realm of the Imaginary, prior to the establishment of sexual 

difference.  Refusing the kind of ideological closure described by Roof as the 

usual resolution, Psycho allows Norman to remain in a phase in which sex and 

gender are unfixed. 

As occurs with a taboo wish, however, anxiety accompanies the fantasy of 

the film, and this anxiety surfaces initially in Marion’s narrative, whose crime 

anticipates Norman’s more serious transgression.  After Marion steals the money, 

she is in a constant state of anxiety and fear, and the most tense scenes in the first 

section of the film occur as she encounters first her boss and then a police officer 

in her flight from Phoenix.  These representatives of the Symbolic order remind 

Marion that she has disobeyed the “law of the father,” and her fear is that she will 

be discovered and punished.  Despite her decision to return the money, Norman 

does punish her.  Just as Mother abandoned Norman, so Marion is about to leave 

him and go back to Phoenix.  Norman’s distress at her refusal to stay and talk 

                                                 
34 Roof, 86. 
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with him, despite the intensity of their conversation, is visible in his expression, 

and it is her disengagement from him that motivates the murder.  Although 

Norman does not know about Marion’s theft of the money or her sexual encounter 

with Sam, the narrative positions his murder of her as punishment for these acts.  

At the same time, the text’s “handing off” of focalization from Marion to Norman 

connects these two characters and suggests a continuity that moves from Marion’s 

sexual relationship with Sam to her theft of the money and finally to Norman’s 

psychosis, blurring the boundaries between normality and pathology. 

Norman uses violence to maintain his fantasy of control over the phallic 

women who come into his life, but this violence does not master the trauma that 

motivates it and must be enacted repeatedly.  The anxiety that accompanies the 

text’s fantasy of incorporation is articulated through this violence and through 

Norman’s ultimate loss of his own identity.  The eradication of subjectivity 

accompanies a return to the pre-oedipal, and despite the pleasures of the fantasy, 

this loss is also feared.  The representation of Norman’s pathology posits the 

inherent instability and aggressivity of the ego, linking this instability to both the 

difficulty of taking up a gendered identity and to the ambivalence of language.  

The fantasy of a return to the pre-oedipal surfaces in the text’s play with meaning, 

and Norman’s use of language reveals his multiple personalities even before the 

narrative reveals that he is Mother.  In a number of ways, Psycho’s narrative lays 

bare the process of identity formation, allowing its complexity and difficulty to 

surface, and begins to make more explicit the fantasies buried beneath the surface 
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of the Gein story.  While articulating some of the central anxieties of the series, 

Psycho also explores the circulation of desire and the pleasures of perversity.  

IN THE HANDS OF A MANIAC 

When you’re watching a Hitchcock movie and you are in suspense, you 

are in suspense as a direct result of being in the hands of a master, a 

master craftsman who’s manipulating the image in a way to lead you 

where he wants you to go.  And I think that’s a comfortable kind of scary 

feeling, whereas . . . when you look at A Texas Chain Saw or The Last 

House on the Left or something and you’re watching the movie, the people 

making the movie are untrustworthy…you’re watching it and you’re not in 

the hands of a master, you’re in the hands of a maniac. 35 

The Texas Chain Saw Massacre takes the Gein story in a different 

direction and the fantasy of incorporation here takes a significantly different form.  

Whereas the fantasy of Psycho leads to an exploration of the complexity and 

instability of identity and desire, Texas Chain Saw represents a fantasy of 

incorporation that involves the reduction of the body to meat and its literal 

ingestion.  As is the case with Psycho, this fantasy generates pleasure and the 

anxieties that are the source of the film’s horror.   

In his discussion of the Iliad and the Odyssey, Mark Buchan provides a 

useful model for an understanding of the Texas Chain Saw series.  In the Iliad, 

                                                 
35 John Landis interviewed in The American Nightmare, prod. Paula Jalfon, Colin MacCabe, 
Jonathan Sehring and dir. Adam Simon, 1 hr 15 min., Minerva Pictures, 2000. 
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Buchan argues, Achilles’s inability to bring himself to indulge in cannibalism acts 

as a “test case” for the limits of heroic society.36  If Achilles were to engage in 

cannibalism, the “social narrative itself, the story the community tells itself about 

itself” would no longer be possible.37  A community, says Buchan, is held 

together by a “shared prohibition” which in Lacanian theory produces language 

and meaning.38  When meaning is derived from prohibition, to break the primal 

taboo against cannibalism would be “not merely to transgress a social law, but to 

undermine the gap (between language and senseless enjoyment) which allows the 

realm of meaning to exist at all.”39  Achilles, as a heroic figure, despite his 

apparent rejection of Greek society, can only ultimately fantasize about 

cannibalizing Hector’s body.  In fact, as Buchan points out, Achilles “cannot even 

imagine directly desiring cannibalism; he only desires that his fury would drive 

him to desire it.”40 

In contrast to this, the Cyclops of the Odyssey has no qualms about 

indulging in cannibalism.  As a species, Buchan argues, the Cyclopes reject any 

kind of socially structured, Symbolic world.  They are entirely asocial, having no 

concern for each other or for the laws of Zeus.  The Cyclops remains in Freud’s 

oral phase, Lacan’s Imaginary.  Although Achilles’ rejection of society resembles 

                                                 
36 Mark Buchan, “Food for Thought: Achilles and the Cyclops,” in Eating Their Words: 
Cannibalism and the Boundaries of Cultural Identity, ed. Kristen Guest (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 2001), 12. 
37 Buchan, 14-15. 
38 Buchan, 15. 
39 Buchan, 15. 
40 Buchan, 12. 
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the asocial character of the Cyclops, Buchan argues, Achilles is unable to attain 

his “paradoxical desire to be a being without desire, an asocial, monadic one.” 41  

What Achilles really wants is “not to want,” and cannibalism as a fantasy for 

Achilles allows him to “preserve the (unconscious) fantasy of a possible 

fulfillment of desire in an obscene, cannibalistic enjoyment, while hanging on to 

his self-conception as a social subject.”42   

Buchan’s analysis of Achilles’ fantasy provides an interesting point of 

comparison for the central fantasy of the Texas Chain Saw series.  The fantasy of 

incorporation that the narratives imagine is not realizable or desirable in reality.  It 

is, however, desirable as a fantasy in order to maintain the hope that a return to a 

state prior to the understanding of loss is actually attainable.  As Cowie says, 

fantasy involves the satisfaction of unrealizable wishes, but more importantly, 

“public forms of fantasy involve the representation of the impossibility of the 

wish” while at the same time making possible its scene. 43 

As Kristen Guest points out, the figure of the cannibal suggests an 

“absolute alterity” and has been used to “enforce boundaries between a civilized 

‘us’ and a savage ‘them.’”44  The horror that this figure provokes, however, 

“prompts a visceral reaction among people precisely because it actuates our 

horror of consuming others like ourselves,” thus drawing attention to the 

                                                 
41 Buchan, 21. 
42 Buchan, 27. 
43 Cowie, 163. 
44 Kristen Guest, “Introduction: Cannibalism and the Boundaries of Identity,” in Eating Their 
Words: Cannibalism and the Boundaries of Cultural Identity, ed. Kristen Guest (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 2001), 2. 
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instability of the civilized/savage binary.  In Texas Chain Saw, the cannibal 

family is not made up of racial or ethnic outsiders, but represents a savagery that 

comes from within the community.  Economically and socially disenfranchised, 

the Sawyers refuse to recognize or acknowledge the laws of behavior and 

interaction that govern a “civilized” society.  Instead they construct a world in 

which people are reduced to meat and enact an ambivalent desire that begins to 

mix violence and sexuality.   

Released in 1974, Texas Chain Saw provoked a variety of divergent 

opinions from reviewers, ranging from Stephen Koch’s contention that the film is 

a “vile little piece of sick crap”45 to the review in Cinefantastique which claims it 

is “one of the damnedest films ever made.”46  The plot of Texas Chain Saw is 

extremely simple.  A group of five teenagers take a trip to the abandoned house of 

two of their grandparents.  As they are driving to the house, they pick up a 

hitchhiker who tries to sell them a picture he takes of one of the group, the 

wheelchair-bound Franklin.  When they refuse to buy it from him, he becomes 

violent, cutting both himself and Franklin with a knife Franklin has lent to him, 

and they drop him at the side of the road.  They then pull into a gas station and 

barbecue stand to buy gas, but the gas has run out, and they go on to the vacant 

family home.  They explore the house, and two of the group go to find a nearby 

swimming hole.  Coming instead across a farmhouse, the couple decides to ask 

the occupants if they have some spare gas but are violently attacked and 

                                                 
45 Stephen Koch, “Fashions in Pornography,” Harpers Magazine, Nov. 1976, 108. 
46 “Film Ratings,” Cinefantastique 3, no. 4 (Winter 1974/5): 37. 
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slaughtered like animals when they enter the house.  When the couple does not 

return, a male from the group goes to look for them and suffers the same fate.  

Finally, Franklin and his sister Sally are left with the van as it begins to grow 

dark.  They decide that they must look for the others, but as Sally pushes Franklin 

through the woods, a man dressed in an apron and mask made from human skin 

(generally known as “Leatherface”), attacks them with a chain saw and kills 

Franklin.  Sally runs away and finds the house.  Realizing it is the home of their 

attacker, she escapes and runs to the barbecue stand, thinking she will find help.  

The proprietor, however, turns out to be the father of the murderous family, and 

he puts her in a bag and takes her back to the farmhouse.  There she is tortured 

and abused by the father and the brothers—Leatherface and the hitchhiker—until 

she finally escapes at dawn with the Sawyers in pursuit.  She runs to a road where 

a passing truck picks her up.  A second truck hits the hitchhiker but Leatherface is 

left wielding his chain saw in the middle of the road.   

Often ambivalent, sometimes disgusted, sometimes delighted, reviews of 

the film acknowledge that Texas Chain Saw represents some kind of shift in 

American filmmakers’ and audiences’ understanding of “horror.”  Reviewers also 

recognize that this shift cannot be unconditionally praised, even if some 

completely condemn it.  The kind of excess and nihilism identified by reviewers 

and cultural critics alike centers on the violence done to the body.  What is both 

objected to and praised is the film’s brutality, the apparent extremity of the 

sadism, the unrelenting nature of the physical and mental torture inflicted on the 

character of Sally.  For example, Mary Mackey argues that “the violence that 
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women are subject to in films like Chainsaw Massacre serves at least three 

purposes: 1) it allows male members of the audience to feel more powerful than, 

and, hence superior to, women, 2) it makes them feel indispensable, and, 3) it 

keeps women in their place.”47  According to Mackey, the torture of Sally is 

indicative of a rise in representations of extreme graphic violence against women 

on the screen that was simultaneous with the growth of the women’s movement.  

In this respect, she considers it to be “a kind of conservative backlash against the 

real threat of female independence.”  Drawing an analogy between violence 

against women in Texas Chain Saw and rape, Mackey argues that this violence 

functions to reduce women to a state of total compliance, a fantasy that is sexually 

exciting for men.48 

I would argue, however, that the fantasy of Texas Chain Saw is 

constructed around a pre-oedipal sadism that sees the body as a source of 

nourishment, regardless of sex and gender.  As Judith Halberstam points out, 

although violence in the horror film is sometimes a metaphor for sexuality, “more 

often violence represents violence and nothing more; mostly, in fact, the chain 

sawing or knifing is the desired activity.”49  When Sally, during her torture cries 

out, “’I’ll do anything you want,’ clearly with sexual intention, her assailants 

respond only by mimicking her in gross terms; she has profoundly misunderstood 

                                                 
47 Mary Mackey, “The Meat Hook Mama, the Nice Girl, and Butch Cassidy in Drag,” Jump Cut 
14 (March 1977): 13. 
48 Mackey, 13. 
49 Halberstam, 156. 
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the psychology.”50  The pleasure of this fantasy of incorporation lies in the pre-

oedipal conflation of food and sex as the body is transformed into nourishment.  

People are reduced to objects in this fantasy so that they might be mastered and 

assimilated. 

The text’s fantasy is displayed primarily in the Sawyer’s torture of Sally, 

but also surfaces at other moments, particularly in the treatment of Franklin.  In 

the early scenes of the film, Franklin’s difference from the other members of the 

group is emphasized, as is his fascination with the body, pain, and death.  Franklin 

eagerly engages the hitchhiker in a conversation about cattle slaughtering 

techniques, and although he is scared and upset by the hitchhiker’s violent attack, 

he subsequently shows an intense fascination with the incident, asking the other 

group members if they could cut themselves like that, examining the blood on his 

knife and the van, and imagining the hitchhiker following them.  In addition, 

Franklin is the only character shown eating meat from the barbecue stand (which 

later is revealed to be human flesh) and is linked through this to the Sawyers.  

Franklin’s physical limitations in fact make him more aware of his body than the 

others, and the pleasure he derives from dwelling on the encounter with the 

hitchhiker replaces the more overtly sexual activity of the other teenagers as they 

run around the old house and surrounding area, holding hands, laughing and 

flirting. 

                                                 
50 Carol Clover, “Her Body Himself: Gender in the Slasher Film,” in Dread of Difference: Gender 
and the Horror Film, ed. Barry Keith Grant (Austin: University of Texas Press), 77. 
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Franklin is also similar to the Sawyer sons in his childishness.  As Clover 

says, both the hitchhiker and Leatherface are arrested in their development: 

“Hitchhiker/Chop Top seems a gangly kid, and Leatherface jiggles in baby fat 

behind his butcher’s apron.”51  Leatherface is presented in the film as entirely 

infantile.  He does not speak at all but screams, cries and whimpers as a baby 

would.  The first time the camera lingers on his face, his mouth and tongue are 

visually emphasized, suggesting orality, and he remains, Cyclops-like, in the 

realm of the Imaginary.  Likewise, Franklin is helpless like an infant, and 

throughout the trip he cries and whines to Sally as a child would.  A childish 

fascination with “gross” things and a lack of adult social skills also connect 

Franklin and the hitchhiker. 

Franklin’s fascination with pain and violence anticipates the treatment 

Sally will receive at the hands of the Sawyers which strips her of her individual 

identity and her ability to communicate, reducing her to an object that the 

Sawyers intend to incorporate.  In her description of the torture of political 

prisoners, Elaine Scarry describes how torture turns the victim into a “colossal 

body,” effecting an “undoing of civilization.”52  Scarry argues that a torture room 

and its contents reverse the basic units associated with comfort and security.  A 

human being’s impulse is to “project himself out into a space beyond the 

boundaries of the body in acts of making, either physical or verbal, that once 

                                                 
51 Clover, 75. 
52 Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1985), 38. 
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multiplied, collected, and shared are called civilization.”53  In their 

accommodation of the body, the structure and the furniture of a room eliminate 

the need for attention to the body.  Conversely, in many instances, torture 

involves the use of the room and its contents for the infliction of pain.  Not only is 

the prisoner trapped inside the room, but pieces of furniture such as chairs and 

tables, normally designed to increase the body’s comfort, are also used as 

weapons.  The room and its contents are “deconverted, undone” and “made to 

participate in the annihilation of the prisoners.”54 

This certainly occurs in Texas Chain Saw.  In his review of the film John 

McCarty claims that “what director Tobe Hooper was concerned with . . . was the 

creation of a grotesque environment of unparalleled monstrousness, and in that he 

was 100% successful.”  The house itself is a “chamber of horror and sickness that 

makes the Bates house look positively pleasant by comparison.”55  The 

conversion of everyday household objects into objects of terror and violence is 

particularly disturbing.  The kitchen contains a meathook upon which Leatherface 

hangs one of the girls while she is still alive.  He subsequently stuffs her into the 

freezer and will later cut her up for food.  The house is decorated with skins and 

bones, some of them human, and certain pieces of furniture are, in Gein style, 

constructed from human body parts.  Not only do the Sawyers ingest their 

                                                 
53 Scarry, 39. 
54 Scarry, 41. 
55 John McCarty, “The Texas Chain Saw Massacre,” Cinefantastique 4,  no. 3 (Fall 1975): 36. 
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victims, they also incorporate them into their environment, creating extensions of 

themselves (furniture, clothing, decorations) from the body parts of others.   

Sally’s experience at the dinner table illustrates well Scarry’s discussion of 

the conversion of the domestic into a scene of torture, expressing a humorous and 

cynical representation of the “typical” family meal.56  When Sally wakes up at the 

Sawyer dinner table, she finds herself strapped to the arms of a chair that are 

made of human arms.  As she comes to, Sally sees first a chicken, then a human 

skull, and finally Grandpa, decrepit and near-dead himself, at the head of the 

table.  She begins to scream and the Sawyers join in, laughing at her and howling.   

While Sally moves steadily toward hysteria, the father and the hitchhiker begin to 

bicker, arguing about who does most of the work around the house and how Sally 

should be treated.  Their behavior is “typical” of father/son interactions, and yet 

they are discussing the division of labor in the killing and butchering of humans.  

Obviously not the normal American family, this depiction of the Sawyers 

parodies the nuclear family, its traditions and behaviors, and domesticity in 

general.  This domestic space that should be controlled by a matriarch has been 

taken over by men, and the result is horrific.  They are incapable of treating their 

                                                 
56 As a signifier of familial “togetherness,” the family dinner tends to connote civilized, quality 
bonding time.  The dinner scene has become a staple of many family dramas and is often used to 
explore the tensions that underlie family relationships.  In the alternative scenario, the family 
attempts to convey an appearance of civility and togetherness that underlying tensions inevitably 
blow apart leading to confrontation and accusation. In American Beauty, for example, the dinner 
table scene directly challenges the myth of the perfect suburban nuclear family, revealing the 
misery and pathology beneath the façade. As a symbol of domesticity, the family dinner holds in 
tension two opposing understandings of the family structure: the family as a group unified by 
mutual affection and the family as a group torn apart by hostilities and resentment.   
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guest appropriately, and the dinner ends in chaos as they decide to let grandpa kill 

Sally with a sledgehammer.   

The humor here lies in the absurdity of the situation as the Sawyers imitate 

aspects of normal family behavior within an extremely abnormal context.  So, for 

example, after the hitchhiker has tied Sally to a chair and gagged her, Drayton 

tells her “Young lady you just take it easy there.  We’ll fix you some supper in a 

few minutes.”  The situation is comic in Freud’s sense in that it juxtaposes 

familiar family interactions with behavior that is highly aberrant, creating a 

difference in ideation.  This absurdity also serves to reveal the pathology present 

in the traditional nuclear family providing an exaggerated but nonetheless typical 

representation of family relationships.  For example, as they are preparing to let 

Grandpa hit Sally with the hammer, Drayton brags to her about Grandpa’s 

slaughtering skills and tells her he is the best killer there is.  Heightening the 

absurdity of this interaction is the fact that Grandpa cannot even hold the 

sledgehammer in his hand, let alone hit Sally in the head with it. 

The use of the meal as a central scene in the film also emphasizes the 

importance of consumption and ingestion.  Part of the horror of the scene lies in 

the knowledge that the Sawyers are serving up other people and that Sally’s place 

at the head of the table is temporary—she will shortly be on the table.  This 

mixing of the domestic with images of carnage, along with the Sawyers’ total 

disregard for the impropriety of their behavior, indicates that in their world, the 

civilized/savage divide has completely broken down.  For the Sawyers, however, 

this is not a problem as they do not abide by the laws of the Symbolic and the 
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demands of civilized society are of no concern to them.  Within the logic of the 

Sawyers’ world, people are a source of food just as animals are. 

In addition to illustrating the way in which a room and its contents can be 

used to inflict pain and suffering, thereby negating their status as objects of 

civilization, Texas Chain Saw demonstrates Scarry’s contention that torture 

reduces the victim to a “colossal body” and robs him or her of a voice.  In this 

respect, the experience of the victim and the torturer are inversions of one 

another: “for the prisoner, the body and its pain are overwhelmingly present and 

voice, world, and self are absent; for the torturer, voice, world, and self are 

overwhelmingly present and the body and pain are absent.”57  The torturer’s goal 

is complete domination over the victim, and this requires that “the prisoner’s 

ground become increasingly physical and the torturer’s increasingly verbal, that 

the prisoner become a colossal body with no voice and the torturer a colossal 

voice with no body.”58 

The film focuses progressively on the body as Sally becomes increasingly 

desperate and wounded.  The presence of Franklin, whose bodily limitations are 

very apparent, establishes the control that Sally and her friends initially have over 

their bodies.  While the others run off to explore the old house and go down to the 

swimming hole, Franklin is left by himself, unable to negotiate the terrain in his 

wheelchair.  When their friends disappear and Sally and Franklin decide to look 

for them, Sally complains about having to push Franklin’s chair over the rough 

                                                 
57 Scarry 46. 
58 Scarry, 57. 
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ground, and when Leatherface attacks them in the woods, Franklin is entirely 

helpless.  In addition, the opening of the film establishes the characters’ attempts 

to assert control over their environment through language and rhetoric.  For 

example, they are able to discuss and disarm their discomfort at the hitchhiker’s 

behavior through mutual reassurance and lighthearted banter.   

One by one, however, the members of the group are reduced to immobility 

and screams and then silence as their bodies suffer increasingly gruesome 

damage, and it is with Sally that this transition is most apparent.  Running from 

Leatherface after his attack on Franklin, Sally reaches the barbecue stand and tells 

the owner what has happened.  Despite his apparently reassuring and fatherly 

tone, he stuffs her in a sack and proceeds to hit her with a broom.  He reacts to her 

story in what seems to be an entirely inappropriate way and initiates the process 

whereby any attempt Sally makes to communicate with the Sawyer family is 

completely ineffectual.  Whereas Sally expects that certain words will produce a 

certain effect, in the Sawyer household her words are entirely useless and all she 

can finally do is scream.  As her torturers, the Sawyers’ intention is to turn Sally 

into “meat,” the ultimate body with no voice, and they accomplish this by both 

inflicting physical pain on her and denying her the ability to communicate 

effectively with them.  Maggie Kilgour asserts that “the image of cannibalism is 

frequently connected with the failure of words as a medium, suggesting that 

people who cannot talk to each other bite each other.”59  Returning to Buchan’s 

                                                 
59 Kilgour, 16. 
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discussion of the Cyclops, the representation of cannibalism here suggests a 

breakdown of the Symbolic order and consequently of meaning and language, 

which in turn desubjectivizes the individual.  For Freud, Kilgour writes, as his 

focus centered increasingly on the oedipal crisis, “orality, though a model for the 

formation of identity, becomes implicitly identified with regression to an earlier 

stage of development that threatens both individual identity, with its normal 

genital sexuality, and civilization itself.”60  Anxiety related to the loss of 

individual identity that occurs with incorporation and assimilation thus 

accompanies the fantasy of the film.  This breakdown in the Symbolic would also 

result in a breakdown of the institutions supported by it, most obviously here the 

family, and ultimately “civilization itself.” 

The unrelenting and unapologetic brutality of the film is perhaps its most 

radical component.  Critics have noted that the seventies saw a marked increase in 

cinematic representations of graphic violence, with Texas Chain Saw as one of a 

collection of horror films that depicted a new brutality.  In his introduction to 

Screening Violence, Stephen Prince outlines several factors that contributed to the 

emergence of “ultraviolence” in the cinema of the late sixties.61  Inside the 

industry, the revision of the Production Code in 1966 and the introduction of a 

ratings system in 1968 allowed for “a wave of tougher, harder-edged, and 

controversial films whose graphic violence, profanity, and sexuality exemplified 

                                                 
60 Kilgour, 231. 
61 Stephen Prince, “Graphic Violence in the Cinema: Origins, Aesthetics, Design and Social 
Effects,” in Screening Violence, ed. Stephen Prince  (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University 
Press, 2000), 1-44. 
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the new artistic freedom that the MPAA had been seeking and promoting.”62  The 

specific requirements of the Production Code were replaced with broad 

recommendations for discretion in the representation of violence, and the addition 

of the ratings system “enabled filmmakers for the first time to target an adult 

audience and on that basis take sex and violence much further than in the past.”63  

Many of the authors in Screening Violence also argue that the general social and 

political upheaval of the sixties contributed to the appearance of more graphic 

violence in the cinema.  For Prince “the war in Vietnam convinced many 

filmmakers and the MPAA that movie violence paled next to the real-life 

bloodshed in the nation’s cities and the jungles of southeast Asia.”64  Similarly, 

Vivian Sobchack says that “in the mid-1960s, there was blood everywhere . . . 

Blood appeared in living color in more and more of our living rooms . . . People 

who looked and lived exactly as we did shot at us from water towers, slit our 

throats, went berserk, committed murder next door.”65  For Sobchack, the 

apparently pervasive presence of violence in the late sixties led to cinematic 

attempts to represent, aestheticize, and explain violence and death and to impose a 

degree of order on the unpredictable and the chaotic.   

                                                 
62 Prince, 7. 
63 Prince, 6-7. 
64 Prince, 8. 
65 Vivian Sobchack, “The Violent Dance: A Personal Memoir of Death in the Movies,” in 
Screening Violence, 113. 
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  For Robin Wood, a generic move toward incoherence and unresolvable 

dilemmas in the horror film speaks for “the quandary of a civilization.”66 

Describing the new horror films of the seventies as “apocalyptic,” Wood argues 

that “their negativity is not recuperable into the dominant ideology, but constitutes 

(on the contrary) the recognition of that ideology’s disintegration, its 

vulnerability, as all it has repressed explodes and blows apart.”67  Texas Chain 

Saw he sees as a radical and overwhelmingly nihilistic critique of both the family 

and capitalism.  The film, he says, insists that “annihilation is inevitable, 

humanity is now completely powerless, there is nothing anyone can do to arrest 

the process.”68 For Adam Lowenstein, interviewed for the Independent Film 

Channel’s American Nightmare, the horror films of the seventies repeatedly insist 

that “the apocalypse isn’t now, the apocalypse is always and ongoing, and there’s 

no easy way to go back to before the apocalypse, and there’s no easy way to 

imagine a time after it.”  Ultimately, Wood asserts, Texas Chain Saw “brings to 

focus a spirit of negativity, an undifferentiated lust for destruction” expressing 

“the sense of a civilization condemning itself, through its popular culture . . . and 

ambivalently. . . celebrating the fact.”69   

I would argue that Texas Chain Saw calls upon the fantasy of 

incorporation in order to articulate this disintegration, and that this is why the 

                                                 
66 Robin Wood, Hollywood From Vietnam to Reagan ( New York: Columbia University Press, 
1986), 70. 
67 Robin Wood, “An Introduction to the Amerian Horror Film,” in American Nightmare: Essays 
on the Horror Film, ed. Andrew Britton et. al (Toronto: Festival, 1979), 23. 
68 Robin Wood, “Return of the Repressed,” Film Comment 14, no. 4 (July/Aug 1978): 30-31. 
69 Wood, “Return of the Repressed,” 32. 
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“lust for destruction” described by Wood is pleasurable.  The fantasy of the film 

is one in which the Symbolic order simply does not exist, a fantasy that Achilles 

can only fantasize about.  In this respect, it is perhaps more extreme than the 

fantasy of Psycho, which imagines a return to a time prior to the intervention of 

the third term, but in which the Symbolic order is still firmly in place.  Whereas 

Norman must move between the Symbolic and the Imaginary, and is physically, if 

not psychically, contained at the end of the film, the Sawyer’s inhabit a world 

where the limitations of the Symbolic do not exist.  Like the Cyclops, the Sawyers 

feel no guilt about their cannibalism because prohibition does not exist in their 

world.  Unlike Norman, who experiences the anxiety generated by the activation 

of his fantasy because he knows it is taboo, the Sawyers themselves do not feel 

anxiety in Texas Chain Saw, but it circulates in the ideological implications of the 

fantasy regarding the breakdown of civilization.  This fantasy is not necessarily 

bound to a particular historical context, but is articulated differently at different 

moments in time.  The violence and brutality of Texas Chain Saw was in part 

made possible by changes in the film industry, but initial media account of the 

Gein case that dwelt on the gruesome aspects of the case indicate that this 

fascination with sadistic incorporation existed prior to the 1970s.  The fantasy 

itself, then, does not appear because of particular social and cultural conditions, 

but the “setting out” of the scene of desire shifts to an explicitly graphic 

representation partly in response to those conditions.  In the fifties and sixties, the 

fantasy is imagined in relation to dominant discourses circulating about the family 

and sexuality, and the pleasures and anxieties of the fantasy are articulated 
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through these discourses.  In the seventies, the fantasy is imagined in relation to a 

social context where violence and political upheaval suggest a more widespread 

breakdown of the values and ideologies of the previous two decades. 

The focus in these initial texts on incorporation, both figurative and literal, 

points to the central fantasy suggested by the Gein event and to the complexity of 

that fantasy.  As Jacqueline Rose says, the subject’s attempts to come to terms 

with loss results in the complex twistings and turnings of desire.70  The fantasy of 

a return to an imaginary pre-oedipal wholeness functions as a support for that 

desire, but produces simultaneously a fear of the annihilation of the self.  In both 

films, this anxiety surfaces in the representation of violent brutality.  In the case of 

Psycho this violence indicates the simultaneously attractive and threatening nature 

of the phallic women represented in the text.  In Texas Chain Saw it suggests the 

breakdown in civilized values and behavior that would result from a realization of 

the fantasy.  In Psycho also, the instability of identity indicates a fear of the loss 

of subjectivity that would accompany a return to the pre-oedipal.  Setting the story 

in motion, these texts generate a narrative that was repeatedly returned to in the 

eighties and nineties, articulating fantasies that were compelling enough to lead to 

multiple sequels.  

                                                 
70 Rose, Sexuality in the Field of Vision, 183. 
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Chapter 3 

THE PERVERSE MIDDLE: PSYCHO AND THE TEXAS CHAIN 
SAW II AND III 

In the second and third installments of the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw 

series, the central fantasies and accompanying points of anxiety circulated in the 

first texts are taken up, repeated, and revised.  This repetition can be read as an 

attempt to master these anxieties, but at the level of the series as a whole, it also 

complicates the issues, producing the kind of “textuality” described by Patrick 

O’Neill whereby the accessibility of the story recedes further with each 

restructuring of the discourse.  As Elizabeth Cowie points out, fantasies do not 

provide for single points of stable identification, and “the linear progression of 

narrative is disrupted and re-ordered by the drive of fantasy, disrupting the 

possibility of a coherent or unified enunciating position.”1  Rather than mastering 

the anxieties that accompany these fantasies, the sequels produce relays among 

them, complicating the diegetic worlds they have created and linking together the 

issues of family, identity, the past, and violence so that they become inextricably 

bound up with each other.  The repetitions, reversals, substitutions, and parallels 

enacted in the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw sequels do not allow for the adoption 

and maintenance of a consistent attitude toward the characters and their 

relationships with one another and complicate the fantasies of the texts.   

                                                 
1 Cowie, 154. 
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In this chapter I discuss how the central fantasies and anxieties of the 

series are figured in these texts.  In both series the possible points of entry into the 

fantasies that the texts imagine increase.  In Psycho II and III, Norman’s fantasies 

come into conflict with the fantasies of the text, resulting in a complex and 

contradictory articulation of wishes in the films.  In Psycho II, Norman’s apparent 

desire to maintain his new found sanity is undermined by the narrative’s drive to 

return him to his pre-Psycho state and take up Mother’s identity again, and in 

Psycho III, his desire to develop a heterosexual relationship is also frustrated.  In 

both films, causal chains that prevent Norman from realizing his explicit wishes 

disguise the texts’ fantasy—that Norman return to his pre-oedipal relationship 

with Mother.  As an oral-cannibalistic fantasy, this return is accompanied by 

hostility and aggression, which surfaces in the narrative eruption of violence.  In 

Texas Chain Saw II and III, the addition of the Final Girl produces another point 

of entry into the fantasy scenario and the relationship between the Sawyers and 

their victims grows more complex as the series progresses.  That the Final Girl is 

able to act like the Sawyers, however, is also a cause of anxiety as the boundaries 

between normality and pathology, victim and killer, good and bad, become 

increasingly unstable.   

In both series, the central anxieties of the Gein story are linked to these 

fantasies.  The past is represented as a site of trauma that the characters are 

compelled to repeat.  The fantasy of a return to the pre-oedipal past accompanies 

a fear that the past will engulf the present.  Linked causally to the characters’ 

traumatic past is the family.  Most obviously in Norman’s case, the films 
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explicitly represent the mother/child relationship and Norman’s belief that his 

mother abandoned him as the cause of his trauma, but the family as a site of 

corruption also figures in the relationships between other characters in the films.  

For example, Lila Loomis and her daughter Mary in Psycho II have a decidedly 

dysfunctional relationship, and family connections are what drive Lefty’s 

obsessive quest for revenge on the Sawyers in Texas Chain Saw II.  Throughout 

the series, the anxieties that surround the past and the nuclear family are 

inextricably linked to one another.  The instability of identity also permeates these 

sequels as the lines between the characters blur and good/evil, sanity/insanity 

divisions become unclear when characters cross boundaries.  Present in both 

series from the beginning, this disruption of boundaries becomes more pervasive 

in the sequels.  In these films also the eruption of violence into the characters’ 

lives pushes them into a world of savagery and brutality and forces them to turn 

on their assailants in order to survive.  Providing pleasure, the fantasies imagined 

in these films cause anxiety when they become too literal and too present, and 

symptoms of this anxiety surface in the blurring of boundaries, moments of 

humor, and the graphic violence depicted in the films.  Finally, these films begin 

to accumulate intertextual references that further complicate the texts, working 

both within the two series and between the series thereby referencing the larger 

metanarrative and destroying the integrity of the individual films. 
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MOTHERS EVERYWHERE 

In their discussion of fantasy and the origins of sexuality, Jean Laplanche 

and J.B. Pontalis identify the fantasies that Freud called the “original fantasies”: 

the primal scene, the seduction fantasy, and the castration fantasy.  These primary 

fantasies underlie more explicit wishes and function like myths in that they “claim 

to provide a representation of, and a solution to, the major enigmas that confront 

the child.”2  So, “the primal scene pictures the origin of the individual; fantasies 

of seduction, the origin and upsurge of sexuality; fantasies of castration, the origin 

of the difference between the sexes.”  According to Linda Williams, Laplanche 

and Pontalis assert that basic fantasies are, therefore, “located at the juncture of an 

irrecoverable real event that took place somewhere in the past and a totally 

imaginary event that never took place.”  This “event” is “ultimately that of ‘the 

origin of the subject’—an origin that psychoanalysts tell us cannot be separated 

from the discovery of sexual difference.”3 

In Psycho II and III, the fantasies of origin and seduction underlie the 

more explicit fantasy scenarios of the text, circulating in the relationships that 

Norman develops with the women in the films.  The fantasy of origins, played out 

as a family romance, motivates the films’ constant re-writing of Norman’s family 

history, and the seduction fantasy is imagined in Norman’s relationship with Mary 

                                                 
2 Jean Laplanche and J.B. Pontalis, “Fantasy and the Origins of Sexuality,” The International 
Journal of Psycho-analysis 49, no. 1 (1968): 11. 
3 Linda Williams, “Film Bodies: Gender, Genre and Excess,” in Film Genre Reader II, ed. Barry 
Keith Grant (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1995), 153. 
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in Psycho II and Maureen in Psycho III.  As the disavowal of sexual difference is 

necessary to the fantasy of a return to the pre-oedipal, the fantasy of castration 

does not figure in these films, but the narratives must work to prevent the women 

who enter Norman’s life from bringing sexual difference to his attention.  

Norman’s increasingly ambivalent attitude toward Mother and his movements in 

and out of sanity further complicate the fantasies imagined here.  In both films he 

resists Mother, but in both also, there is an apparent divergence between 

Norman’s wishes and the fantasies of the texts themselves as the events of the 

narrative constantly undermine his attempts to break away from her and form 

attachments to other women. 

In Psycho II, Norman is released on parole after twenty-two years in an 

asylum.  At his parole hearing, Marion’s sister, Lila, protests his release, but her 

petition and pleas are ignored.  Norman returns to the Bates Motel, and to a job at 

a local diner that his psychiatrist has set up for him.  There he meets and befriends 

Mary Samuels.  When he discovers she has nowhere to live, he invites her to stay 

with him.  Later, the film reveals that Mary is Lila’s daughter and that she is 

helping her mother’s efforts to send Norman mad again so he will be 

recommitted.  On returning home, Norman begins to see Mother in the windows 

of the house and receives notes and phone calls from her.  Soon he starts to accept 

that she is alive.  Mary feels sorry for him and tries to stop Lila’s scheme, but Lila 

realizes she need only dress as Mother once more to send Norman over the edge.  

As she is donning her outfit in the cellar, she is murdered.  Seeing that he has 

succumbed to Lila’s scheme and now believes Mother is calling him on the 
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phone, Mary tries to convince Norman that Mother does not exist, and in her 

attempt to make him listen, she dresses as Mother herself.  As they are fighting, 

the police arrive and shoot Mary, who seems to be attacking Norman with a knife.  

Having previously uncovered Lila and Mary’s plan, the police deduce that 

Norman was defending himself, and they release him uncharged.  On his return to 

the house, Mrs. Spool, with whom he worked at the diner, visits him.  She reveals 

that she is his real birth mother, and he kills her and carries her up to Mother’s 

room.  The film is never really explicit about exactly who committed which 

murders although the implication is that Mrs. Spool is responsible for most of 

them. 

Norman’s fantasies in Psycho II and the fantasies the narrative proposes 

become increasingly complex as Norman takes up multiple positions in relation to 

the multiple mothers he encounters.  He must struggle to regain control of these 

mothers as well as attempting to maintain his tentative grip on sanity.  The fantasy 

here appears highly contradictory and indicates the divergence between Norman’s 

fantasy and the fantasy of the text; it seems that Norman wants Mother to be gone 

so that he can lead a normal adult life, but also that he wants her to come back.  It 

also appears that the cause of his trauma in the film is that Mother is really gone 

for good and that she is not gone at all.  These contradictory desires drive Norman 

to return to the fantasy that he was enacting when Marion arrived at the Bates 

motel in Psycho.  All the women in the film become Mother; he cannot escape 

her, and she is what Norman both fears and desires.  By the end of the film he has 
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eliminated all of them and recreated mother as she was before he was arrested.  

The mothers are assimilated into one being that Norman controls completely.   

More compellingly than Psycho, this film absolves Norman of 

responsibility for his actions, returning to one of the central fantasies of the initial 

Gein stories.  The fantasy of the text is that Norman’s psychosis will cause a 

return to his cycle of killing.  However, the narrative’s insistence that Lila, Mary 

and Mrs. Spool “force” Norman along this path disguises this.  The “mothers” in 

his life cause the problems, and they are the ones who are punished for the 

murders.  Norman is allowed to go free, and the film’s narrative positions him as 

the victim.  He regains control of his world after multiple, unruly mothers create 

chaos around him, and the film represents psychosis as preferable to the 

disruption caused by the female characters.  As Norman carries his new mother up 

the stairs at the end of the film, the overhead shot and Mrs. Bates’s voice and 

words emphasize that Norman’s world has returned to its pre-Psycho state.  

Despite his apparent desire to lead a normal life, the narrative “compels” him to 

take over Mother’s identity and begin killing again. 

Within this fantasy structure, characters take up various, shifting positions 

in relation to one another, allowing for a fluid circulation of desire among 

Norman and the mothers he encounters, but also creating anxiety as each of these 

mothers attempts to control Norman in various ways.  In his relationship with 

Mary, Norman imagines a fantasy of seduction, initially offering her protection 

and demonstrating his attraction to her.  Mary in this scenario functions as a 

replacement for Mother, but as the narrative progresses, she becomes Mother.  
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Not only does she begin to take care of Norman, she also betrays him and finally 

dresses as Mother in an attempt to control him.  When this happens, she is 

eliminated from the narrative.  Lila is from the beginning the classic phallic 

mother, and her role in Norman’s life is unambiguous.  Her only goal is to control 

him and she is killed.  As the knife-wielding, protective mother, Mrs. Spool is 

also brought under control and made entirely dependent on Norman.  The 

multiple roles these characters play compounds the complexity of Norman’s 

relationships with them.  Lila is mother to both Mary and Norman, and Mary 

initially accepts Norman’s protection and affection, but later attempts to protect 

him.  She also plays the role of both Lila’s daughter and Norman’s mother.  Mrs. 

Spool is both knife-wielding phallic mother and loving, indulgent mother.  These 

rotating positions create chaos which demands containment, and ultimately all 

these mothers are eliminated since Norman desires a mother he can control and 

who will not abandon him.  Although it seems that mother controls Norman “from 

the grave,” in fact, the text’s fantasy requires that she be entirely dependent on 

him and any signs of independence are punished.  The narrative of Psycho II 

demonstrates even more clearly than Psycho that the fantasy is one of control and 

incorporation.  When Mother really does attempt to control Norman’s actions, she 

is eliminated.  The construction of Mrs. Bates as overbearing and controlling thus 

serves as a disguise that masks the nature of Norman’s relationship with Mother, 

and this is revealed with the arrival on the scene of Psycho II’s other mothers.  

Part of the pleasure of this construction also lies in Norman’s maintenance of 
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Mother as phallic and the disavowal of sexual difference this allows.  In the pre-

oedipal, sexual difference is not yet established. 

At the end of Psycho II, it seems that Norman has his world under control 

and has fashioned it to suit him, but in Psycho III, the women who come into his 

life again disrupt it.  In Psycho III, a young nun, Maureen Coil, who has lost her 

faith, attempts suicide and accidentally causes another nun to fall to her death as 

she tries to save Maureen.  Maureen leaves her convent and is picked up by 

Duane Duke, a transient musician.  When he stops the car and tries to kiss her, she 

pushes him away, scrambling out of the car into the pouring rain, and he leaves 

her on the road.  Duane drives on and arrives at the Bates Motel where he sees a 

help-wanted sign and takes the job.  Maureen shows up in town and walks into the 

diner where Norman is eating to ask where she might find cheap accommodation.  

She is directed to the Bates Motel where she encounters Duane, but she decides to 

stay anyway.  That night Norman, who is back to his murderous ways, goes into 

her cabin dressed as Mother with the intention of killing her, but discovers that 

she has slit her wrists and saves her instead.   

When Maureen leaves the hospital, Norman invites her to stay at the motel 

for as long as she needs, and they start a romantic relationship.  Mother is not 

happy about this, and Norman, realizing Maureen is in danger, tells her to leave 

him alone.  In town also is a reporter, Tracy Venebles, who is looking into 

Norman’s background and the disappearance of local woman Mrs. Spool.  After 

doing some research she discovers the connection between them.  She also 

informs Maureen of Norman’s history, and Maureen decides to leave the motel.  
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She returns, however, in an attempt to “save” Norman and is accidentally killed in 

a fall down the stairs.  Norman lays her out on the couch, and Tracy arrives at the 

house and sees the body.  She and Norman struggle but, as she backs away from 

him, Tracy explains that Mrs. Spool was not really his mother: she was just in 

love with his father and kidnapped Norman because she was jealous.  Norman 

turns on Mrs. Spool in a rage and stabs her corpse, which disintegrates into dust.  

The police take him away, and, as he sits in the back of the car, he brings 

Mother’s hand out from under his jacket and holds it in his lap. 

As in Psycho II, fantasies of origin and seduction circulate in this film.  

Maureen awakens Norman’s heterosexual desire, initiating a fantasy of seduction, 

and Tracy throws Norman’s family history and origins into question once again.  

These fantasies are also complex and the relationships upon which they are based 

shift constantly, creating anxiety.  Although Norman initially intends kill Maureen 

and maintain his repetition of the cycle he began again at the end of Psycho II, her 

vulnerability compels him to save her.  Offering her protection as he did Mary, 

she becomes Norman’s opportunity for redemption, and he almost consummates 

his relationship with her.  However, Mother intervenes, and between them, 

Mother and Tracy thwart Norman’s new wish for a heterosexual romance.  The 

narrative again refuses Norman’s explicit wish, and these two women chase 

Maureen away.  When she returns, she does so in an attempt to save Norman 

rather than allowing him to save her.  As with the women in Psycho II, at this 

point she is eliminated, and although her death is represented as an accident, it 

occurs when Norman, hearing Mother’s voice, lets go of her hand at the top of the 
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stairs, causing her to fall backward.  Although Norman does not kill Maureen, he 

is responsible for her death.  Instead of returning to his life with Mother, however, 

Norman turns on her and destroys her again when he discovers that she was lying 

to him.  In fact, Tracy tells Norman that Mrs. Spool was in love with his father, 

not him, and this discovery that Mother has betrayed and abandoned him again 

causes him to stab her corpse.   

The enigmas that these fantasies attempt to explain are ultimately 

irresolvable, however, and the anxiety that accompanies their expression results 

from their impossibility and the fear of punishment that they induce.  These 

enigmas also relate directly to the past, family, identity and violence, and the 

fantasies that are constructed around them thus generate anxiety in relation to 

these issues. 

In Psycho II the narration emphasizes that Norman is trapped in a 

traumatic past that demands his attention and recognition.  The Psycho series’ 

focus on the past centers on Norman’s personal history and the narratives of the 

individual films all emphasize this through repetition—often of scenes from the 

original film.  Psycho II opens with the shower scene from Psycho, immediately 

identifying the narrative to come with Norman’s past fantasies and violence.  In 

addition, this opening suggests the pre-oedipal fantasy of the text in that it 

anticipates Norman’s return to his pre-Psycho state at the end of the film.  The 

second scene occurs in the courthouse where Norman’s parole hearing is taking 

place.  Lila is protesting loudly against his immanent release, and her connection 

to past events, as well as her refusal to believe that Norman has been “cured,” tie 
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the narrative firmly to the original Psycho.  The pleasure of this scene comes 

entirely from knowledge of the original Psycho.  While the court officials and 

members of the public present in the courtroom maintain an unemotional and 

disinterested attitude toward Norman—he is just another case number to them—in 

terms of narration Norman’s release is significant and threatening; since Psycho II 

is a sequel, it will probably involve additional murder and mayhem.  Already, the 

film promises that the fantasy of Psycho will come into play here. 

Repetitions in the mise-en-scene also emphasize the characters’ ties to the 

past.   For example, the Bates house is one of the primary signifiers of the past 

throughout the series.  In the first shot of the house in Psycho II, it is represented 

visually as dark and sinister, with a low camera angle increasing its menacing and 

overbearing presence.  As a marker of the past, the house obviously carries 

negative connotations.  Walking up the steps for the first time after he is released, 

Norman sees someone in one of the upstairs windows, and his psychiatrist Dr. 

Raymond warns him that in the house his memories are more likely to erupt.  

Despite Dr. Raymond’s assertion that Norman now knows how to handle the 

memories, on finding a note from “Mother” just minutes after entering the house, 

he experiences a flashback to her murder.  This flashback begins to suggest 

Norman’s ambivalent attitude toward Mother’s absence.  It tells us that Norman 

knows she is dead, but also that he has to convince himself of this by replaying 

the murder in his imagination.  Immediately, the process begins whereby Mother 

returns to Norman’s life, and even although he knows that he killed her, he also 

knows that psychologically she is still with him.  Norman’s explicit wish, for 
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Mother to be gone, begins to give way to the underlying fantasy of the text for 

Mother to return which will produce a series of violent acts. 

In both Psycho II and III, the house is set apart visually from the other 

areas that the characters occupy.  Only for a short time in Psycho II does it 

become a relatively “normal” space as Norman and Mary come and go between 

the house, the motel, and the diner.  Even here, it is the first place in which 

Norman sees traces of Mother’s presence, and for the most part, this is where 

signs of Mother reside.  In Psycho III also, the house is “off limits” to characters 

other than Norman.  When Maureen tries to visit Norman at the house he tells her 

to leave him alone and go away, and when she enters the house, despite his 

warnings, she is killed.  Norman also turns Tracy away from the house, and when 

she enters it, the sight of Maureen’s body confronts her and Norman attacks her.  

Around the house itself are also reminders of the past in the form of old objects.  

The caddy that contains the poisoned tea Norman gave to his mother is still in the 

kitchen cabinet, and the boxes of Lux and Rinseaid on the window ledge both 

look as if they have been there since Norman left the house.  These objects are not 

represented in Psycho, but they become imagined material from the past and tie 

Norman to it once again.  Neither the house nor Norman have really moved on or 

let go of past objects and events.  As the site of Norman’s childhood traumas and 

fantasies, the house and its contents signify the intertwined nature of fear and 

desire, locating their origins in the familial and the domestic. 

Although Norman is supposed to be cured, he never really seems able to 

resist the force of the past in Psycho II, and, in fact, he is much calmer once he 
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accepts Mother’s presence.  His flashbacks early on in the film suggest his desire 

to return to the past, and the final shot of the film uses a matte to show Norman 

standing on the steps below the house, one side of the frame in black and white, 

one side in color, suggesting his ongoing and inescapable ties to the past.   

Just as Marion’s murder is shown at the beginning of Psycho II, Mrs. 

Spool’s murder is shown at the beginning of Psycho III, this time motivated by 

Norman’s flashback as he sees a newpaper article about her.  Providing important 

backstory, the scene also illustrates Norman’s inescapable ties to the past.  When 

he first meets Tracy, Norman tells her “the past is never really past, it stays with 

me all the time.  No matter how hard I try I can’t really escape.  It’s always there, 

throbbing inside you, coloring your perceptions of the world and sometimes 

controlling them.”  Not only does the past stay with Norman, it also follows him.  

Tracy’s investigation into the past throws Norman’s world into chaos once again, 

and she also tells Maureen about Norman’s history, causing her to leave the 

motel.  Maureen’s knowledge of Norman’s past shifts the terms of their 

relationship, causing her desire to “save” him and preventing him from achieving 

redemption through her.  Maureen’s desire to right past wrongs—first to attempt 

suicide and then to “save” Norman—also drives her, and she, too, is doomed to 

failure.  The repetition of the past in an attempt to control it is thus an important 

part of the narrative structure for both of the Psycho sequels, but in both these 

repetitions do not allow characters to escape from the past.   

In both films Norman in fact appears to be stuck in a fifties’ reality, which 

makes sense diegetically in that he has been shut away for twenty-two years so 
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that he has in effect “missed out on” the major social and cultural upheavals of the 

sixties and seventies.  This surfaces in Psycho II and III in the conflict between 

Norman’s small-town, traditional attitude toward life and the liberal amorality 

that surrounds him.  In both films, despite his murderous tendencies, Norman has 

a highly developed and old-fashioned sense of morality.  Returning to the motel at 

the beginning of Psycho II, Norman discovers that the manager, Mr. Toomey, has 

been running an “adult” establishment, renting the rooms to couples so they can 

have sex and take drugs.  Outraged, Norman promptly fires him and subsequently 

becomes the target of Toomey’s drunken and abusive behavior.  Toomey is 

depicted as an alcoholic, undisciplined slob who harasses Mary when she waits on 

him at the diner.  In contrast, Norman appears to be the perfect gentleman, 

coming to Mary’s defense and resisting Toomey’s taunts.   

In Psycho III, despite the fact that Norman’s murders are shown, he is also 

represented as the ideal, chivalrous male.  Amidst the drunken, orgiastic partying 

of the motel guests who are in town for a football game, Norman’s behavior is 

reserved and sensitive as he courts Maureen, taking her out for a romantic dinner 

and ultimately refusing to have sex with her although the opportunity arises. 

These films oscillate between nostalgia for the past and a fear of the past.  

Norman’s refusal to enter contemporary reality is at once understandable and 

insane.  The moral degeneracy which surrounds him is certainly not represented 

in a sympathetic manner, but Norman’s refusal to let go of his mother’s 

puritanical views leads him to murder and insanity.  Nostalgia for the nuclear 

family is built into these narratives which explore the tensions of this desire to go 
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backwards, pointing also to its impossibility and its horrors.  In addition, the 

complexity of Norman’s family history belies the sanitized and rose-tinted picture 

painted of the “ideal” nuclear family, suggesting that it is built on corruption and 

deceit.  The end of Psycho II reveals that Norman was born out of wedlock and 

that his real mother was locked away in an institution.  The end of Psycho III 

insists that Mrs. Spool was not his real mother at all but kidnapped him in a fit of 

jealousy.   

In both these films, these ties to the past are connected to familial relations 

and the family is a site of desire and pathology.  The allegiance the characters feel 

to dead family members becomes their alibi for the violence they commit.  The 

loyalty of Lila and Mary to the ghosts of Sam and Marion drive them, and, just as 

Sam proclaims in Psycho that he is tired of working for dead people, Mary 

eventually tells her mother, “I’m not going to live for dead people any more.”  

Mary, however, is unable to escape from her family’s past and, indeed, from 

Norman’s family’s past.  Mary’s fate seems predetermined in her choice of 

alias—Mary Samuels—which is almost identical to Marion’s choice of Marie 

Samuels as her sign-in name for the Bates Motel register.  Lila also steps into 

Marion’s shoes in Psycho II.  She has married Sam and eventually meets her 

death at Mother’s hands just as Marion did.   

Family history, however, is itself unstable, and in the Psycho sequels it is 

repeatedly rewritten.  Whereas the narrative of Psycho II asserts that Mrs. Spool is 

Norman’s mother, in Psycho III Norman’s family history is changed again with 

Tracy’s account of his past. Whether or not Norman’s mother was really his 
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biological mother seems here to become irrelevant.  Although in Psycho II Dr. 

Raymond goes so far as to exhume Mrs. Bates to prove to Norman that she is 

dead, at this point in the narrative, Norman has begun to believe that the mystery 

caller who turns out to be Mrs. Spool is really his mother.  When he replaces Mrs. 

Bates with Mrs. Spool, however, her character does not change, suggesting that 

Mother’s overbearing and demanding nature is not tied to Mrs. Bates as embodied 

by her corpse.  It is independent of her and in fact lives on in Norman, who is able 

to transfer these characteristics to the body of a person he did not even know in 

order to keep his fantasy alive. 

The instability of past events and the complexity of family relations in 

these films are directly related to an instability of identity.  The pleasure of the 

film’s fantasy circulates most obviously as characters occupy changing positions 

in relation to one another.  In the pre-oedipal, there is a fluidity of identity and a 

lack of boundaries that allow the child to imagine it is a part of the mother rather 

than a separate being.  In these narratives the mobility in the positions occupied 

by the characters reproduces this fluidity.  On a literal level, Norman’s familial 

identity shifts constantly as he is given several versions of his family history.  His 

identity also appears different to different characters, depending on their attitude 

toward his past.  For Lila, Norman is and always will be evil; whereas, for his 

psychiatrist and the sheriff in Psycho II, he has been cured and deserves a second 

chance.  For Maureen, Norman is a chivalrous savior; whereas, Tracy is 

suspicious of him throughout Psycho III.  To some extent, these readings of 

Norman are all valid, producing a character who is complex and contradictory and 
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who occupies multiple positions.  Over the course of the two films, Norman plays 

the roles of killer, savior, son, mother, protector, romantic partner and psychotic.  

Each character sees a different version of Norman, and the narration provides yet 

another view of his identity. 

This instability of identity manifests itself in connections between the 

characters and the subsequent blurring of the boundaries that position characters 

as either good or evil, sane or insane, male or female.  Most explicitly, the female 

characters in the Psycho series are linked to Norman through their behavior and 

through the narrative devices of the films.  So, for example, both Lila and Mary in 

Psycho II dress up as Mother in an attempt to manipulate Norman, and in Psycho 

III one of the nuns at the convent accuses Maureen of being a murderer.  In 

addition, the heroines of Psycho II and III, Mary and Maureen, are connected 

narratively with Marion, whose pathology Psycho relates to Norman’s pathology.  

As mentioned above, Mary’s choice of alias links her with Marion, as does a 

shower scene that has Mary in Marion’s place.  Maureen is also explicitly 

compared to Marion as Norman’s first sighting of her triggers a flashback to the 

events of Psycho due to her physical resemblance to Marion and the initials 

“M.C.” (Maureen Coil) on her suitcase.  As Maureen enters the diner where 

Norman is eating and he sees her for the first time, shots of her face are intercut 

with shots of Marion from the shower sequence.  Seemingly destined for the same 

fate as Marion, Maureen escapes only because her attempted suicide thwarts 

Norman’s murderous desires.  Norman is motivated to kill Maureen because he 

believes she is a reincarnation of Marion.  He tells Mother that Marion has come 
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back from the dead, just as Mother herself did.  However, unlike the independent 

and phallic Marion, Maureen, in her passivity and femininity, brings sexual 

difference to Norman’s attention, threatening to pull him into the Symbolic and 

enraging Mother.  Maureen here replaces the more sexually aggressive and 

independent Marion as Norman’s fantasy object, and he is able to see her as a 

substitute not only for Marion but also for Mother because she is dependent on his 

help in order to survive.   

Not only do these women replace each other, but Norman can also stand in 

for them.  When he leans over the bathtub dressed as Mrs. Bates, knife in hand, 

Maureen believes she is seeing the Virgin Mary.  “Mother” becomes her savior 

rather than her killer, reversing the good/evil divide and transforming Norman’s 

murderous rage into a passionate heterosexual attachment.  This transformation is 

all the more ironic because this encounter restores Maureen’s faith.  Praying in the 

opening scene of the film that the Virgin Mary will send her some kind of sign, 

Maureen receives no message and so decides to attempt suicide by jumping from 

the bell tower.  Her arrival into Norman’s hellish world provides her with hope 

again, and she sees her vision of the Virgin Mary as a sign that she should “save” 

Norman.  When she returns to carry out her mission, she is killed.  Obviously 

excessive, these reversals nonetheless demonstrate clearly the intertangled and 

interchangeable nature of the gender and sexual identities of the characters.   

These characters also play shifting and alternating roles in Norman’s 

fantasy.  The mobile nature of Norman’s desire is particularly apparent in relation 

to Mary.  Initially it seems that Mary might replace Mother in Norman’s 
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affections, but gradually she becomes Mother, revealing the underlying fantasy of 

the text, that Mother herself will return.  During the film, Norman and Mary seem 

to occupy rotating positions in relation to each other.  At first, he protects her—

from their boss at the diner, from Toomey—and provides her with a place to live.  

But as the narrative progresses, their roles are reversed as Mary provides him with 

an alibi for the murder of a young boy, cleans up the bathroom when blood comes 

out of the toilet, and tries to prevent Lila from tormenting him further.  However, 

when Mary really “becomes” Mother for Norman, they switch places once more.  

When she is dressed as Mother, Mary accidentally kills Dr. Raymond who grabs 

her from behind.  Norman, at this point believing she is Mother, seems thrilled as 

he tells her he will take care of her like he always does, clean up, and hide her 

when “they” come for her.  Norman is once again in control of the situation, and 

Mother will be dependent on him again.  In this scenario, Norman does not even 

have to kill as Mother; she can do the killing herself, thus disguising his fantasy 

further. 

The reversals in these films also involve a switching of gender roles.  In 

Psycho II for example, Norman becomes the object of Lila’s voyeuristic gaze, and 

in Psycho III the investigative activities of the female journalist subject him to 

observation as well, two reversals that superficially invert the assertion about sex 

and looking dynamics put forward by Laura Mulvey in her seminal article, 

“Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema.”4  Invaluable as it was to feminist film 
                                                 
4 Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” in Feminisms: An Anthology of Literary 
Theory and Criticism, ed. Robyn R. Warhol and Diane Price Herndl (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers 
University Press, 1997), 438-48. 
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criticism when it was written, many theorists, including the author herself, have 

challenged Mulvey’s article, so to point out that these narratives contradict her 

general assertions is not of major import.  However, an assumption still exists that 

in general, female characters in the cinema are to be looked at and investigated, 

while men are active and controlling, the pursuers rather than the pursued.  In 

Psycho II, Norman is controlled and spied upon, as Lila and Mary in effect 

“Gaslight” him, manipulating him into insanity.  Complicated by the ambiguous 

nature of Norman’s gender and sexuality throughout the series, this role reversal 

contributes to the suggestion that gender identity is unstable.  In the representation 

of Lila’s voyeuristic activities, however, focalization does not shift to her point of 

view as it does with Norman, suggesting the uneasiness this reversal generates.  

Gender identity in these films thus occupies a constantly shifting ground in terms 

of sex-gender correlations, creating an oscillation that provides pleasure in the 

circulation of desire among the characters, but that also generates anxiety as it 

disrupts borders and undermines binary oppositions.  The fluidity of Norman’s 

position in relation to the other characters again indicates his location in the pre-

oedipal.  He is able to adopt the positions of son, mother, romantic partner, etc., 

because he is positionless in terms of normative sex and gender identity. 

Due to these rotating positions, Norman does not control the violence that 

occurs around him in Psycho II.  Violence in this film is just as unexpected for 

him as it is for the other characters.  In fact, it often seems to come from nowhere, 

and at the end of the film, some confusion exists regarding what actually 

happened.  Although the twist at the end of the film provides a certain explicit 
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complication to the story when Norman’s biological mother turns out to be alive 

and doing her own fair share of killing, the complexity of the narrative is not 

entirely apparent on first viewing.  In retrospect, we cannot separate out the 

diegetic reality of the film’s narrative from Norman’s fantasies or understand 

fully who did what to whom.  The narrative is in fact structured to prevent this.  

So, for example, Norman receives a note from mother on the order wheel at the 

diner that could have been placed there by Mary, Mrs. Spool, or Toomey.  It is 

never entirely clear who makes the various phone calls that Norman receives from 

Mother, and each character has a different understanding of what is happening.  

Initially, Norman tells the voice on the phone that his mother is dead, but 

gradually he begins to realize that it is his other mother calling him.  Although he 

is right, everyone (including the viewer) thinks he has simply succumbed to Mary 

and Lila’s scheme.  While Mary at first believes that she and Lila are responsible 

for all of Mother’s appearances, she gradually begins to suspect that someone else 

is also involved.  Lila dismisses her concerns and Dr. Raymond is certain that 

Mary and Lila are responsible for everything.  Although Norman is right about 

some of Mother’s phone calls, once he accepts the return of Mother into his life, 

his reality also becomes distorted.  He begins to think that all the phone calls he 

receives are from Mother, including one that he receives from Dr. Raymond, and 

several times, when Mary hangs up the phone, believing it is Lila calling, he 

continues to talk to Mother.  The sheriff’s confident but highly inaccurate 

“reconstruction” of events at the end of the film, shot to resemble the 

psychiatrist’s speech at the end of Psycho, further emphasizes that no one really 
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understands what happened although everyone wants to secure a cause-effect 

chain that confers meaning on the events.   

In his review of the film for Cinefantastique Kyle Count writes:  

one leaves the theater with . . . a mind full of unanswered questions.  At 

what point does Norman go off the deep end?  Are we to believe, as the 

last scene seems to imply without being specific enough, that Norman’s 

“real” mother has committed the murders—or only some of them?  Does 

he trick Mary into donning the “Mrs. Bates” costume so the police will 

find her and assume she’s the killer, or is he really bonkers at this point 

and convinced that the masquerading Mary is actually his mother?5   

For Count, this is a weakness in the film, but I would argue that this ambiguity 

suggests that all the characters are in some way responsible for the killings.  In 

fact, one or other of the “mothers” does commit all the murders.  All of the 

mothers represent one facet of Mother who is ultimately contained and condensed 

into one object that Norman controls completely.  As violence occurs all around 

Norman, his belief that Mother is back grows stronger, and once he fully believes 

that she is writing to him and calling him, he is able to take control of the violence 

himself. 

In Psycho III, Norman is in control of the violence, but in turning against 

herself and slitting her wrists at the point when Norman intends to kill her, 

Maureen intervenes in his cycle of repetition.  Although he struggles to maintain 

                                                 
5 Kyle Counts, “Sequel Makes a Nice Stab, But Just Doesn’t Cut it,” Cinefantastique 13/14, no. 
6/1 (Sept. 1983): 98. 
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control of the violence, his conflicting desires prevent him from continuing in the 

state he was in before Maureen’s arrival.  As a result of his relationship with 

Maureen, Norman begins to challenge Mother’s authority, and the narrative 

disguises his desire for Maureen’s death, making it appear accidental.  The threat 

that she poses is to Norman’s polymorphous perversity and his wish to develop a 

relationship with her conflicts with the fantasy of the text that he remain in the 

pre-oedipal. 

In Psycho II and III, these multiple repetitions, reversals, and 

contradictions contribute to the series’ narrative and ideological complexity.  

Norman’s explicit wishes come into conflict constantly with the fantasies of the 

narrative.  The anxiety generated by the fantasies of the texts surfaces in apparent 

narrative attempts to push Norman toward heterosexuality and a degree of 

“progression” does occur in the narratives’ representations of his character.  In 

Psycho II, he develops an attachment to Mary.  Although this is not explicitly 

sexual, his awkwardness around her and protectiveness of her suggest that he is 

attracted to her, and unlike the Norman of Psycho, his first impulse is not to kill 

her.  Despite his relapse at the end of the film, Norman does struggle with his 

pathology and attempts to lead a normal life.  In Psycho III, he has his first 

romantic relationship of the series and eventually turns on Mother, claiming that 

he is free from her for the first time.  However, the narratives’ causal chains 

repeatedly undermine these explicit wishes, and the demands of the texts’ 

fantasies result in the ongoing frustration of Norman’s attempts to move toward 
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normality.  Both Mary and Maureen must be eliminated in part because they 

threaten to pull Norman out of the pre-oedipal and into heterosexual adulthood. 

In these films, the impossibility of resolving the problems posed by the 

Gein story surfaces and the complexity of the way in which the fantasy is “set 

out” increases.  The circularity of the narratives and their lack of closure indicate 

the irresolvable nature of the desire that drives the fantasy, simultaneously 

producing pleasure in the movement of desire between the characters. 

THE GIRL TURNS 

In the Psycho films, the events of the narrative are presented almost 

entirely from Norman’s perspective, and the fantasies of the texts are therefore 

closely related to the pleasures of observing Norman’s fantasies.  In the Texas 

Chain Saw films, however, the use of what Carol Clover calls the “Final Girl” 

complicates the fantasy structures articulated by the narratives.  Arguing for a 

theory of cross-gender identification whereby the texts’ “hermaphroditic 

constructions” and play with gender provide a thrill that relates to the 

“’intellectual uncertainty’ of sexual identity,” Clover focuses primarily on the 

implications of this gender play.6  In the figure of the Final Girl, says Clover, “the 

categories of masculine and feminine, traditionally embodied in male and female, 

are collapsed into one and the same character.”7  The Final Girl, she argues, is 

allowed to occupy the masculine position of hero for a short time and defeat the 

                                                 
6 Clover, “Her Body Himself,” 100. 
7 Clover, “Her Body Himself,” 105. 
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monster.  Unlike Sally in Texas Chain Saw, whose survival depends upon flight 

and rescue, Stretch and Michelle of Texas Chain Saw II and III turn and fight 

back.  For Clover, the Final Girl and the monster of the slasher are in opposition 

to one another.  Although the audience may cheer on the monster as he savagely 

mutilates and kills beautiful young girls, its allegiance will most likely, she says, 

switch to the Final Girl in the last instance as she turns on her attacker.8   

However, I would argue that over the course of the Texas Chain Saw films 

the Final Girl becomes increasingly like the monster, providing an additional 

point of entry into the fantasy scenario enacted by the Sawyers in Texas Chain 

Saw.  The Final Girl is allowed to run rampant for the duration of the movie, her 

repressed aggression finding full expression in her battle to survive.  Enacted 

through the Final Girl, the fantasy is perhaps more accessible but also more 

radical in its implications.  As monstrous outsiders, the Sawyers are positioned as 

aberrations from the norm.  As Clover says, the killers in the Texas Chain Saw 

films, have no “normal half.”9  The Final Girl, however, is attractive, smart, and 

normal.  The fact that when pushed she can become like the Sawyers suggests the 

instability of the boundary between the monstrosity and normality.  Again, 

anxiety over the collapse of boundaries and the instability of identity accompanies 

the pleasure offered by the fantasy. 

In the opening scenes of The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2, a Dallas DJ, 

Stretch, hears two boys murdered when they call into her show and sets out to 

                                                 
8 Clover, “Her Body Himself,” 91.  
9 Clover, “Her Body Himself,” 77. 
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investigate the event.  She encounters Lefty Enright who is investigating the 

killings because he is obsessed with finding the chain saw killers who murdered 

his nephew, Franklin, more than a decade earlier.  Stretch plays the tape of the 

killings on the air and the Sawyer boys, Leatherface and Chop Top (the hitchhiker 

from the first film), visit her, mutilating her production assistant, LG, and 

terrorizing her.  Chop Top believes that Leatherface has killed Stretch, but 

Leatherface has actually left her alive, and she follows them to their hideout 

underneath an abandoned amusement park where they make award-winning chili 

and other meat products.  Lefty follows close behind, but as he arrives, Stretch 

falls through the ground and into the Sawyer hideout.  Stretch is chased by the 

Sawyer family and is captured but escapes.  Lefty arrives and does battle with 

Leatherface, while the Sawyer father eventually blows up the hideout with a 

grenade.  Chop Top chases Stretch to the surface and, having climbed a tower, she 

finds a chain saw in Grandma’s “shrine.”  She kills Chop Top and is left 

brandishing the saw over her head as the credits roll. 

In Leatherface: The Texas Chainsaw Massacre III, yuppie 

twentysomethings, Michelle and Ryan, are driving a car from Los Angeles to 

Florida to deliver it to Michelle’s father.  They are on bad terms because Michelle 

has decided that she needs some time alone and is going on a trip to Europe.  

When they stop at a gas station in the middle of Texas, they meet a cowboy, Tex, 

who tells them they should change the route they intend to take and use a new 

road that will save them time.  Tex asks if he can hitch a ride with them but Ryan 

refuses.  They argue with the weird gas station owner who brings out a rifle and 
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starts shooting at them.  Tex fends him off and Michelle and Ryan drive away, 

deciding to take Tex’s advice and follow the other road.  When it grows dark, a 

truck pursues them and the occupant throws a dead coyote onto their hood.  They 

swerve and blow out a tire, which they must pull over to fix.  They hurry to 

change the tire, and when Leatherface arrives, wielding his saw, Michelle and 

Ryan take off once again.  As they are driving, a figure jumps out in front of 

them, and they swerve off the road, turning the car upside down.  Also involved in 

the accident is a survivalist, Benny, who is returning from a weekend in the hills.  

All three of them are pursued through the woods, and Ryan is caught.  Michelle 

reaches a farmhouse and thinks she is safe but quickly realizes she has walked 

into the house of her pursuers who are part of a cannibal family.  They tie her up 

and torture her, but Benny arrives and helps her to escape.  Eventually the two of 

them make it out alive.   

In these sequels, the fantasy begins to shift to articulate a violence that is 

more explicitly sexual.  In Texas Chain Saw, the primarily non-sexual nature of 

the violence allows for limited points of access into the fantasy.  However, as the 

fantasy takes on an increasingly sexual component, the possible subject positions 

multiply.  In his discussion of aggressiveness and sadomasochism, Laplanche 

describes the difference between the transition involved in the genesis of sexuality 

and the subsequent vicissitudes of sexuality.  As Laplanche explains, the 

movement from non-sexual aggression to primary masochism, a movement that 

involves the genesis of sexuality, occurs with a reflexive turning around on the 

self.  When the object of the drive is lost, the imagined satisfaction it produces is 
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internalized as fantasy.  In this case, the sensation of pain (as a perturbation that 

has the potential to cause sexual excitation) is internalized, resulting in primary 

masochism, or the position of making oneself suffer.  From this position, 

“perverse” sadism and masochism are derived, whereby the subject finds 

someone else to make him or her suffer.  The movement from primary masochism 

to sexual sadism and masochism involves the “vicissitudes” of the drive, or the 

“fundamental modifications that can be studied as forming their own dialectic, 

within the drive itself.”10  In the case of sadism and masochism, these are 

“reversal into the opposite” and “turning around upon the subject.”  In the first 

case, the move would be from active to passive; in the second, the change would 

be from external to internal object. 

From the point of primary masochism then, these vicissitudes might result 

in various positions of pleasure in relation to the object.  In each case, pleasure is 

derived ultimately from the sexual excitation caused by pain, either the subject’s 

or the object’s, but this allows for multiple combinations capable of producing 

pleasure.  As the Texas Chain Saw series progresses, the fantasy shifts to present 

the consequences of these vicissitudes.  Both Texas Chain Saw II and III provide 

positions within the fantasy for active and passive masochism and for sadism.  In 

Texas Chain Saw II, Chop Top derives satisfaction from inflicting pain on 

himself, and his violence toward Stretch remains primarily “functional,” a means 

by which to prevent her from escaping.  However, as both Clover and Judith 

                                                 
10 Laplance, Life and Death, 88. 
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Halberstam point out, Leatherface “discovers” sex in this film as Stretch seduces 

him in an effort to prevent him from killing her.  Leatherface subsequently 

attempts to protect her, but, ultimately, the saw wins out.  Drayton tells him “it’s 

sex or the saw…with sex, you never know, but the saw is family.”  Leatherface 

chooses the saw and hands Stretch over to Grandpa’s hammer.  

By the third installment, the Sawyer boys derive obvious sadistic pleasure 

from the pain they inflict on their victims, including sexual violence.  Even before 

Michelle reaches the house, the gas station owner, who we find out later is one of 

the Sawyers, harasses her.  His language revolves entirely around sexual 

aggression as he tells her he is going to “service her good” and “fill her up,” and 

watches her, Norman style, through a hole in the bathroom wall.  In his discussion 

of jokes, Freud explains the function of what he calls “smut” or “the intentional 

bringing into prominence of sexual facts and relations by speech.”  Smut is a form 

of sexual hostility directed at a woman by a man when his sexual advances are 

rejected, and its purpose is to “see what is sexual exposed.”11  When the woman 

rejects the man, he seeks to expose her in front of a third person, a listener.  Smut 

is also directly linked with voyeurism as its intention is to “see what is sexual.”   

In the gas station scene, Michelle’s “uppity” attitude toward the attendant 

and her obvious disgust are met with his hostile sexual remarks and followed with 

an act of voyeurism.  His behavior is explicitly sexual and aggressive.  The 

violence of the Sawyers in this film is no longer purely functional, related to an 

                                                 
11 Freud, “Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious,” 97. 
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intended act of incorporation—it now contains an obvious sadistic, and therefore 

sexual, component.  Whereas, in Texas Chain Saw, the Sawyers have no intention 

of raping Sally, in Texas Chain Saw III, the boys threaten Michelle with rape, 

telling her that they might let Leatherface “play” with her for a while.  

Leatherface, says the mother, “knows what to do with them private parts.”  Rather 

than inflicting pain on themselves, as Chop Top does in the first two films, the 

Sawyers now like to inflict pain on others.  As Tex tells Benny, they like “liver . . 

. and onions . . . and pain, and pain, and pain.”  The fantasy here is still one of 

incorporation, but the pain that accompanies this is now a scenario of sexual 

sadism.  This change results partly from a change in the configuration of the 

Sawyer family as a mother is introduced in Texas Chain Saw III, shifting the 

psychodynamics of the family.  As the mother is necessary to the movement from 

the pre-oedipal to the oedipal, a heightening of the sexual component of the 

fantasy accompanies this addition. 

The instability of identity in these films plays into this shift as the fantasy 

is opened up through both the Sawyers and the Final Girls, producing multiple 

points of entry.  As the victims’ worlds are thrown into complete chaos, they must 

adapt to survive, and the process by which this transformation takes place 

provides both the horror and the pleasure of the films.  As the “good” characters 

come in contact with the Sawyer family, they learn to adopt the Sawyers’ savage, 

murderous behavior in order to survive.  Although it is some time before the Final 

Girls turn on their attackers, they finally do so with a great deal of relish.  Both 

Stretch and Michelle undergo a series of ordeals that push them to turn on the 
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Sawyers, meeting violence with violence.  The Sawyer boys first terrorize Stretch 

on their visit to the radio station, where Leatherface “rapes” her.  After her fall 

into the Sawyer hideout, she must watch as Leatherface skins LG, and then forces 

her to wear his face and hat.  With her hands tied behind her back, she is unable to 

remove the still wet mask of skin.  Escaping from the meat room, Stretch is 

caught again and knocked unconscious.  She wakes up, as Sally did, at the dinner 

table, where Grandpa hits her in the head repeatedly with a hammer.  When Lefty 

arrives, she is able to escape but is pursued by Chop Top, who catches her.  At 

this point, Stretch begins to fight back and uses violence for the first time.  She 

kicks and punches him, electrocuting the metal plate in his head with a lamp, and 

as she attempts to climb out into the open, she bites and kicks him.  Reaching 

Grandma’s shrine, she reaches for the chain saw, starts it as Chop Top slashes her 

repeatedly with a razor, and slices into him with it.  When Chop Top is dead, she 

raises the saw above her head and dances in a repetition of Leatherface’s dance at 

the end of Texas Chain Saw.  

At the beginning of Texas Chain Saw III Michelle claims that “violence is 

no answer to violence.”  By the end of the film she is hitting Sawyers in the head 

with rocks and shooting them with shotguns.  Parallel scenes from the beginning 

and end of the film explicitly point to this transformation.  Upset at the beginning 

of the film that she has hit an armadillo with the car, Michelle believes she should 

put it out of its misery.  Saying “sorry little guy,” she raises a rock over her head 

to hit it, but she is unable to deal the fatal blow and must ask Ryan to take care of 

it.  In a scene toward the end of the film, as Leatherface tries to pull her down into 
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the swamp with him, Michelle picks up a rock and hits him in the head three 

times as hard as she can with obvious enjoyment, punctuating her blows with the 

words “sorry . . . little . . . guy.”  After she shoots the last Sawyer and dumps his 

body out of the bed of the truck, she repeats to Benny the words that Tex said to 

her earlier in the film, “there’s roadkill all over Texas.”  Michelle, too, is 

progressively pushed to this point.  Pursued through the woods by Leatherface 

after the car wreck, she watches as Ryan is caught in a trap and attacked with the 

saw.  Arriving at the house, she is stabbed in the leg with a bone by the little 

Sawyer girl then nailed to a chair by Tex.  She is gagged and threatened with rape, 

and in order to escape she wrenches her hands out of the nails that are holding her 

down.  Running off into the woods with Leatherface in pursuit, Michelle turns to 

him, her face covered in blood, her eyes wild and crazy and screams, “okay, 

alright, it’s you and me now you crazy fucker.”  Her initial compulsion to “talk 

things out” gives way to primal screaming and a body that fights back despite 

having suffered extreme punishment. 

The eruption of extreme violence into the lives of the Final Girls 

precipitates these transformations.  In the Texas Chain Saw films, even more so 

than in the Psycho films, violence abruptly sets the narrative chain in motion.  

That Stretch and Michelle are oblivious to the possibility of such extreme 

violence occurring in the worlds they inhabit is represented spatially as the 

Sawyers invade their “safe” cocoons.  For Stretch, the sound- proof radio booth 

provides her with protection from the outside world.  Playing the tape of the 

murders on air is for her part of her “show.”  For Michelle and Ryan, the car 
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provides protection and technology functions as a barrier between them and the 

violence they initially encounter.  Passing the site where a mass grave has been 

discovered, they watch the scene from inside the car and listen to a news report 

about it on the radio.  Unlike the EMS workers who are digging bodies out of the 

ground, Michelle and Ryan are protected from what is happening outside, and 

Ryan’s dismissive remarks demonstrate his inability to think of the bodies as real 

although they are physically only a few feet away.  The characters’ belief that 

violent reality is always mediated in some way leads them to think they are safe 

and makes the eruption of violence into their worlds all the more unexpected and 

horrific.  This violence, however, also transforms both Stretch and Michelle, 

throwing them into the savagery of the Sawyers’ eat or be eaten world.  When this 

violence enters Stretch and Michelle’s lives, their turn to sadism appears entirely 

justifiable, but that they must undergo such extreme punishment to justify 

narratively their turn to violence also demonstrates the anxiety attached to this 

fantasy.  

 For Judith Halberstam, Stretch’s transformation is about queering, the 

making monstrous of the gendered body.  Stretch, she says, “transforms the 

category of monster itself into an orgiastic celebration of the queer and the 

dangerous.”12  I would argue, however, that what Halberstam positions as the 

locus of pleasure in the text (the making monstrous of identity) is a symptom of 

the text’s fantasy rather than its entirety.  The instability of identity and the 

                                                 
12 Halberstam, 143. 
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fluidity of subject positions here point to the central, pre-oedipal fantasy, forming 

one element of the wish that the narrative imagines, the wish to return to a time 

prior to sexual difference. 

Central to the fantasy is the representation of the Sawyer family.  The 

Sawyers inhabit a reality that functions outside the Symbolic order.  In Texas 

Chain Saw III, for example, Leatherface’s mother tells him to go and study his 

lessons.  Leatherface sits down with his electronic spelling game and a human 

figure appears on the screen.  Leatherface, of course, types in “food,” which the 

machine deems to be incorrect, but which is actually accurate in terms of 

Leatherface’s reality.  On one level, this might be read as Leatherface’s inability 

to enter the Symbolic through the acquisition of language.  On another level, 

Leatherface has an entirely sound grasp of the relationship between signifier and 

signified in his world.  Given the psychoanalytic understanding of the psyche as 

murderous, Mark Seltzer points out, “the difference between the psychic killer 

and the psycho killer is this: the psychotic is one who takes things literally, acting 

out what others merely think, collapsing the distance between representations and 

things, private desires and public acts.”13  

The films represent the family as the source of pathology.  In each film, 

Grandpa is revered as the family patriarch and the Sawyers tell stories of his 

slaughtering skills.  The Sawyers’ cannibalism has been passed down through the 

generations, and the “logic” of their world taught to their children.  For the little 

                                                 
13 Mark Seltzer, “Wound Culture: Trauma in the Pathological Public Sphere,” October 80 (Spring 
1997): 17-18. 
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girl in Texas Chain Saw III, for example, Michelle is “silly” to ask why they are 

“doing this” to her.  As she explains, “if you don’t poke ‘em, they don’t bleed, 

and if they don’t bleed, we can’t feed Grandpa.”  Part of the horror for the 

Sawyers’ victims is that the Sawyers behave as if their actions were normal.  

Sally, Stretch, and Michelle are reduced to hysteria as the Sawyers refuse to 

acknowledge that they are doing anything wrong.  When Lefty descends on the 

Sawyers in Texas Chain Saw II, telling them “you never should have been doing 

this,” he is referring their murder and cannibalism.  Drayton, however, thinks that 

a rival catering company sent him to put the Sawyers out of business.  He does 

not understand Lefty’s meaning because he does not know he is doing anything 

wrong.  The logic of the Sawyers’ world also creates humor, once again through 

the juxtaposition of incompatible elements.  In this case, the difference in ideation 

between Drayton’s interpretation of Lefty’s motivation and the text’s presentation 

of it produces a comic moment.   

Moments of humor work throughout the film to alleviate the anxiety 

created by the film’s brutality.  One of the most visually disturbing scenes in 

Texas Chain Saw II occurs during Stretch’s ordeal in the meat room.  After 

Leatherface has skinned LG and forced Stretch to wear his face, he must leave the 

room and he ties her hands behind her back.  As she struggles to escape, Stretch 

realizes that LG is not dead, and his mutilated body stands up to try to help her 

untie the rope.  At this moment, the oral-cannibalistic fantasy is represented at its 

most literal and disturbing.  LG has become a piece of meat, and the gory 

spectacle of this transformation is played out visually.  The anxiety this produces 
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surfaces in the LG’s humor.  As he attempts to untie Stretch’s hands, LG jokes, “I 

guess I’m falling apart on you darlin,’” providing affective distance and a 

subsequent economy as the character undergoing this brutal treatment refuses to 

respond to it in an appropriate way. 

These second and third installments of the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw 

are the most graphically violent films of the series, perhaps indicating the 

extremity of brutality necessary to justify the Final Girls’ turn to violence.  This 

increase in violence also corresponds with the shift in representations of the 

killers’ sexuality, and the Sawyers’ turn to sexual sadism is accompanied by an 

increase in the infliction of pain.  Although both Sally and Stretch suffer at the 

hands of the Sawyers, the injuries they receive tend to be incidental rather than 

deliberate.  In Texas Chain Saw III, however, the Sawyers inflict pain on Michelle 

simply for the sake of inflicting pain and the anxiety that accompanies her ordeal 

is therefore greater. 

INTERTEXTUALITY 

In both the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw series, the increasing use of 

intertextuality contributes to the complexity of the texts and the fantasy scenarios 

they express, especially for the knowledgeable viewer who can appreciate 

references to earlier episodes and understand their significance.  The intertextual 

references within the series abound, as many reviewers note.  For Vincent Canby, 

watching Psycho II “you may feel as if you’re seeing a couple of precocious film 
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students play with artifacts found in the Hitchcock mausoleum.”14  Quotes from 

Psycho, as well as visual references, are scattered throughout both the first and 

second sequels.  In Psycho II Hitchcock even makes his cameo appearance in the 

form of a shadow projected onto the motel wall.   

Intertextual references also work across the two series as the Texas Chain 

Saw sequels reference the Psycho films.  So, for example, in Texas Chain Saw II, 

the opening score closely resembles the Psycho score, and one scene is similar to 

Marion’s drive through the rain to California as Stretch pursues the Sawyers to 

their hideout.  In Texas Chain Saw III a shot imitates the moment in Psycho when 

Norman looks at Marion through the hole in the study wall as the gas station 

owner looks at Michelle through a hole he has made in the wall of the bathroom.  

In addition to rewarding viewer familiarity, these moments function to create a 

larger narrative that undermines any kind of closure achieved by the individual 

episodes. 

Peter Brooks’ model of narrative provides a useful tool in understanding 

these sequels.  Repetition, Brooks points out, functions as a movement from 

passivity to mastery.  This repetition acts both as a means by which to confer 

significance on events and a means by which to “bind” them into a chain of 

meaning.  Repetition also, however, creates a middle that oscillates between 

moments in the narrative, creating both forward and backward movement, a 

middle that is demonic, perverse and difficult.  The second and third installments 

                                                 
14 Vincent Canby, “Film Sequel to ‘Psycho,’” The New York Times, 3 June 1983, sec. C: 14. 
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of the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw series seem to constitute this perverse middle.  

For Brooks, the possibility of deriving meaning from a narrative depends on the 

anticipation of the ending.  “The interminable” he claims, “would be the 

meaningless, and the lack of ending would jeopardize the beginning.”15  This is 

exactly what happens in these sequels, as they rewrite earlier moments, refusing 

to provide closure and instead insisting that, as Judith Roof claims, the end marks 

only a “stopping place” before the next story.16  These sequels make no attempt to 

mask the fact that their endings also constitute beginnings.  The end of Psycho II 

shows Norman beginning his cycle again with Mother number two, and in Psycho 

III despite his claim to be free of her, Norman still holds onto Mother’s hand, 

signaling his inability to abandon entirely the fantasy that he has worked so hard 

to maintain.  The Texas Chain Saw endings provide a little more closure, with the 

Sawyers apparently all killed at the end of Texas Chain Saw II.  In Texas Chain 

Saw III, however, Leatherface is back, obviously having survived, and in the final 

shot of the film, he enters the frame as Benny and Michelle drive away, his 

chainsaw hanging by his side.   

Connections between the films contribute not only to maintaining the 

“middle” and refusing closure, but also to the circulation of desire as fantasies 

cross between series through visual and verbal metonymy.  The repetition and 

imitation of specific shots from other films in the two series provides connections 

between characters.  So, for example, the imitation of the voyerurism shot ties 

                                                 
15 Brooks, 93. 
16 Roof, 5. 
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Michelle to Marion, as does Stretch’s drive through the rain.  These intertextual 

moments create an economy of sorts, functioning to link characters and their 

actions and reveal similarities between the films and the series.  These economies 

are also present in moments of intertextual humor in the films.  For example, 

when Norman visits Maureen in the hospital after her suicide attempt, she 

apologizes to him for leaving the bathroom a mess.  Norman, however, tells her 

“Don’t worry.  I’ve seen it worse.”  This comment functions as a joke between 

Norman’s character and the audience at Maureen’s expense.  Whereas the 

audience understands that Norman is referring to the state of the bathroom after 

he killed Marion, Maureen has no knowledge of this.  Norman’s reference to this 

incident draws attention to this earlier act of violence, linking it with both his 

initial intention to kill Maureen, and his subsequent decision to save her.  

Maureen and Marion as characters are once again brought into association with 

one another, and their similarities and differences are announced simultaneously 

in Norman’s words.  We understand that Maureen narrowly escaped Marion’s 

fate, but the anxiety that accompanies the eruptions of violence in the text is 

alleviated by Norman’s decision to treat them differently. 

The sequel’s obvious economic function can only be fulfilled if it meets 

audience needs, and as long as a series survives, it implies that the audience wants 

that particular narrative to continue.  The end, for both Brooks and Roof, provides 

retrospective structure for the narrative that precedes it.  It depends, for Roof, on 

the “concept of chronological, linear, unidirectional time that positions the end as 
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the cumulative locus of completed knowledge.”17  The ending bestows meaning 

on what’s gone before, completes the cause-effect chain, and secures the meaning 

of the beginning and the middle.  In these films, endings mark one possible (and 

temporary) solution to the problems posed by the fantasies and worked through by 

the texts’ narratives.  But since these problems are not ultimately resolvable, the 

fantasy must be repeated with variation.  The lack of closure at the end of these 

films leaves open the possibility for a sequel and also for another version of the 

fantasy that will provide yet more positions from which to play out the problems 

of the narrative.  In the fourth installments of the series, the fantasy is again 

articulated, this time with a heightened self-consciousness that changes the 

pleasures and anxieties the fantasy produces.

                                                 
17 Roof, 7. 
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Chapter 4 

LAUGHING IN THE FACE OF DEATH: PSYCHO AND THE 
TEXAS CHAIN SAW IV 

Integral to the pleasure derived from the slasher movie in general is the 

element of humor.  As Robin Wood notes, “people who go regularly to horror 

films profess to ridicule them and go in order to laugh—which is not true, 

generally speaking, of the western or gangster movie.”1  The reflexive, self-

conscious nature of slasher films such as Wes Craven’s New Nightmare and the 

Scream series is explicit, but in many respects, the slasher movie has always 

demonstrated elements of reflexivity.  In his promotion of Scream, Wes Craven 

talks about the relationship between horror and laughter saying, “I think the state 

of being made to laugh and scream are very close…They’re both dealing with 

subjects that are somewhat uncomfortable to us, that tend to be more buried in our 

pre-conscious or our subconscious.  So the two work very well together.”2   

As Freud’s work on jokes, the comic, and humor suggests, a close 

association exists among laughter, humor, aggression and sexuality, and the 

slasher film makes use of comedy to deflect anxieties about its fantasies, creating 

humor.  In the Psycho and Texas Chainsaw series humor is present even in the 

first films.  Reviews of Psycho, for example, note that “the dialogue has its ironic 

                                                 
1 Wood, American Nightmare, 13. 
2 Peter Howell, “Horrors!  Halloween Opening of Latest Texas Chainsaw Massacre Sequel adds to 
Growing Revival of Screamfest Genre,” The Toronto Star, 31 Oct. 1997, sec. D:1. 
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twists, and there are flashes of humor, like somebody laughing in a graveyard.”3  

The film, suggests the Variety review, “is not to be taken seriously,”4 and Film 

Quarterly remarks, “Psycho is full of jokes, twists, pieces of nastiness.”5  The 

tone of Hitchcock’s previews for the film is “delightfully charlatanish, 

reassuringly and almost smugly personal,” providing “a perfectly sound 

introduction to the film.”6  Critics have also pointed to the humor in Texas Chain 

Saw.  Tobe Hooper himself claims that the film is a “very black comedy,”7 and, 

for Wood, Texas Chain Saw is “a comedy of despair: as everything is hopeless, 

there is nothing left to do but laugh.”8  In her discussion of the relationship 

between Psycho and Texas Chain Saw, Janet Staiger notes the potential function 

of intertextuality in the reading of the latter film.9  For Staiger, a film as gruesome 

as Chain Saw is able to solicit laughter in part because of its numerous references 

to the earlier Hitchcock film.  She also points to other contextual factors that 

contribute to a reading of the film as humorous: the original Psycho and images 

from it have frequently been the source of humor and satire, and Hitchcock has 

long been associated with irony and black comedy.  Humor was also a cultural 

response to the Gein event.  Although humor is all but absent from the true crime 
                                                 
3 Paul V. Beckley, The New York Herald Tribune, 17 June 1960, quoted in Film Facts 3, no. 26 
(29 July 1960): 154. 
4 “Psycho,” Variety Film Reviews, June 22 1960, quoted in Film Facts 3, no. 26 (29 July 1960): 
154. 
5 Ernest Callenbach, “Psycho,” Film Quarterly XIV, no. 1 (Fall 1060): 48. 
6 Callenbach, 49. 
7 Ron Magid, “The Texas Chainsaw Massacre Part 2,” Cinefantastique 16, no. 4/5 (1986): 32. 
8 Robin Wood, “The American Family Comedy,” Wide Angle 3, no. 2 (1979): 11. 
9 Janet Staiger, “Hitchcock in Texas: Intertextuality in the Face of Blood and Gore,” in “As Time 
Goes By”: Festskrift i anledning Bjǿrn Sǿrenssens. 50-års dag, ed. Gunnar Iversen, Stig Kulset 
and Katherine Skretting (Trondheim, Norway: Tapir, 1996), 195. 
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accounts of the incident, when it occurred, “Gein humor” began to surface in the 

form of jokes and songs.10  In the fourth installments of the series, however, this 

humor begins to dominate. 

Along with humor, intertextuality marks the last installments of these two 

series.  The moments of intertextuality in the second and third Psycho and Texas 

Chain Saw films begin to heighten the elements of reflexivity in the series, but in 

the fourth films, reflexivity works to shift the pleasure obtained from the central 

fantasies of the films to comedy and humor, drawing on the various “economies” 

described by Freud as the source of laughter and pleasure in these psychical 

processes.  In Psycho IV, the fantasy of having and being the mother, as well as 

revenge of abandonment, is explicitly worked through in a highly self-conscious 

way by the narrative, and the use of excess and reflexivity undermine the explicit 

wish of the narrative—that Norman stay sane.  Texas Chain Saw IV makes use of 

both humor and the comic to provide a degree of distance from the film’s fantasy 

scenario of violent incorporation and cannibalism.   

NATURE OR NURTURE? 

In Psycho IV, Norman explicitly articulates the fantasy of the Psycho 

series as he struggles to resolve his past issues and take up his role as husband and 

father.  However, Norman is now married and has reached heterosexual 

                                                 
10 In the appendix to Gollmar’s Edward Gein: America’s Most Bizarre Murderer, George Arndt 
provides several instances of this humor.  For example, “One of the favorites in the taverns was to 
order ‘Gein Beer’—‘that’s lots of body but no head.’”(211)  Song lyrics were also changed to 
Gein lyrics, for example the carol “Deck the halls with limbs of Mollie.”(210) 
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adulthood, locating him in the Symbolic and thus shifting the terms of the fantasy.  

The childhood Norman describes in the narrative sets out a sadomasochistic incest 

fantasy in Norman’s relationship with his mother, shutting down to some extent 

the fluidity of the earlier films in terms of identity mobility.  The narrative also 

presents Norman’s story as comic.  Carol Clover argues that male audiences of 

the slasher film are able to enjoy the sadomasochistic fantasies of the texts in part 

because the characters enacting them are female.11  It is one thing, she says “for 

the viewer to hear the psychiatrist intone at the end of Psycho that Norman as a 

boy (in the backstory) was abnormally attached to his mother; it would be quite 

another to see that attachment dramatized in the present, to experience in 

nightmare form the elaboration of Norman’s (the viewer’s own) fears and 

desires.”  She claims that “if the former is playable in male form, the latter, it 

seems, is not.”12  In Psycho IV, this backstory is played out, and the heightened 

use of humor in the text suggests the extent to which this dramatization causes 

anxiety.  The use of excess and the discrepancies between Norman’s assertions 

and the narrative representation of events create the kind of difference in ideation 

that Freud refers to in relation to the comic.  Norman’s story is at times too 

excessive and at other times too contradictory to take seriously, resulting in an 

explicit narration that reaches resolution and a subtext that undermines that 

resolution.     

                                                 
11 Clover, 96. 
12 Clover, 97. 
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Calling a radio talk show on matricide ostensibly to explain what might 

drive a son to kill his mother, Norman tells the story of his childhood in a series of 

flashbacks.  He also tells the show’s host, Fran Ambrose, that he intends to kill 

again.  The narrative cuts back and forth between these flashbacks and the 

attempts of Fran and the show’s guest psychiatrist, Dr. Richmond, to find out who 

he intends to kill and why.  Norman describes incidents that illustrate his mother’s 

alternating seductive and sadistic behavior toward him and the process whereby 

she and her boyfriend, Chet, drive him to murder them.  He also describes two 

other murders he committed after his mother’s death, and his intention to kill his 

wife, Connie, because she has allowed herself to become pregnant against his 

wishes.  He explains that he is afraid his psychosis is genetic, and he told her 

when they married that they could never have children because of this.  When he 

finishes his story, Norman hangs up on Fran and calls his wife, telling her to meet 

him at the old Bates house.  He goes there with the intention of killing her, but she 

manages to talk him out of it, and, instead, he burns down the house.  As he is 

setting the fire, he sees the ghosts of the women he murdered and is almost 

trapped and killed himself.  However, he escapes, and he and Connie walk away 

as the house burns behind them. 

This recounting of his childhood seems to allow Norman to work through 

his problems and put the past to rest.  He returns to the past in order to face it so 

as to prevent it from having further power over him.  However, underlying this 

apparent recovery is the suggestion of a more perverse wish that surfaces in the 

contradictions and reversals present in the narrative.  Explicitly, the film contains 
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the entire Psycho fantasy since Norman is cured and reaches heterosexual 

adulthood.  The underlying fantasy of the text, however surfaces in the excess of 

the narrative, a lack of logic in Norman’s story and the undermining of narrative 

resolution and closure. 

The purpose of Norman’s narrative seems to be to establish that his 

mother’s treatment of him led to his psychosis and turned him into a mother 

killer.  His fantasy here is articulated clearly: that his mother seduced him, 

symbolically castrated him, and abandoned him, and he avenged himself by 

killing her and her lover.  However, as the story unfolds, multiple events 

contradict this assertion.  Most obviously, Norman claims that he must kill his 

wife, Connie, because he fears that his psychosis will be passed on to their child.  

If this is the case, Norman’s recounting of the events of his childhood is not 

relevant.  If the condition is genetic, then his mother’s treatment of him is not 

causally significant and the story in flashback is moot.  As the film unfolds, 

Norman oscillates between blaming his mother for his condition and excusing her.  

Rather than functioning to explain his psychosis, Norman’s call to the radio 

station might be seen as an attempt to convince himself that his mother is in fact 

to blame and that he is genetically sound, and origins and motivations thus 

become unsure.   

Throughout Psycho IV several voices compete over the “truth” about the 

origins of Norman’s psychosis.  Norman’s voice is dominant in that the 

visualization of his story lends it authority.  As the flashbacks unfold, the story 

becomes “real.”  Norman, however, is a highly unreliable narrator, and, although 
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Fran and Norman dismiss the opinions of Dr. Richmond, narrative events seem to 

confirm much of what he says.  The figure of Dr. Richmond works on several 

levels, and the film plays with his assessment of the situation throughout.  

Obviously, this character has an intertextual dimension; Dr. Richmond is the 

psychiatrist who provides an assessment of Norman’s condition in Hitchcock’s 

Psycho.  Summarily dismissed many times over as too simplistic by critics and 

theorists alike, Dr. Richmond’s diagnosis of Norman in Psycho has taken on the 

status of a joke.  Neat and pat, his explanation of Norman’s pathology now seems 

like a parody of a popular understanding of Freud.   

However, throughout the first part of Psycho IV, while the characters 

dismiss Dr. Richmond’s comments regarding Norman’s story, the unfolding of 

the narrative actually demonstrates their accuracy.  His comments point to the 

very obvious oedipal and incestuous overtones of the story which would 

presumably provide Norman with a reason for murdering his mother, and yet 

Norman denies that these exist.  Many of the incidents he describes include highly 

erotic encounters with his mother, and he himself admits that the path to the 

murder began when she started to bring home her boyfriend.  He tells Fran, “she 

didn’t need him, he didn’t make her life any better than it was when all she had 

was me.  I was the man of the house.”  This admission firmly establishes 

Norman’s motivation as sexual jealousy and makes absurd his denial that the 

story is an “incest tragedy.”  Similarly, when Norman is sexually aroused after 

rolling around on the floor with his mother and she punishes him by making him 

wear a dress and calling him “Norma,” Norman dismisses Dr. Richmond’s 
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assertion that this was a symbolic castration, insisting that it was nothing of the 

kind.  That it was symbolic castration is blatantly obvious, and Norman’s denial 

of the incestuous nature of his relationship with his mother is made absurd.  This 

discrepancy between the narrative’s visual presentation of the incident and 

Norman’s interpretation of it thus creates a comic moment.  It also displays the 

discrepancy between Norman’s fantasy and the fantasy of the text, as the 

narration abuses its primary character, making him the subject of a joke. 

The end of the film also undermines the apparent resolution of Norman’s 

conflicts.  Norman has burned down the house, the vessel that he believes holds 

his memories of the past that bind him to Mother.  As he walks away, he says to 

his wife Connie, “I’m free.”  As with the original Psycho, however, mother has 

the last word as she calls to him from the cellar, telling him to let her out.  

Immediately following this, the screen fades to black and a baby cries, linking 

mother with Norman’s unborn child and implying that she will be “let out” 

through the child.  The whole explanatory framework for Norman’s behavior 

hinges on the nature/nurture question, and while Norman’s decision not to kill 

Connie seems to settle the matter, the end of the film once again throws it into 

doubt, rescuing the fantasy from censorship and providing for the possibility of a 

repetition of the Psycho fantasy—a return of Mother and another cycle of killings.  

The circulation of desire promises to continue in another perverse set of family 

relationships.  Thus while the narrative concludes with Norman’s successful entry 

into the Symbolic, the narration suggests that a return to the pre-oedipal is the 

underlying fantasy of the text itself. 
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The explanation that the narrative provides for Norman’s behavior is 

classically oedipal.  However, within the context of the Psycho narrative as a 

whole, Psycho IV’s closure is obviously overly simplistic and reductive.  

Norman’s story is too convenient.  His mother apparently provided exactly the 

correct doses of incestuous desire and rejection to turn Norman into a serial killer.  

More than in any of the other installments, Norman’s construction of events and 

his narrativization of his childhood allow him to incorporate his own oedipal 

fantasies into his memories of his relationship with his mother.  Nowhere is Peter 

Brook’s assertion that the narrativization of a past event constructs it more 

relevant than in reading Norman’s account of his mother’s emotional abuse.  In 

his discussion of the Wolf Man, Brooks asserts that no way exists to determine 

whether the events that are recounted in the psychoanalytic case study are 

retrospective fictions or not, but that this assertion is not important because the 

patient’s subsequent history remains unchanged.  The individual’s biography is a 

layered text, and the meaning of the narrative that results from it is not fixed 

because the way a story is ordered doesn’t necessarily correspond to the way that 

it works.13  Norman’s narrative works here to reconstruct the psychical reality of 

his past with the “real” reality remaining inaccessible.   

This is apparent in the overdetermination of the events that Norman 

identifies, all of which link very explicitly feelings of sexuality and violence.  

They seem obviously to point to the connection between Norman’s inability to 

                                                 
13 Brooks, 277-78. 
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resolve his oedipal attachment to his mother and his subsequent psychosis.  As 

noted previously, however, the convolutions and contradictions of the narrative as 

a whole destabilize this causal connection and many of Dr. Richmond’s assertions 

and Norman’s descriptions seem both too obvious and inadequate.  The first 

incident that Norman describes in his flashback is the murder of a teenage girl that 

occurs after his mother’s death and that links explicitly sex and violence as he 

tells Fran that he killed the girl because she wanted to have sex with him.  

Visually, the scene is highly overdetermined and the film shows Norman’s 

seductress sucking provocatively on a straw as fireworks explode in the sky 

behind them.  As Norman stabs her repeatedly, the Fourth of July firework 

display reaches its climax, and the scene cuts to the grand finale of explosions.  

Aside from the murder of his mother and her boyfriend, the other murder Norman 

describes is that of an older woman with the obvious oedipal implications this 

carries.   

Sex and violence are also linked throughout in Norman’s relationship with 

his mother.  One of the earliest incidents in his childhood that he describes is his 

father’s funeral when he was six.  He explains that he felt sad because his mother 

was sad, but visually, a close-up shows his mother’s hand stroking his jacket then 

tickling him as they sit in the church.  When he is unable to prevent himself from 

laughing, she slaps him for being disrespectful of the dead.  In a later incident, 

Norman’s mother goes into cabin 1, the site of Marion Crane’s murder, and he 

spies on her through the hole in the office wall that he explains his father made.  

As he looks through the hole in an obviously voyeuristic way, his mother, off 
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screen, begins to make sounds that could very easily be connected to a sexual act.  

In fact, however, she is in a rage, and she begins to throw objects around the 

room.  Thus, Norman’s voyeurism is represented as a sexual fantasy that turns 

violent.  Ultimately, Norman’s decision to kill his mother and Chet, her boyfriend, 

occurs when he hears them having sex as he prepares iced tea for them.   

Norman emphasizes explicitly and repeatedly the sexual nature of his 

relationship with his mother, signaling his location in the Symbolic at this point 

and including a fantasy of castration in his reconstruction of events.  A central 

scene in the film demonstrates the presence in Norman’s story of both the 

seduction fantasy and the castration fantasy that results from it.  The summer 

before he killed his mother, Norman tells us, was the hottest in history.  His 

mother hated the heat because it made her feel “like a dog.”  Visually, the scene 

begins with a slow, lingering pan of his mother’s face in close-up as sweat runs 

down her neck.  Soft jazz plays in the background and a fan hums.  Norman enters 

the room carrying iced tea, wearing only pajama pants and leans over her to pour 

her drink.  When she asks him to blot her with orange flower water, Norman 

becomes visibly nervous and asks her what he should use.  She replies that he 

should use his fingers and begin at her ankles.  The scene cuts between close-ups 

of Norman’s hand slowly moving up her leg and pushing her skirt up above her 

knee, and his Mother’s face as she leans back in her chair, eyes closed, moaning 

slightly with pleasure.  She laughs suddenly and jumps up, causing Norman to 

spill the flower water and pushing him to the floor.  They roll over together, 

laughing and Norman comes to rest on top of her.  They pause, holding each other 
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and smiling.  Visually aligned with the conventional “first kiss” scene of the 

romance film, this incestuous moment is broken as Mother realizes that Norman 

has an erection and throws him off in disgust.  She shouts at him, makes him put 

on a dress and lipstick and tells him he is a girl.  Locking him in the closet, she 

leaves him calling after her from under the door.  The anxiety generated by this 

potentially disturbing scene of near incest and abuse is alleviated by the inclusion 

of a moment of comic excess as the scene dissolves back to present time with a 

graphic match on the adult Norman, in a fetal position on the kitchen floor, saying 

“please God, don’t let her leave me there, please mother.”  This regression to 

childlike behavior on Norman’s part appears absurd and is not what we expect 

from an adult. 

The overdetermined nature of Norman’s narrative suggests that this is his 

fantasy, reaffirming that the past is unknowable and unrecoverable, but also that 

this is where desire originates.  In his reconstruction of the past, Norman attempts 

to explain for himself the original enigmas that Jean Laplanche and J. B. Pontalis 

outline, with scenes that enact the primal scene, the seduction fantasy, and the 

castration fantasy.  The past in Psycho IV thus becomes a site of extreme 

uncertainty, but its force is not diminished because of this.  Even if these events 

did not actually occur, they are psychically real, and as Laplanche and Pontalis 

point out, for psychoanalysis psychic reality is just as important as material, 

external reality.  In his attempts to reconstruct the events of his childhood and 

“explain” the origins of his psychosis, Norman encounters the impossibility of his 

fantasies about his mother, thus recounting a narrative that is highly contradictory.  
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The narrative forces attention to the gap between the “real” event that caused 

Norman’s trauma and his imagined reconstruction of it.  This gap is apparent in 

the discrepancy between Norman’s description of his mother and her actions, and 

also the representation of her in the previous Psycho films.  Norman’s own 

comments about his mother do not fit with the Mrs. Bates that Psycho IV shows.  

Whereas Norman claims she was “frigid” and a product of “the age of sexual 

repression,” the narration in Psycho IV shows Mrs. Bates (in Norman’s 

flashbacks) as highly sexual and sensual not only with her boyfriend, Chet, but 

also with Norman.   

In addition, many of the details provided by Norman about his mother do 

not fit with previous representations of Mrs. Bates.  Played by Olivia Hussey in 

Psycho IV, she is young, beautiful, and sexual whereas Mrs. Bates is popularly 

conceived of as an older, conservative woman, largely due to the traces of her that 

we see in the previous Psycho films—her conservative dresses and gray hair, and 

her voice.  In order to maintain his fantasy of seduction, Norman must imagine his 

mother as beautiful, loving and sexual.  But in order to maintain his newfound 

sanity and talk himself out of killing Connie, he must imagine his mother as cruel, 

sadistic and castrating, thereby convincing himself that her treatment of him 

caused his psychosis.  The “knots” that Norman enters into attempting to 

construct a fantasy that will allow him to solve the problem of the origins of his 

identity, including his sexual identity, point to the incredible difficulties involved 

in achieving Freud’s “normal, adult heterosexuality” and yet the closure imposed 

on the narrative insists that this is necessary, even if Norman must contradict 
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himself in order to accomplish it.  In the contradictory and illogical presentation 

of Norman’s story, the complex movement of desire is revealed. 

The narrative presentation of this fantasy as comic works to emphasize 

these contradictions and undermine the resolution of the ending, and perhaps also 

functions as a façade for another level of meaning.  In his discussion of jokes, 

Freud argues that faulty reasoning and absurdity, often providing the explicit 

technique of a joke, might in certain cases function as a façade that covers over a 

truth.  In effect, it may be a reversal whereby the apparent object of the joke, the 

person who is explicitly made to look absurd, is in fact pointing to an absurdity in 

another person or an institution.  The examples Freud provides are marriage 

broker jokes in which the broker seems to expose his own deceitfulness through a 

linguistic mistake, but underlying this exposure is the implication that his 

customers are ridiculous for entering into an arranged marriage.  The broker’s 

contempt for the people he works for shows through at the point where he 

condemns himself.   

With this in mind, the way in which Norman’s fantasy is represented here 

becomes increasingly complex.  Explicitly it seems that Norman’s denial of his 

incestuous desires is ridiculous.  However, Norman’s insistence that this is not 

what drove him to kill also implies that these desires are normal within the 

nuclear family, suggesting its inherent perversity.  Norman continuously insists 

that his mother is not to blame, and his reasoning throughout is contradictory and 

illogical.  The family, and particularly the mother/child relationship, is made to 

appear inherently sexual and corrupt.   
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The extent to which the narrative disguises the fantasy of the text through 

the imposition of resolution and closure signals the anxiety this fantasy generates.  

Anxiety surfaces also in the film’s representation of the past and the hold it has 

over Norman.  As with Psycho II and III, aspects of the mise-en-scene tie this film 

to the previous installments, indicating the past’s hold over the present through 

intertextual repetition.  The beginning of Psycho IV is a web of intertextual 

references that draw attention to the film’s heritage.  The original Psycho score is 

used during the opening credits, and the opening montage makes visual reference 

to the kitchen knife used by Norman in his previous murders, as well as 

referencing the shower scene as blood washes down a drain.  The film is also full 

of dialogue from the original Psycho.  Norman repeats the words “not 

inordinately” throughout the film as well as using some of the better known lines 

from Psycho such as “a boy’s best friend is his mother,” “mother hasn’t been 

herself lately,” and “Mother, oh God Mother, Blood.  Blood.” 

The opening montage also connects the past with violence and the 

domestic.  Close-up images show someone decorating a birthday cake, sewing 

skin together, and washing blood down a drain, as well as shots of a knife and a 

radio dial.  Because these images are close-ups, no context is provided for them.  

Although later the film reveals that the skin belongs to a turkey and that the blood 

came from a cut on Norman’s finger, in the opening scene this is not apparent and 

these “domestic” images become threatening and sinister, suggesting the potential 

for violence within the domestic scene, especially when combined with the 

Psycho score.   
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The construction of narration in the film also contributes to the force of 

the past.  The flashback structure produces the kind of fatalism described by J.P. 

Telotte in relation to film noir.  In the noir narrative, says Telotte, the voice-over 

and flashback structure produce a tension between past and present as the narrator 

attempts to impose order on a chaotic and predetermined sequence of events that 

are outside of his control.  In this “paradox,” Telotte argues, “we begin to see the 

fundamental plight of the noir protagonist, who longs to possess and order the 

confusing pattern of his existence but who invariably finds himself possessed and 

determined by all manner of forces.”14 

In a similar manner, Norman attempts to impose order onto the events of 

his childhood and construct a causal chain that will explain his psychosis.  This 

attempt, however, is unsuccessful and the text’s superficial resolution is 

undermined in multiple ways.  The overt construction of the narrative as an 

explanation for Norman’s behavior in the previous Psycho films simply serves to 

further complicate the fantasies and anxieties of the series.  Attempting to impose 

an explanatory framework onto a set of irresolvable problems, the film in fact 

exposes the contradictory nature of Norman’s familial relationships. 

                                                 
14 J.P. Telotte, Voices in the Dark: The Narrative Patterns of Film Noir (Urbana, Champaign: 
University of Illinois Press, 1989), 40-41. 
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PIZZA FOR DINNER 

In Texas Chain Saw IV, the use of reflexivity and excess work to produce 

a shift in the fantasy that allows for a degree of affective distance.  The film 

follows a group of four high school seniors who leave their prom and have a car 

accident on the back roads of Texas.  Three members of the group, Jenny, 

Heather, and Barry go for help and come to a single unit office building occupied 

by Darla, who calls her husband Vilmer to pick up the wrecked car.  The teens 

begin to walk back to the car, but Heather and Barry decide to follow a truck that 

turns onto a side road, and Jenny is left to return to the car on her own.  In the 

meantime, Vilmer arrives at the accident scene and rather than helping the fourth 

teen Sean with the unconscious driver of the other car, he snaps his neck and 

proceeds to chase and kill Sean, running him over with his truck.  Vilmer picks 

Jenny up on her way back to the car, and she sees Sean’s body hanging in the 

back of the truck.  She jumps from the car and runs back to the office, only to 

discover that Darla is part of the crazed family.  “W,” one of the Sawyer brothers, 

arrives and forces her into the trunk of Darla’s car, and Darla takes her back to 

their house.  There she is tortured, finally escaping as the sun comes up.   

The narration of Texas Chain Saw IV plays on the slasher’s generic 

conventions.  As the characters walk along the deserted dirt road, Heather, who 

would in the typical slasher film be the “ditzy” first-to-go character, is jumpy and 

nervous and keeps telling the others that she feels like someone is following them.  

She insists that they are all going to be murdered and constructs scenarios in 
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which they will be tied up and kept in a cellar.  Her level of awareness puts her in 

a position more typical of the viewer of a horror film than a character in one.  

Jenny’s character also undermines certain generic conventions regarding the Final 

Girl as she talks back to her captors and disengages from the scene at certain 

points, shifting out of character and remarking on the ridiculousness of the 

situation. Her character shifts between hysterical victim and knowing, disengaged 

spectator as the behavior of the Sawyers becomes more and more absurd.  This 

reflexivity, although it does not solicit laughter, does produce an economy of sorts 

as it brings generic elements into association with one another, acting as a release 

of anxiety over the violent fantasy being represented. 

The film also makes use of excess to in relation to generic conventions.  In 

her discussion of film violence, Vivian Sobchack argues that the excessive 

violence of slasher movies is in large part the source of the humor, with “too 

much becoming, indeed ‘too much’: incredible, a ‘gross-out,’ so ‘outrageous’ and 

‘over the top’ that ironic reflexivity set[s] in (for both films and audiences) and 

the mounting gore and dead bodies [becomes] expected—and funny.”15  She 

claims “a kind of metasensibility [is] at work here; life, death, and the movies are 

a ‘joke’ or an ‘illusion’ and everyone’s in on it.”16  One of the reasons that this 

address is possible is the audience’s familiarity with the conventions of the slasher 

genre.  At this point—the late nineties—the slasher is firmly established, and the 

                                                 
15 Sobchack, 121. 
16 Sobchack, 124. 
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excesses are almost necessary to provide novelty in repetition, but they also 

foreground the absurdity of the genre’s fantasies.   

Recognition of the tendency for the slasher movie to invent increasingly 

gory and extreme forms of mutilation for the victims provides the potential for 

laughter when, for example, Vilmer bites Heather’s cheek, then sets her on fire, 

and finally crushes her skull with his electronic leg.  Heather, in fact, is a 

character who refuses to die.  Although it seems that she will be dispatched early 

on in the narrative (as her predecessor Pam was in the first Texas Chain Saw), she 

keeps resurfacing.  After she has been put in the freezer and hung on the meat 

hook, she appears crawling down the road as Darla is returning to the house.  She 

is then hit with a stick and disfigured by Vilmer, and is back again at the dinner 

table where Vilmer sets her on fire.  Unlike the minor characters in most slasher 

films, Heather is almost as invincible as the killer himself.  Throughout Texas 

Chain Saw IV, the excesses of the slasher genre are developed to such extremes 

that they cannot be taken seriously, particularly given that they are punctuated by 

highly inappropriate comments and behaviors on the part of the characters.  As 

noted above, Jenny at certain points, growing tired of the Sawyers’ craziness, tells 

them off and takes control temporarily of the situation which undercuts 

periodically the intensity and brutality of the scenes.   

These incidents do not provide the shock of the new but a knowing 

recognition of the familiar taken to an extreme or undermined.  Several processes 

seem to be functioning simultaneously here; an excess creates comedy as it 

deviates from what is necessary or expected in order to fulfil its generic function, 
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and displacement of affect occurs as something that should produce horror is 

made amusing.  Comedy and humor are generated through economies of ideation 

and feeling that are made possible by a repetition and refusal of generic 

conventions. 

The film uses absurdity to create comedy and humor.  Comic situations 

arise here as characters respond inappropriately to situations, creating a 

discrepancy between a normal, expected response and the represented response.  

So, for example, as the Sawyer brother “W” is manhandling Jenny into the trunk 

of the car, zapping her repeatedly with a cattle prod, Darla tells him to let Vilmer 

know she’s going to pick up pizza on her way home and will be a little late.  As 

she leaves the office, she “claps off” her lights.  Or, in another example, in the 

midst of torturing Jenny, Vilmer begins fighting with Darla and W, and they are 

so distracted by this that Jenny is able to stand up and pick up a gun that is 

propped against the kitchen counter.  After Vilmer has tortured and taunted Jenny, 

Darla takes her into the bathroom and tells her she has a dress that she has never 

worn that would look great on Jenny.  When Vilmer tells them to shut up, she 

replies that it is just “girl talk.”  In these and other instances, behavior that would 

be deemed normal is juxtaposed with extremely brutal and abnormal behavior 

resulting in a discrepancy that produces a comic effect.  In addition, the characters 

themselves at times adopt a humorous attitude toward the situation.  As Jenny is 

pointing the gun at the Sawyers, Darla asks her not to make this an all-nighter.  

She says she hates to be a party pooper, but she has had a long day and the pizza 

is growing cold.  As Freud says, with humor, the ego “refuses to be distressed by 
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the provocations of reality.”17  The humor in Texas Chain Saw IV serves a similar 

purpose in that it rejects the seriousness of the actions in the narrative and reduces 

the fantasy’s ability to produce anxiety.   

The film’s representation of the Sawyer family also creates comedy.  This 

occurs in all the films in the series, but here it is more extreme and draws 

attention to the problem of the nuclear family in general, as does Norman’s story 

in Psycho IV.  The Sawyers demonstrate the characteristics of the typical 

dysfunctional family but extreme brutality and psychotic behavior follow what 

seems like normal bickering.  Vilmer, for example, is constantly beating Darla 

almost to death, and the familiar struggle over who gains possession of the remote 

(often fought in families along gender lines) here becomes an absurd life and 

death issue.18   

The comic moments in the film produce distance from its brutality but also 

draw attention to the text’s generic history.  In addition, the intertexuality and 

reflexivity of this film work to produce repetition and variation that ultimately 

highlight the difference between Texas Chain Saw IV and the first Texas Chain 

Saw.  Of all the sequels, the plot of Texas Chain Saw IV most closely resembles 

that of the first film.  The first farmhouse scene from Texas Chain Saw is repeated 

here with Heather and Barry as they come across the house and decide to ask for a 

ride.  Leatherface also hangs Heather from the meathook just as he does Pam in 
                                                 
17 Freud, “Humor,” 162. 
18 As Vilmer holds Jenny down for Leatherface to saw her, she grabs the remote that controls 
Vilmer’s artificial leg and presses it, making his leg move and causing him to let go of her.  
Vilmer then reaches for a second remote and they battle over the control of his leg as Jenny 
attempts to escape. 
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the first film.  The farmhouse in this installment closely resembles the house in 

the first film, and the narrative is structured similarly in that Jenny thinks she has 

escaped to safety several times just as Sally does in the first film, only to find she 

has run into the arms of another family member.  Sally’s ordeal at the hands of the 

Sawyer father when she reaches the barbecue stand is repeated when Jenny runs 

back to Darla’s office and is forced into the trunk of her car by W who is wielding 

a cattle prod.  The final scene of the film resembles closely that of Texas Chain 

Saw as a couple in an RV pick up Jenny and Leatherface repeats his chain saw-

wielding dance in the road.  This plot repetition creates parallels between the first 

and fourth films, but in doing so it also highlights the differences between them.   

These differences figure most importantly in the character of Jenny and in 

the representation of the Sawyer family.  Whereas Sally is in a state of terror 

throughout her ordeal, Jenny’s attitude oscillates between hysterical fear and 

angry defiance.  At several points in the action, she turns on the Sawyers, at one 

point managing to grab hold of a shotgun as they fight among themselves and 

telling them all to lie down on the floor.  During the dinner scene, Vilmer tells  

Jenny that Leatherface wants her face as a new mask, trying to scare her further.  

Jenny turns on him, slapping him and telling him to leave her alone, insisting, “if 

you’re gonna kill me then do it.  I’m not going to put up with any more of your 

bullshit.”  She then announces that she is going to leave and nobody is going to 

stop her.  Jenny’s behavior differs significantly from that of the previous Final 

Girls in the series.  Her refusal to engage fully with the Sawyers’ plans 

undermines their potency and suggests that the narration is a fantasy.  Just as 
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humor functions to reject a traumatic fantasy, protecting the ego, here Jenny 

refuses to accept the Sawyers’ world.   

The inability of the Sawyers to fulfill their horrific function is a result of 

changes in the representation of the family.  The central characters here are a 

young couple, and the majority of the libidinal energy circulating in the film is 

channeled into their own sadomasochistic relationship.  The Sawyers are 

presented as functioning within the Symbolic.  They are subject to the Law of the 

Father and are therefore unable to act effectively as killers and cannibals.  They 

can no longer enjoy the guilt free indulgence of their cannibalistic acts, and, in 

fact, cannibalism is not mentioned in this film.  Although they still torture and kill 

their victims, the Sawyers now dine on pizza.  This psychic shift is apparent both 

in their attitude toward Jenny and in Vilmer and Darla’s paranoia.  Although 

Vilmer tortures Jenny, unlike the Sawyers in the previous films, he is not 

comfortable with what he does.  As Darla tells Jenny, his job is very stressful.  

Darla herself plays no part in Jenny’s torture and actually comforts her frequently 

throughout the film.  Her attempts to calm Jenny down are ridiculous as she 

makes excuses for Vilmer’s behavior and tells Jenny not to let him bother her.  

However, Darla’s attempts also imply that the narration wants her to feel guilt and 

knows this is wrong.  In addition, Darla and Vilmer both claim that they are 

constantly under surveillance, a paranoia that reconfirms that the narration locates 

them in the symbolic.  For Freud, paranoia, or the delusion of being watched, 

arises from a revolt against the super-ego or conscience, the censoring agency that 
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has its origins in parental authority.19  That the film represents the Sawyers as 

subject to the activity of the super-ego indicates that its fantasy is constantly 

censoring itself. 

Reflexivity contributes to the censoring of the anxiety created by the 

fantasy, drawing attention to the film’s construction and disrupting involvement 

in the diegesis.  The reflexive nature of the film is apparent from the opening 

voice-over, which can be read as either backstory or a comment on the notoriety 

of the first Texas Chain Saw.  On August 18, 1973, the narrator says, “news of a 

bizarre chainsaw wielding family—reports of which were to ignite the world’s 

imagination began to filter out of Texas.”  It is also apparent in the presence of a 

character, Rothman who arrives in a toward the end of the film to chastise Vilmer 

for failing in his assigned task.  Rothman, a man in a black suit, arrives in a 

limousine and tells Vilmer that he is doing an appalling job.  He wants “these 

people” to know the meaning of horror, he says.  As an outsider entering into and 

critiquing the drama that is unfolding on the screen, Rothman can be read as 

director or producer.  The incident has been staged and “these people” might as 

easily refer to the viewers as to the characters.  The abrupt intrusion of this 

character disrupts the direction of the diegesis as a simple horror film and draws 

attention to its construction.  Unexplained as his appearance is, Rothman’s 

presence suggests that the series as a whole has been constructed for our viewing 

                                                 
19 Sigmund Freud, “On Narcissism: An Introduction,” in The Freud Reader, ed. Peter Gay (New 
York: W.W. Norton, 1989), 559. 
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pleasure and that some kind of higher presence is controlling it, overseeing the 

chaos and unpredictability of narrative events.   

The shifts in the fantasy of the Texas Chain Saw series that occur here 

produce a degree of affective distance that is not present in the previous 

installments.  Even the Final Girl herself does not fully buy into the violent scene, 

and the self-conscious nature of the narrative draws attention to the fantasy 

construction of the text and its generic history.  Anxiety seems more pronounced 

in this text than the pleasures of the fantasy and the text’s use of humor to 

alleviate this anxiety provides a defense against the implications of the fantasy. 

Overall, these fourth films seem to indicate that the series themselves have 

reached a point where they can no longer articulate their fantasies freely, and the 

strategies used here indicate a more anxious or cynical attitude toward the 

material of the narratives that draws attention to them as fantasies.  The claim that 

film genres move from experimentation to reflexivity across time as repetition of 

the conventions occurs is not original,20 but here I would argue that this change 

functions to produce affective distance from the central fantasies of the series.  

                                                 
20 For example, in Hollywood Genres: Formulas, Filmmaking, and the Studio System (New York: 
Random House, 1981), Thomas Schatz lays out various models of generic evolution, such as those 
posited by Christian Metz and Leo Braudy, arguing that film genres progress from 
experimentation to a classic phase, and then into stages of contestation and parody or reflexivity as 
audience familiarity with generic characteristics grows. 
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Unlike the third installments, which demonstrate a proliferation of possible 

positions within the fantasies of the texts, these fourth installments seem to close 

down those possibilities, causing distance rather than engagement. 
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Chapter 5 

ACADEMY AWARDS AND EXPERIMENTAL ART: THE 
SILENCE OF THE LAMBS AND GUS VAN SANT’S PSYCHO 

With The Silence of the Lambs and Gus Van Sant’s remake of Psycho, the 

Gein story moved from the lowbrow to the highbrow while proving its fantasies 

still have great power.  Reviews of The Silence of the Lambs differentiate it from 

the normal slasher movie, praising Jonathan Demme for his handling of the genre.  

The film, says a USA Today review, “brings cinematic terror into a new decade,”1 

and Caryn James of The New York Times writes “it is the only film in recent 

memory that deserves to be compared to Alfred Hitchcock’s 1960 classic, 

Psycho.”2  The Washington Post calls the film a “masterly suspense thriller” that 

“lurks about the exquisite edges of horror” and “goes beyond its grisly text to 

become a mesmerizing, diabolical retelling of beauty and the beast.”3   

For Van Sant’s remake of Psycho, many reviews focused on the film’s 

aesthetic value.  Regardless of whether they saw the remake as a worthwhile 

endeavor or a waste of time and money, critics acknowledged its status as an 

experimental film and often referenced Van Sant’s art school background.  

Perhaps inspired by his time at Rhode Island School of Design (RISD), says 

                                                 
1 Susan Wloszczyna, “‘Lambs’ Bolts from Hitchcock’s Shadow,” USA Today, 20 Feb 1991, sec. 
D: 11. 
2 Caryn James, “Now Starring, Killers for the Chiller 90s,” The New York Times, 10 March 1991, 
sec. 2: 1. 
3 Rita Kempley, “Lambs to the Slaughter: Jonathan Demme’s Tale of Enticing Horror,” The 
Washington Post, 14 Feb. 1991, sec B: 1. 
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Patrick Goldstein of the LA Times, Van Sant’s intention was to “photocopy the 

movie, much in the same way Andy Warhol re-created the Campbell’s soup cans 

or Ed Ruscha revamped the ‘Annie’ logo.”4  Van Sant himself calls the film a 

“research project.”  Referring to his time at RISD, Van Sant discusses in 

interviews the practice of appropriation, pointing out that “‘appropriation’ in 

some ways just doesn’t exist . . . As soon as you put something in a different 

context, you’re imparting your own style.  Just by touching it, you become part of 

it and it becomes part of you.” 5  Reviews of the film and Van Sant’s own 

assertions thus position the film within the realm of art.   

In the case of both films, the particular aestheticizations of the Gein story 

produce narratives that provide a different but intensive control over the fantasy, 

moving away from the narrative chaos of the slasher and toward a more contained 

form of pleasure.  The narrative structure of The Silence of the Lambs and the 

relationships between the characters channel the pleasures and anxieties of the 

film toward productive ends that work in the service of the Law.  In Psycho, the 

changes Van Sant made to Hitchcock’s film produce a text that calls more for 

intellectual contemplation than visceral reaction and that shift its representations 

of gender and sexuality.  These films thus provide an alternative affective position 

from which to experience the Gein story’s horrors and pleasures.  Both The 

Silence of the Lambs and Van Sant’s Psycho are rich texts and raise many issues 

                                                 
4 Patrick Goldstein, “Feeling Nostalgic Mother?,” Los Angeles Times, 25 October 1998, sec. 
Calendar: 4. 
5 RJ Smith, “Has Gus Van Sant Gone Psycho?,” The New York Times, 29 Nov. 1998, sec. 6: 104. 
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other than those I discuss here.  However, in the context of this dissertation I 

explore them as they relate to the fantasies and anxieties discussed in the previous 

chapters and as a part of the Gein metanarrative. 

YOU DON’T WANT HANNIBAL LECTER INSIDE YOUR HEAD 

 In The Silence of the Lambs, the central figures of the Psycho and Texas 

Chain Saw series are brought together and the fantasies of the two series 

combined.  Through the figures of Jame Gumb and Hannibal Lecter, the fantasies 

of incorporation that circulate in the series surface, but the narrative treatment 

these characters receive is decidedly different.  Whereas Jame, who is closer to 

Norman, is demonized and eventually eliminated, Hannibal, who is akin to the 

Sawyers, becomes a figure of fascination and is allowed to go free.  In addition, 

with the presentation of the story from the detective’s perspective, the libidinal 

energy generated by the fantasy scenario is re-directed and put in the service of 

the Symbolic.  It serves institutional purposes. 

 Narratively, the film shifts focus from the capture and torture of the 

killer’s victims to the tracking and capture of the killer.  The film follows F.B.I. 

trainee Clarice Starling as she attempts to discover the identity and whereabouts 

of “Buffalo Bill,” a serial killer who skins his female victims.  In an attempt to 

enlist the help of the imprisoned serial killer, Dr. Hannibal “the cannibal” Lecter, 

the head of the F.B.I.’s profiling unit, Jack Crawford, sends Clarice to question 

him.  Clarice and Hannibal develop a rapport of sorts as, against Jack’s advice, 

she tells him details of her personal life in exchange for information about Buffalo 
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Bill.  Clarice succeeds in discovering Buffalo Bill’s identity, but the F.B.I. is 

mistaken as to where he is living and the swat team breaks into the wrong house.  

Clarice, who is sent to question someone who may have known him, comes face-

to-face with Buffalo Bill/Jame Gumb.  Realizing she has worked out who he is, 

Jame turns out all the lights in his house and stalks her.  Clarice, however, 

manages to shoot him before he can kill her.  The final scene of the film takes 

place at Clarice’s graduation where she receives a phone call from Hannibal who 

has escaped and is about to “have dinner” with his former captor, Dr. Chiltern. 

 The figure of Jame contains elements of both Norman and Gein.  His 

desire to incorporate and assimilate is played out in the making of a “woman suit” 

from pieces of skin he takes from his victims.  He intends to wear the women he 

kills, as Gein and Leatherface did.  Unlike the Sawyers, Jame’s pathology is 

linked specifically to his gender distress, and, as the queer community’s protests 

against the film suggest, his character is highly unsympathetic.6  Although 

Hannibal tells Clarice that Jame is not gay and that he is not a transsexual, 

Hannibal does mention that Jame had a male lover (whose head Clarice discovers 

in Hannibal’s storage unit), and as others have pointed out, Jame is coded in a 

most exaggerated way by the film’s mise-en-scène as stereotypically gay.7  It 

becomes easy to overlook Lecter’s assertion that Jame is not a gay transvestite 

when he has a poodle called Precious and dances in front of a video camera with 
                                                 
6 For example, GLAAD and Queer Nation both condemned the film for its representation of yet 
another gay serial killer and its representations of brutal violence against women, protesting the 
film on its release and at the Academy Awards. 
7 Young, Fuss and Sullivan, for example, all note that Buffalo Bill’s behavior is stereotypically 
“gay” and his character is positioned in various ways as homosexual. 
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his penis tucked between his legs, wearing women’s clothes and make-up.  As a 

figure of monstrosity and abjection, the narrative ultimately eliminates Jame, 

suggesting that his form of pathology is particularly threatening.  Seen in relation 

to the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw series, the elimination of Jame aligns with 

Norman’s rehabilitation.  Whereas the Sawyers are left uncontained narratively at 

the end of Texas Chain Saw IV, in Psycho IV, at least superficially, Norman is 

brought into line with dominant gender and sexuality norms.  This implies that the 

character traits Norman and Jame share—most obviously a confusion of gender 

and sexuality—are those that present the greatest ideological threat and that must 

be brought under control.  In her study of the film’s reception, Janet Staiger also 

argues that “a very powerful and significant binary opposition between Lecter and 

Gumb is constructed and circulated by viewers of the film” that positions Jame as 

low/bad and Hannibal as high/good. 8    Whereas “Gumb’s death as an ‘unnatural’ 

person is met with a sigh of relief . . . Lecter’s continued career as a cannibal of 

authority figures is met with a shaky laugh of pleasure,” indicating that 

“homosexuality, bisexuality, or ambiguous sexual preference is threatening to a 

wide range of people.”9 

Indeed, in contrast to Jame, the film represents Hannibal as a compelling 

and complex character, and the fantasy of the text is articulated primarily through 

him and his relationship with Clarice.  Hannibal seems to realize the impossible 

                                                 
8 Janet Staiger, “Taboos and Totems: Cultural Meanings of The Silence of the Lambs,” in Film 
Theory Goes to the Movies, ed. Hilary Radner, Jim Collins and Ava Preacher Collins (New York: 
?, 1993), 146. 
9 Staiger, “Taboos and Totems,” 154. 
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desire that Mark Buchan attributes to Achilles, to be a subject without desire.  He 

is able to obtain “obscene cannibalistic enjoyment” and also maintain “his self-

conception as a social subject”10  He is in the Symbolic, but is without regard for 

its laws, and because of this he is a highly contradictory figure.  He is doctor and 

patient, sane and insane, hero and villain, a mystery that cannot be explained.  As 

Clarice rides in an elevator on her way to visit Hannibal, one of his guards asks 

her if he is some kind of vampire.  Clarice replies that they do not have a name for 

what he is.  Hannibal is unnameable because he defies the laws of the Symbolic 

and therefore of language.  He cannot be “identified.” 

 In her discussion of the concepts of pollution and taboo, Mary Douglas 

points out that perversion indicates confusion and hybridity, coming as it does 

from “a significant mistranslation of the rare Hebrew word tebhel which has as its 

meaning mixing or confusion,” 11 and in the figure of Hannibal, this fascination 

with the perverse surfaces and circulates.  Hannibal and the relationship that 

Clarice enters into with him allow for the circulation of desire in the text.  

However, the nature of their relationship also contains the text’s fantasy and 

rather than becoming like the killer, Clarice learns what the killer is like.   

In this film, the representation of identity and identifications provides a 

control over the crossing of boundaries that is not present in the earlier films.  

Diana Fuss argues that “in narrative terms, identification is as much a plot device 

                                                 
10 Buchan, 27. 
11 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo 
(Boston: Ark Paperbacks, 1966), 53. 
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as anything else; identification both sets the drama of serial killing in motion and 

provides its ultimate resolution.”12  As much of the literature written about The 

Silence of the Lambs points out, the film’s narrative emphasizes the instability of 

identity boundaries.  These analyses recognize in The Silence of the Lambs, the 

blurring of boundaries between good/evil, sane/insane, and masculine/feminine 

that permeate all the Psycho and Chainsaw films.  Judith Halberstam, for 

example, asserts that “boundaries between people (detective and criminal, men 

and women, murderers and victims) are all mixed up in this film until they 

disappear altogether.”13  As a result, “each role in this narrative is now fraught 

with violence, with criminality, with textuality; no role is innocent, no mind is 

pure, no body impenetrable.”14  Overall, academic criticism tends to position The 

Silence of the Lambs as an exploration of identity in which boundaries of all kinds 

are crossed and destabilized. 

In the context of the series as a whole, however, The Silence of the Lambs 

enacts certain shifts in the way relationships between “good” and “bad” characters 

are figured, most significantly in Clarice and Hannibal’s interactions.  As noted in 

the previous chapters, the boundaries between victim and villain, good and evil, 

are unstable throughout the two series, providing multiple points of access to the 

fantasies of the texts.  In each of the films, the victims begin to take on 

                                                 
12 Diana Fuss, “Monsters of Perversion: Jeffrey Dahmer and The Silence of the Lambs,” in Media 
Spectacles, ed. Marjorie Garber, Jann Matlock and Rebecca L. Waldowitz (New York: Routledge, 
1993), 192. 
13 Halberstam, 164. 
14 Halberstam, 166. 
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characteristics of the killers as they are exposed to them, and this is one of the 

primary means by which the films articulate their fantasies and produce pleasure.  

The representation of relations between characters is, as Elizabeth Cowie says, the 

way in which public forms of fantasy are able to be enjoyed collectively.  In The 

Silence of the Lambs, this instability is acknowledged more explicitly in various 

ways but ultimately controlled more tightly.  Clarice’s job is to find the killer by 

learning to understand how he thinks, necessitating an identification with him and 

an ability to predict his actions and behavior.  As Fuss says, “success in solving 

the case is wholly dependent on the novice’s ability to identify fully with the 

killer.”15  In order to accomplish this, Clarice goes to Hannibal who tutors her in 

thinking like a killer.  I would argue, however, that unlike the previous 

installments, here this identification is made “safe.”  It is professionalized and 

institutionalized, and Clarice is protected from contamination by the transparent 

wall of Hannibal’s cell that divides them.  For Halberstam, that the wall is 

transparent indicates the lack of separation between Clarice and Hannibal, but I 

would argue that this invisible barrier is representative of the separation that 

Clarice must be extremely careful to maintain.  The rules that surround her 

contact with Hannibal reinforce this separation.  On her first visit to Hannibal, 

Chiltern tells her, “do not touch the glass, do not approach the glass.  Pass him 

nothing but soft paper, no pencils or pens.  No staples or paper clips in his paper.  

Use the sliding food carrier, no exceptions.  If he attempts to pass you anything, 

                                                 
15 Fuss, 191. 
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do not accept it.”  Jack’s warnings to Clarice indicate that the danger Hannibal 

poses is as much mental as physical.  Telling her not to deviate for any reason 

from the “physical procedures” described to her by Chiltern, he also warns her to 

tell Hannibal nothing personal: “Believe me, you don’t want Hannibal Lecter 

inside your head.”  Identifications are channeled in order to serve a specific 

purpose, to reaffirm and uphold patriarchal law as represented by Jack and the 

F.B.I.  Clarice must think like the killer but not act like him.  Rather than allowing 

herself to become crazed as the Final Girl does, she must maintain her cool and 

stay calm during the film’s climax.  The way to defeat the killer here is not to be 

like him but to understand him so she can resist being like him. 

In tracing the relationship between the unclean and the sacred, Douglas 

demonstrates the apparently contradictory ways in which threats to the social 

order might be approached and contained, providing a useful position from which 

to view representations of the serial killer that simultaneously demonize and 

revere him.  Although we conceive of pollution and the sacred as opposed to one 

another, Douglas demonstrates how the two are related.  In Douglas’s 

configuration, the sacred is conceived of as that which is prohibited rather than 

that which is pure.  Sacred rules thus become “merely rules hedging divinity off, 

and uncleanness is the two-way danger of contact with divinity.”16  In this sense, 

the sacred might be something that is dangerous because it fails to conform to 

basic cultural categories and defies certain assumptions about the order of things.  

                                                 
16 Douglas, 8. 
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Given that there will always be anomalous objects, that absolute purity is 

impossible, sacred rules offer a means by which to deal with those objects, to 

integrate them into a larger cultural scheme if only through exclusion. 

 Clean and unclean function to create an ordered system, providing 

categories and patterns that attempt to deal with ambiguity.  Both pollution and 

the sacred within this system are positioned as dangerous, outside the bounds of 

normality and therefore to be avoided.  Danger lies in marginality and ambiguity, 

but ambiguity is also inevitable.  Consequently, pollution rules and rituals provide 

an unequivocal external and symbolic code by which to deal with ambiguity and 

uncertainty.  Within this configuration, that which threatens order is also accorded 

great power, and sometimes the most abominable is singled out and placed into a 

ritual frame that marks it off from other experiences.  The supernatural power 

sometimes attributed to the killer thus becomes one of the means by which to 

safeguard an understanding of the division between that which is acceptable and 

that which is taboo, while a fascination with him troubles that division.  Hannibal 

represents just such an “abomination” and the other characters must do all they 

can to avoid contamination.  The rules that surround Clarice’s contact with him 

reaffirm his sacred status.  These rules allow Clarice to use Hannibal as a 

connection to an inexplicable world without becoming a part of that world herself.  

In his discussion of the film, Steffan Hantke argues that the process of locating 

and invading Jame’s space is one of disambiguation.  Hannibal’s familiarity with 

the realm of the fantastic provides Clarice with the information she needs to find 
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Jame and she literally sheds light on his dark world as her bullets shatter the black 

windows of his basement.17 

In various ways then, Clarice must imitate the behavior of the killers she 

hunts, but in each case, this imitation leads to a reinforcement of the law rather 

than an undermining of it.  In her discussion of the film, Adrienne Donald points 

to the way in which behavior that is deemed “insane” in the killer is expected of 

the detective.  When Chiltern shows Clarice a picture of the injuries Hannibal 

inflicted on a nurse, he tells her that Hannibal’s heartbeat never rose above eighty 

beats per minute.  The horror, Donald says, “isn’t simply what we and Starling 

infer that Lecter did—it is that Lecter didn’t psychologically register the horror of 

his act, his violation of the nurse’s body simply didn’t arouse him at all.”18  

Presented as evidence of Hannibal’s abnormality, Clarice is expected to remain 

calm and professional in the face of this horror.  Chiltern shows her the picture in 

an attempt to unsettle her and prove her lack of professionalism.  Similarly, 

during her first autopsy, Clarice is expected not to react to the sight of the 

mutilated body, despite the brutality of the injuries.  The police professional 

should view the killer’s horrific acts with detachment, and just as the killer is able 

to carry out those acts because he conceives of the victim as an “object,” so 

Clarice must view the bodies he leaves behind as pieces of evidence.  As Donald 

                                                 
17 Steffan Hantke, “’The Kingdom of the Unimaginable’: The Construction of Social Space and 
the Fantasy of Privacy in Serial Killer Narratives,” Literature-Film Quarterly 26, no. 3 (1998): 
178-95. 
18 Adrienne Donald, “Working for Oneself: Labor and Love in The Silence of the Lambs,” in The 
Movies: Texts, Receptions, Exposures, ed. Laurence Goldstein and Ira Konigsberg (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1996), 63. 
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then asks, “is the ability to experience horror without getting excited a sign of 

calm professionalism or madness?”19  The answer, I would argue, is both, but 

once again, the issue of control arises as this detachment is harnessed in the 

service of catching the killer.  Clarice’s control over her response to sights of 

horrific violence is a necessary component of her role as detective and originates 

in her desire to prevent rather than generate violence.   

In addition to the institutional regulation of identification and response to 

violence, the narrative structure of the film provides control over the fantasy.  

Whereas the slasher narrative tends to be chaotic, repetitive, and circular, the 

investigative structure of The Silence of the Lambs produces a more controlled, 

linear and progressive narrative.  That Clarice is an F.B.I. agent, training to join 

Jack’s unit, serves to shift the representation of violent crime from the slasher’s 

depiction of violence as unexpected and uncontrollable to a highly structured and 

professional attitude toward violence as potentially containable.  Clarice is trained 

to deal with violence, and it is a part of her everyday life.  Unlike the victims in 

the typical slasher film, the eruption of violence into the everyday is not 

“shocking” to her.  A Newsday article claims that “unlike Psycho, which left 

audiences unnerved, Silence of the Lambs leaves one bruised but relieved.  It’s 

about enduring the utmost in adversity and refusing to give up.”20  The Psycho 

and Texas Chain Saw films repeat the chase and the kill.  The narratives are 

structured around a series of increasingly intense scenes of pursuit and violence.  

                                                 
19 Donald, 64. 
20 Joseph Gelmis, “Demme Monde,” Newsweek, 10 Feb. 1991, sec. II: 4. 
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The Silence of the Lambs, however, moves progressively toward a final goal that 

is established from the beginning of the film.  Although scenes of extreme 

violence punctuate the film, such as Hannibal’s brutal murder of his guards, these 

scenes do not provide the focal point in terms of the plot.  The “point” of the 

narrative is to contain the chaos unleashed by Jame, and each step that Clarice 

takes moves the narrative in that direction.  Demme says of Thomas Harris’s 

novel, “for me, it was a story worth telling because Clarice desperately wants to 

save this life.  It’s no longer about the unspeakable and the unthinkable.  It’s 

about the exquisite efforts of someone to triumph over the unspeakable.”21  

Unlike the Psycho and Chainsaw films, The Silence of the Lambs presents a 

central character who seeks to overcome and control outbreaks of random and 

unexplained violence, who works toward explaining the apparently 

“inexplicable.”  The graduation ceremony that ends the film marks Clarice’s 

successful accomplishment of her goal.  The ceremonial nature of the scene 

suggests that stories—and life—work in a linear, progressive way, in a series of 

stages where each stage represents a “move up.”  Despite Hannibal’s escape, his 

final phone call to Clarice provides control over anxieties about a repetition of 

violence: even Hannibal the Cannibal conforms to a certain code in his killing 

practices.  When Hannibal tells Clarice that he will not be calling on her and 

walks into the crowd to “have dinner” with his old friend Chiltern who has just 

arrived on a plane, the narrative provides reassurance that he will only kill people 

                                                 
21 Gelmis. 
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who deserve it.  Having created no sympathy for Chiltern, who has been exposed 

as an arrogant phoney in multiple ways, the narrative indicates that Hannibal will 

not come after people like Clarice, who, he says, make the world a more 

“interesting” place. 

 The past also figures as a force in this film, but unlike the Psycho series in 

which it brings Norman back around to violence and insanity, here the past drives 

Clarice to accomplish her goals.  The focus on past traumas shifts from killer to 

detective as Hannibal forces Clarice to confront her childhood anxieties.  In one 

of their conversations, Clarice describes her childhood memory of the slaughter of 

the lambs on her uncle and aunt’s farm and her attempt to rescue one of the 

lambs.  She tells Hannibal that she can still hear them screaming, and he suggests 

that her desire to find Jame stems from her belief that it might make the lambs 

stop screaming.  The process of tracking Jame becomes also the process of 

coming to terms with her early confrontation with death, and the past becomes the 

force that drives Clarice to succeed in finding the killer.  Anxieties are channeled 

into professionalism and success, controlled and again turned to “good” rather 

than creating evil and causing destruction as they do in the Psycho and Texas 

Chain Saw series. 

These various shifts in the story—a shift in focalization to the detective, a 

linear, goal-oriented narrative, the use of violence and the past as motivating 

forces for upholding the law—bring the fantasies of the series under control and 

redirect the energy they generate into legitimate channels.  In addition, in splitting 

the figure of the killer into two characters, the fantasy can be enjoyed and 
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articulated through Hannibal, and simultaneously censored through the 

elimination of Jame.  In this way, no conflict occurs between the fantasy of the 

text and the fantasies of the characters as it does in the later Psycho films.  In The 

Silence of the Lambs, the Gein story is reimagined in ways that reduce its 

disruptive potential and contain it more securely.  The material of the Gein story 

is repositioned in a narrative that minimizes the “perverse middle” and alters the 

potential pleasures offered by the texts.  The caution with which the text 

approaches the identification between Clarice and Hannibal and its absolute 

rejection of the fantasy that Jame embodies suggest a high degree of censorship 

and a renunciation of the pleasures of identity fluidity and boundary crossing that 

the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw films express.   

FULL BACK IN A FRIGHT WIG 

 Bringing the narrative around full circle, Van Sant’s Psycho provides a 

convenient stopping point for this project, although it is by no means the end of 

the Gein story.22  However, Van Sant’s return to Hitchcock’s Psycho does imply 

that the issues and concerns central to Hitchcock’s film continue to circulate.  In 

his appropriation of Hitchcock’s film and the changes he makes to it, Van Sant 

rearticulates Psycho’s fantasy from a different position, shifting the terms of the 

film’s representation of sexuality. 

                                                 
22 Last year, for example, the film Ed Gein was released which follows closely “true crime” 
accounts of the Gein story. (Ed Gein, prod. Mark Boot, Hamish McAlpine, and Michael Muscal I, 
and dir. Chuck Parello, 1 hr. 29 min., Unapix Films, 2000.) 
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 When Van Sant announced his intention to remake Psycho, the 

overwhelming response among critics and Hitchcock fans everywhere was 

“why?”  Van Sant himself offered several ostensible reasons—to provide a young 

movie audience with access to the film, as an artistic experiment, and as an 

homage to Hitchcock’s original film—and since its release, critics have struggled 

to explain and articulate its reason for being.  The film was received with a 

mixture of bewilderment and outrage, with many Hitchcock fans condemning 

Van Sant’s attempt to imitate the “master,” and others puzzling over the choices 

he made in terms of changes.  Overall, however, discussions of the film agree that 

affectively, the Van Sant version of Psycho is poles apart from Hitchcock’s, 

failing to produce anywhere near the kind of shock and terror experienced by 

audiences of Hitchcock’s film. 

 This shift is brought about by several central differences between the two 

films: the use of color rather than black and white; Van Sant’s choice of actors 

and their performances; and the contexts within which the films were made.  In 

addition, the highly reflexive nature of the project itself forces recognition of the 

film’s construction in the most obvious way.  The changes that Van Sant made to 

the original film also change the fantasy of the narrative.  While the previous 

Psycho films suggest Norman’s location in the pre-oedipal and resulting 

polymorphous perversity, Van Sant’s Psycho positions Norman as heterosexual, 

shifting the nature of his pathology. 

 Critics and reviewers note that the addition of color—and particularly the 

bright colors Van Sant chooses—changes the tone of the film.  The addition of 
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color, claims Constantine Santas, “[alters] the tone of the grim tale into what 

seems a carefree holiday” and “forces the viewer to notice the lapse of mood from 

the seriousness of the original to the light-hearted and essentially frivolous tone of 

the remake.”23  For James Naremore also, the use of color “obscures the bold 

graphic conflicts and relatively abstract, geometric quality of Hitchcock’s 

work.”24 

I would argue also that Van Sant’s use of color emphasizes the importance 

of Marion and Mother in the narrative.  That the addition of color is the most 

noticeable and extreme change from the original film suggests its significance, 

and the fact that Van Sant does not attempt to use it “realistically” also suggests 

that its function is not simply, as the film’s producer Brian Grazer says, to draw in 

an audience of younger viewers who are not willing to watch an old, black and 

white film.  Marion provides the primary point of color in the film.  Her costumes 

are rich oranges and greens, and she carries a bright orange parasol.  When 

Norman stabs her in the shower, her bright red blood stands out sharply against 

the sterile, white bathroom, providing the last intense color until the final scenes 

of the film.  After Marion is killed, the colors become for the most part darker and 

less distinct.  Less contrast in the mise-en-scene exists as a whole, and softer 

browns and pastels dominate.  The color scheme of the Bates Motel is, however, a 

muted version of the green and orange worn by Marion, and when Lila enters 

                                                 
23 Constantine Santas, “The Remake of Psycho (Gus Van Sant, 1998): Creativity or Cinematic 
Blashphemy?” Senses of Cinema 10 (Nov. 2000), <www.sensesofcinema.com> (5 March 2003), 
5. 
24 James Naremore, “Remaking Psycho,” Hitchcock Annual (1999-2000), 10. 
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Mother’s room, Marion’s colors return; the chairs and curtains in the room are the 

same orange and green as Marion’s clothes.  This calculated use of color 

accentuates Marion’s central position in the narrative.  Her death deprives the film 

of the visual richness of her costumes, but the colors of the motel indicate her 

importance, and the colors in Mother’s room suggest the link between the two 

women.  Marion and Mrs. Bates provide the motivation for the behavior of the 

other characters, but both are also absent from the film.  Van Sant’s use of color 

emphasizes their centrality and importance, providing an aesthetic commentary on 

the action. 

 The other major and noticeable change that influences the fantasy of the 

film is the change in actors and consequently the change in the characters’ 

behavior.  These changes are significant in the film’s representation of Norman’s 

pathology and the connection between the Norman and Marion.  As played by 

Vince Vaughn, the character of Norman changes considerably from Hitchcock’s 

film.  As many critics note, Vaughn is “resolutely macho” and “heterosexual”25  

As Santas says, he is “strong-boned and physical, where [Anthony] Perkins is of a 

delicate, almost fragile frame, more female than male in his body language.”26  

For Naremore, the result of Vaughn’s “manly” appearance and demeanor is an 

inability to evoke the “subtle ‘doubling’ one senses everywhere in Hitchcock,” a 

doubling that connects Norman to Marion and to Mother.27  Vaughn, says Steven 

                                                 
25 Steven Jay Schneider, “Gus Van Sant vs. Alfred Hitchcock: A Psycho Dossier: Van Sant the 
Provoca(u)teur,” Hitchcock Annual (2001-2002), 146. 
26 Santas, 6. 
27 Naremore, 8 
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Jay Schneider, is “simply the wrong body type to play a character whose 

psychological fracturing receives visual expression by means of diverse physical 

manifestations,”28 and for Naremore, Vaughn as Mother looks like a “fullback 

wearing a fright wig.”29  In addition to Vaughn’s physical appearance, the 

representation of Norman masturbating as he watches Marion undress through the 

hole in the office wall situates him as a “male overpowered by sexual desire.”30  

Norman’s gender and sexuality are no longer ambiguous and fluid, and for 

Schneider the scene “serves to reduce Norman’s problem to the most boring of 

psychosexual perversions.”31  This film’s Norman is a fully sexual being.  He is 

not caught up in the pre-oedipal, denying sexual difference and attempting to both 

possess and be the phallic mother.  He does not want to be Mother, merely have 

her.  As Schneider says, “it is at least plausible that Norman’s murder of Marion 

is motivated not so much by his dead mother’s imagined jealousy as by his own 

rage at Marion’s . . . indifference to his heterosexual and possessive male gaze.”32  

The “masculinizing” of Norman’s character serves to shift the representation of 

his pathology, reduce the blurring of gender boundaries imagined in the first 

Psycho and changing the fantasy. 

 For Janet Staiger, Van Sant’s casting of Vaughn as Norman functions as to 

heterosexualize his character, thereby negating the conflation between psychosis 

                                                 
28 Steven Jay Schneider, “A Tale of Two Psychos: Prelude to a Future Reassessment,” Senses of 
Cinema 10 (Nov. 2000), <www.sensesofcinema.com> (5 March 2003), 3. 
29 Naremore, 8. 
30 Santas, 6. 
31 Schneider, “Tale of Two Psychos,” 3. 
32 Schneider, “Gus Van Sant vs. Alfred Hitchcock,” 146. 
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and gayness that Hitchcock’s Psycho suggests.  As she says, “nothing in the 

psychopathology of Norman requires him to be homosexual” and “by casting 

Vaughn in the role, the heterosexuality of Bates is put back into the text, as it 

should have been there from the start.”33  In shifting the representation of 

Norman, the narrative makes more explicit the underlying implications of the 

original Psycho, that Mother is a scapegoat for Norman’s acts of violence and that 

his motivation is a desire for absolute control. 

 This change in Norman also effects a shift in the relationship between 

Norman and Marion and reduces the analogy between them.  For Santas, a 

distinct lack of “chemistry” exists between Anne Heche’s Marion and Vaughn’s 

Norman, and Marion’s understanding of Norman’s anguish is “only played out on 

the surface by the Heche/Vaughn duo who simply repeat the lines.”34  For Sam 

Ishii-Gonzales, the lack of intensity during the parlor scene, resulting partly from 

the actors’ performances and partly from Van Sant’s directorial decisions, erases 

the doubling theme of Hitchcock’s film.  Hitchcock, says Ishii-Gonzales, 

produces a mirroring effect between Norman and Marion through a repetition of 

shots that is lost in Van Sant’s composition, severing the connection between 

them.35 

                                                 
33 Janet Staiger, “Rethinking Authorship Studies in a Poststructural Era: The Case of Gus Van 
Sant,” forthcoming. 
34 Santas, 7. 
35 Sam Ishii-Gonzales, “Gus Van Sant vs. Alfred Hitchcock: A Psycho Dossier: An Analysis of 
the Parlor Scene in Psycho x 2,” Hitchcock Annual, (2001-2002), 149-54. 
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 In that the original analogy between Norman and Marion also connects 

their transgressions, its loss reduces the original film’s insistence on the continuity 

between Marion’s madness and Norman’s, between her sexual transgression and 

her theft, between her punishment and Norman’s psychosis.  Also contributing to 

this shift in the representation of transgression is Marion’s demeanor, and many 

critics point to Heche’s more “jaunty” portrayal of the character.  When she steals 

the money, Heche’s Marion, says Santas, “does not seem overawed by her action” 

and “seems too light-hearted for one who from now on will be a fugitive from the 

law.”36  She is also, says Thomas M. Leitch, “less visibly shaken by her 

encounters with the police officer and the car salesman” and at the end of their 

conversation, the state trooper who has been questioning her tells her “have a nice 

day.”37  The same trooper, Schneider points out, is here wearing sunglasses that 

are transparent rather than the opaque glasses that Hitchcock’s trooper wears and 

that underline what William Rothman identifies as “’everyone’s paranoid fantasy 

of being scrutinized by the cold eyes of the Law.’”38  This minor change in 

costume, says Schneider, “effectively short-circuits the realization of Hitchcock’s 

fantasy.”  In contrast to the tension of these scenes in the original Psycho, here 

Marion is far less disturbed by her violation of the Law of the Father.  While 

Marion’s scenes anticipate the anxiety generated by the original Psycho’s fantasy, 

and link her punishment to her sexual transgression and her theft, here these 

                                                 
36 Santas, 5. 
37 Thomas M. Leitch, “101 Ways to Tell Hitchcock’s Psycho from Gus Van Sant’s,” Literature 
Film Quarterly 28, no.4 (2000), 269. 
38 Schneider, “Tale of Two Psychos,” 2-3. 
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connections are absent, suggesting the random and unprovoked nature of 

Norman’s violence.  Van Sant’s Psycho refuses the typical representation of the 

serial killer’s gender and sexuality as abnormal, insisting on the connection 

between heterosexuality and misogynistic violence rather than producing a 

division between them. 

 Also a factor in the shifting representation of transgression is the context 

within which the film was made.  As Santas points out in relation to the opening 

scene of the film, Sam and Marion’s inability to be together and their talk of 

respectability are not believable in a late twentieth-century context, and their 

playful manner makes them appear “mature grown-ups, not bound by the sexual 

inhibitions of their forbears 40 years ago.”39  Marion’s sexual transgression is not 

presented here as a transgression so cannot be effectively linked to the continuum 

that culminates in Norman’s psychosis.   

 In addition, the repetition of the Hitchcock film in a nineties’ context 

obviously changes the relationship between film and audience.  On a generic 

level, a twenty-year history of horror and slasher movies means that a repetition 

of Hitchcock’s—by today’s standards—“tame” film cannot possibly have the 

same impact it had on audiences in 1960.  As Naremore says, “for all its 

continuing interest, Psycho is no longer a cutting-edge horror film,”40 and Van 

Sant’s film is thus “less a horror movie than an intellectual exercise.”41  Whereas 

                                                 
39 Santas, 5. 
40 Naremore, 12. 
41 Naremore, 7. 
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his experience of watching the original Psycho in the theater was “galvanically 

terrifying,” says Naremore, Van Sant’s Psycho is “academic and not at all 

scary.”42   

 An inevitable and extreme level of reflexivity heightens the film’s lack of 

scariness.  The film draws attention to its own construction by its very existence 

and is described variously as a “museum installation,” a “’walk through,’” a 

“metafilm,” and a “commentary of sorts . . . on the societal urge to recycle past 

successes and to willingly trade sincerity and authenticity for irony and disruptive 

self-reflexivity.”43  In his discussion of reflexivity, Robert Stam discusses the 

concept of “hypertextuality,” referring to the relation between a text and an 

anterior text which it transforms or modifies.  Van Sant’s Psycho produces such a 

modification on Hitchcock’s film, despite the fact that the narrative remains 

largely the same.44 

 In combination, these factors produce a text that imagines a very different 

fantasy than that of the original Psycho.  The fantasy, which positions Norman as 

heterosexual, comes close to articulating the relationship between “the isolated 

and individual misogynistic act and the misogyny that permeates society as a 

whole” that Richard Tithecott claims the serial killer exposes.45  The apparently 

deliberate directorial decision to heterosexualize Norman and to locate him in the 

                                                 
42 Naremore, 5. 
43 Schneider, “Tale of Two Psychos,” 5. 
44 Robert Stam, Reflexivity in Film and Literature: From Don Quixote to Jean Luc Godard (Ann 
Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 1985). 
45 Tithecott, 58. 
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Symbolic divests the film of the perverse pleasures of the pre-oedipal that 

Hitchcock’s Psycho explores and forces attention to the association between 

Norman’s pathology and his straight sexuality, reversing the usual conflation of 

pathology and “deviant” sexuality. 

 In both these films, a refusal of the pre-oedipal fantasy that drives the 

previous narratives of the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw films occurs.  As the 

stopping point for this project, these films provide a degree of closure, bringing 

the chaotic narratives of the series under control and providing alternative 

positions from which to experience the story’s fantasies.  However, the Gein story 

still circulates.  Hannibal Lecter now has his own film, and in 2000, Ed Gein was 

released, following true crime accounts of the Gein case in the construction of its 

narrative.  The event is therefore still relevant and despite five decades of 

“working through,” it continues to provide material for the creation of both 

pleasure and anxiety. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION 

In 1957, America learned a new word—Psycho.  Ed Gein’s name has 

grown in legend but the deeds have become distilled by time, muddled by 

faulty memories and confused in the telling and retelling.  It is the story 

that “shocked the nation.”1 

 The authors of Seize the Night write, “while other slayers have surpassed 

Gein’s body-count and notoriety, America has never seen his equal in the field of 

mental aberration.”2  Although Ed Gein himself may have faded into the 

background with the arrival on the scene of Jeffrey Dahmer and John Wayne 

Gacy, the continuing circulation of the Gein material in the horror film suggests 

that something is particularly pleasurable in representations of this extreme 

mental aberration.   

The horror film has been widely discussed in terms of its ideological 

containment function and its representations of gender and sexuality, but little 

theorization of the pleasures it provides has occurred.  While multiple theories 

have been proposed to explain the slasher’s ability to produce fear and anxiety, 

few have provided insight into why horror movies are enjoyable.  Both Carol 

Clover and Judith Halberstam do identify the queering of gender in the slasher as 

                                                 
1 Horsting, “Ed Gein: In the Flesh.” 
2 “Ed Gein,” Seize the Night, <www.carpenoctem.tv/killers/gein.html> 
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a source of pleasure, but they do not explore fully why this queering is 

pleasurable, and for Clover, it is as much a means by which to avoid unpleasure 

as to produce pleasure.   

Furthermore, previous analyses of the slasher genre have tended to focus 

on the ideological implications of the films, leading to a somewhat unproductive 

“reactionary or progressive” debate.  So, for example, discussions of eighties 

slasher films often position them as ideologically conservative as compared to the 

“progressive” horror of the seventies.  For Tony Williams, “most 1980s horror 

films brutally chastised those questioning or disobeying ideological norms,”3 and 

for William Sharrett, “the overturning of the genre’s radicalism and the 

restoration of the Other in fantastic art are evidence of capital’s further 

colonization of consciousness.”4  For others such as Clover and Halberstam, the 

slasher might be read as progressive in its representations of gender and sexuality.  

The difficulty of situating these films ideologically is particularly apparent with 

The Silence of the Lambs which generated a wide range of interpretations.  

GLAAD and Queer Nation condemned the film for both its representation of yet 

another gay serial killer and for its representations of brutal violence against 

women.  The majority of academic readings of the film, however, tended to see it 

as ideologically ambiguous and many of these readings seemed to excuse the film 

of charges brought against it by the gay activist community.  For example, David 

                                                 
3 Tony Williams, “Trying to Survive the Darker Side: 1980s Family Horror,” in The Dread of 
Difference: Gender and the Horror Film, ed. Barry Keith Grant (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1996), 165. 
4 William Sharrett, “The Horror Film in Neoconservative Culture,” in Dread of Difference, 255. 
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Sundelson asserts that “the film is neither sexist nor feminist, homophobic nor 

homophilic.  Rather it is a vivid and melancholy exploration of concerns about 

individual development and gender identity.”5  Halberstam argues that “Buffalo 

Bill challenges the heterosexist and misogynistic constructions of humanness, the 

interiority of gender, even as he is victimized by them,”6 and Elizabeth Young 

claims that the film’s representation of gender suggests “a more fluid notion, 

outside the logic of the binary, in which gender becomes a kind of costume or 

masquerade.”7  Such approaches lead ultimately to an undecidability regarding 

the ideological valence of the films that is not resolvable.   

Examining these texts as part of an ongoing metanarrative rather than in 

isolation or as a part of a generic cycle, provides an alternative position from 

which to view this ideological ambivalence which sees it as the negotiation of a 

particular set of ongoing problems and contradictions rather than a response to a 

specific set of social conditions.  As my analysis illustrates, these textual 

strategies cannot be isolated within a confined historical moment but permeate all 

the narratives to varying degrees.  So, for example, humor was an immediate 

cultural response to the Gein event and is present in all the narratives.  In addition, 

although my analysis traces a movement from containment to exploration and 

back to another form of containment, these differences are not absolute, as the 

                                                 
5 David Sundelson, “The Demon Therapist and Other Dangers: Jonathan Demme’s The Silence of 
the Lambs,” Journal of Popular Film and Television 21, no. 1 (Spring 1993): 13. 
6 Halberstam, 177. 
7 Elizabeth Young, “The Silence of the Lambs and the Flaying of Feminist Theory,” Camera 
Obscura 27 (September 1991): 14. 
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2000 production of Ed Gein, a narrative that returns to true crime versions of the 

story, demonstrates.  In addition, reading these films as part of the Gein 

metanarrative reveals similarities and variations that shift the ideological 

implications of the texts.  For example, for critics such as Williams and Sharrett, 

the second and third installments of the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw films would 

belong to the “conservative” cycle of the eighties.  However, in relation to the 

other Gein texts examined here, these middle films are perhaps the most chaotic 

and uncontained of the series.  Similarly, while The Silence of the Lambs was read 

by many popular and academic critics as a sophisticated exploration of the fluidity 

and instability of identity, my readings of the first three Psycho and Texas Chain 

Saw films demonstrate that these “lowbrow” films also articulate this instability, 

and that in fact, The Silence of the Lambs enacts a greater degree of containment 

on the fluidity of identity than these earlier films. 

I believe that organizing these texts in an alternative way, providing a 

different context within which to view them, is one of the primary advantages of 

this project and allows new issues to come to light.  For example, a large body of 

work has used psychoanalysis to look at the horror film, but has taken 

representations of gender as its starting point.  This focus on gender positions the 

fantasies of these films within the Symbolic where gender difference is of primary 

importance and tends to exclude fantasies that are pre-oedipal.  In taking the Gein 

event as my starting point, I use psychoanalysis to explore the material it 

provides—cannibalism, mutilation, the mother/son relationship, gender fluidity—

and thus reach somewhat different conclusions about the fantasies operating in 
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these films.  Linda Williams argues that the three different body genres offer 

solutions to the enigmas posed by Freud’s original fantasies.  The horror genre, 

she says, repeatedly enacts a violent fantasy of castration, visited on the female 

victims by the male monster as “punishment for an ill-timed exhibition of sexual 

desire.”8  The fantasies and anxieties of the horror genre, within this 

configuration, are constructed around a desire to solve the enigma of sexual 

differences.  However, as my analyses of the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw series 

show, this is not the only original fantasy operating in the horror film, and, in fact, 

in the Psycho films, fantasies of seduction and origins dominate, suggesting that 

the horror film is not confined to fantasies of castration, also opening the way for 

alternative analyses of genre.  That these films contain multiple fantasies further 

confirms that they draw on multiple genres.  For example, Williams links the 

fantasy of origins to the melodrama, suggesting that the conventions of the 

melodrama might be used productively to examine the Psycho films.   

These texts thus offer further possibilities for research in the areas of genre 

and seriality.  Although the films of the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw series are 

positioned within the slasher genre, their narratives draw on other generic 

conventions, complicating the fantasies they imagine.  So, in their use of excess 

and the othering of the killers, these texts draw on the conventions of Gothic 

fiction.  The texts’ representations of the family demonstrate similarities to the 

melodrama, and several of the texts also incorporate elements of film noir.  An 
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analysis of the Gein texts in relation to these various generic categories might 

further illuminate the pleasures and anxieties they generate, as well as providing 

insight into these generic constructions themselves. 

In addition, although other studies have examined these texts on an 

individual basis, no explorations exist of the pleasures and anxieties produced 

across these texts.  The advantage of such an approach is its ability to reveal 

patterns of repetition and variation that point to the central importance of a 

specific set of issues and concerns that reappear in each text.  At the same time, it 

makes possible the identification of shifts and changes that indicate narrative 

attempts to control the material of the story.  True crime accounts of the Gein 

event provide the material for subsequent fantasies but attempt to contain and 

repress those fantasies so as to create a clear division between normality and 

Gein’s pathology.  Psycho and Texas Chain Saw explore the perverse pleasures 

offered by the material, and with the first and second sequels in the series, these 

pleasures multiply, but so do the accompanying anxieties.  In these middle films, 

a chaotic circulation of desire exists among the characters, and the anxieties 

provoked by the fantasies are signaled more forcefully.  With the story’s move 

from lowbrow to highbrow, the fantasies are more fully contained, through 

narrative control in the case of The Silence of the Lambs and through a change of 

context and an aestheticization of the material in the case of Van Sant’s Psycho.  

To some degree, these narrative form a circular pattern, moving from 

containment, through an exploration of the possibilities—both pleasurable and 

horrific—of the fantasies, and back to containment.  This is not to say that the 
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material will remain contained as new articulations of the fantasy are always 

possible. 

Comparisons between this set of texts and others that draw on a single, 

real event would also provide further insight into the function of narrative 

repetition and variation.  Although discussions of particular film series provides a 

greater understanding of those series’ narrative logic and functioning, analyses 

that relate fiction to non-fiction and that cross between series have the potential to 

uncover larger systems of pleasure and meaning. 

Here I have attempted to trace the fantasies that underlie the Gein story, 

exploring the pleasures they offer and the anxieties that accompany them.  In 

addition, I have examined the variations in the “setting out” of those fantasies 

across the Psycho and Texas Chain Saw series and in The Silence of the Lambs.  

As these analyses show, the subjection of the material of the Gein event to 

narrativization produces texts that work constantly to negotiate the relationship 

between the pleasurable expression of taboo wishes and their censorship, 

producing texts that oscillate between a desire for a return to the pre-oedipal and a 

fear of that return. 

I chose in this dissertation to trace a particular set of fantasies and 

anxieties across these texts and to take a somewhat schematic approach to their 

analysis.  In doing so, the diversity of the texts and some of the differences 

between them were pushed into the background.  So, for example, I did not 

discuss the obvious difference in “status” between Psycho and Psycho IV, or their 

different significance in the annals of film.  Where film historians often position 
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Psycho as a turning point in the horror genre, Psycho IV has received no attention 

at all in academic criticism.  However, discussing these films on an equal footing, 

despite existing arguments about quality and cannons, brings to light patterns that 

might otherwise remain unseen.  Within the parameters of this project, this focus 

provides a foundational analysis upon which other analyses might build, looking, 

for example, at differences in production, context, and reception among the films.  

These factors are certainly important, and the analyses set out in this dissertation 

offer a coherent starting point from which to explore them. 

 While, as Kathleen Halttunen argues, the apparent inexplicability of the 

serial killer’s actions seems to suggest a belief in the innate goodness of human 

nature, an examination of the fantasies embedded in the Gein story suggests 

otherwise.9  The horror that met the discoveries on Gein’s farm gave way in 

fictionalizations of the event to an imagining of perverse pleasures that insist on 

the continuum between behavior that we recognize as normal and Ed Gein’s 

pathology.  As Halttunen points out, Gothic excess and graphic violence tend to 

evoke fear and disgust, confirming the normalcy of the reader, and this was 

certainly the case with true crime accounts of the event.  However, the films begin 

to close this gap between the supposedly normal reader and the monstrous killer 

by making that violence pleasurable in itself and providing access to the fantasy 

that produces that violence.  The realization that only a fragile, invisible barrier 

separates a Clarice Starling from a Hannibal Lecter permeates these narratives, 

                                                 
9 Halttunen, 43. 
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leading ultimately to the construction of scenarios that attempt to control more 

carefully the maintenance of that barrier. 

In my discussion of the Gein texts I have attempted to develop an 

understanding of the pleasures offered by an apparently repulsive and horrific 

story.  The repeated return to the Gein event in horror narratives indicates its 

attraction, despite its gruesome nature.  Cultural fascination with the figure of the 

serial killer has been the subject of much popular debate.  As Wendy Lesser 

asserts, “my delight in Hannibal Lecter, or in Anthony Hopkins' portrayal of 

Hannibal Lecter, and my more guarded, more disgusted and self-disgusted, but 

still admissible curiosity about Jeffrey Dahmer do not set me apart as an eccentric 

in late 20th- Century America.”10  My own interest in this project originates in my 

discovery that horror is far more pleasurable for me when I approach it from an 

analytical perspective, allowing for a degree of affective distance from the text.  

Knowing that I have the tools to disarm the fear and anxiety it provokes allows 

me to enjoy the pleasures it offers.  For me, the pleasures of horror are somewhat 

dependent on an ability to master the anxieties it provokes and psychoanalysis, as 

a theoretical tool, aids me in that process.  Examining these narratives in a 

consistent and methodical manner allowed me simultaneously to work through 

some of the reasons for my own pleasure and discomfort in viewing these films.  

Although I do not claim here to provide absolute explanations for the 

reappearance of this material and the shifting forms that it takes, I believe this 

                                                 
10 Wendy Lesser, “Homicidal Tendencies,” Los Angeles Times, 12 Dec. 1993, sec. Magazine: 27. 
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intervention does provide a valuable starting point from which to explore the 

reasons for a repeated return to the story and the pleasures that audiences derive 

from it.
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